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1250

H

HH r

Commemorative Plate Block
Collection
Web $3,500
N.h. to o.g. in 5 Scott Specialties to 1979, starts #232, then
#285-86, 294, 323-26, 330 Pl. block of 8, 1909 Issues, 297,
401, 1923 on virtually complete, #702 pl. # selection, Airs
consist of #C7 (2), 8, 9 (2), 10 (2), C11 incl. 2 Tops, 12,
16-17, 19-90, also few non-commems. incl. Presidential
complete, Liberty complete, etc., few earlies mixed
condition, otherwise fine to very fine, sold in our 2008 auction
for $6325, intact ........................................ Est. $4,000/5,000

1251

H

HH

Better Mostly Mint Selection
Web $3,000
Few hundred items mostly n.h. to o.g. with cat. mostly in $50
to $2000 range with occasional used, value in Columbians
and later mint, few items priced up to retail, incl.
Washington-Franklins, attractive pl. blocks, few
back-of-book, occasional 19th Century item, many with
certs., excellent lot to break down for retail/internet, overall
very fine, many items bought as individual lots out of auctions or
from high end dealers and picked for quality .... Est. $4,000/5,000

10:00 a.m., Lots 1245-2236

U.S. Collections & Various
1245 Hm

1246 H

Better Regular Issue Retail Stock
$12,000
Few hundred on priced #104 pages (back-of-book separate
lots), scattered early mint, value in later 19th Century with Bank
Notes to 90¢, to 1930’s period, incl. multiples, also small group
of Hawaii mint singles, slight dupl., etc., cat. mostly in $50 to
$400 range, condition above average, good lot to reprice for
retail/internet, 19th Century with slightly mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, very high retail, cat. total
$162,000-$182,000 range ....................... Est. $15,000/20,000
Extensive Mostly Mint Collection
Web $6,500
On various pages to 1977, starting with 1851-1857 issue, 19th
Century through 1869 issue mostly used, Bank Notes on mint
through 90¢ and mostly complete, occasional better dupl. mint
or used, mint Columbians incl. strips, #230-245P4, 1909
bluish papers, coils (mostly singles), no Airs or back-of-book
(see separate lot), 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine .............. Est. $10,000/15,000

1247 Hm) Extensive Columbian Expo Stamp,
Cover and Ephemera Collection
Web $6,000
Incl. mint set, pl. # singles to $1, proof set, multiples incl. better
pl. blocks, tickets, coins, mint and used stationery with
adhesives, covers incl. 2¢ bisect, 3¢ and 8¢ tied with Expo
cancels, expo card usages and few mint, etc., incredible
collection difficult to dupl., mostly fine to very fine, most better
items bought individually out of major auction ... Est. $8,500/10,000
1248 Hm

1249 Hm

Working Man’s Collection Two
Volumes 1847-1986
$5,500
Mint and used collection in two Scott National albums with
slipcases incl. many key complete sets and singles, 19th Century
mostly used incl. #1, 2, 8A, 24, 29, 30A, 36, 37, 38, 67, 70b, 72,
75, 78b, E grills 86, 89, 90, 91, F grills 92, 95, 96, 97, 98, 100,
also 118, 120, 121, 138, 154, 155, 191 (2), 218, 244, 292 and
293, mint incl. 22 with PF cert., 30, 73 o.g., 87, Columbians
complete mint to $5 (244 used), 20th Century mostly mint
highlights incl. #391 line pair, 461 used, 467 5¢ error single,
578, 579 and 595 all used, Kansas-Nebraska set complete mint,
#630, second volume incl. Airmail with C13-15 o.g., Special
Delivery, Parcel Post complete, Postage Dues, etc., well filled
with plenty of value, condition varies, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $51,000 (Owner’s) ........................... Est. $7,000/10,000
Mint and Used Collection
Web $5,000
Advanced level of completion housed in Lighthouse hingeless
album, incl. a group of certificates, range from used to unused,
o.g. to n.h., from 1847 through mid 1930’s, Airmails, Special
Deliveries, Postage Dues, Officials, Shanghai’s, Ducks, Parcel
Post and others, early 19th Century issues range from used to
mostly mint or unused, some highlights incl. #1, 2, 12, 37, 38, 6
unused, 1869 issues, many mint Bank Notes, Colombians mint
or unused to $5 ($1 is used), Trans-Mississippi’s mint to #292,
300û313 mint (missing $2), good showing of Washington
-Franklins, #630, C1ûC6 mint, C13ûC15 unused with
certificates, mint Special Deliveries complete, Ducks complete
through 1960’s etc., overall a nice collection suitable for break
up for retail or for a nice base collection to add to, 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century generally fine to very fine. Scott
$65,000+ (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $7,000/9,000

Start Bid

1252 H

5 Pristine Schaubek Hingeless Binders
$2,500
With dust covers, mint except for a few earlies, incl. #69 and
16 used, mint incl. #210, 230-34, 280, 287-88, 294-99 (no
298), 301//309, 324-30, 332//340, 357-58, 360-73, 397-98,
400, 415, 417, 423//33, 498//517, 550, 551-73 (no ½¢, 50¢),
high values n.h., 578-91, 614-21, 658-79, 803-34 n.h., then
basically complete to 2006, incl. Bugs and other cartoon die
cuts; also better Airs and Back of the Book, face value of
common from 1945 to date over $1,300, much fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1253 Hm

Mint and Used Collection 1852-1964
$2,200
Clean 19th & 20th Century in Lighthouse hingeless album
with slipcase, 19th Century mostly used incl. #36, 67, 70, 97,
154 and 219-29, mint n.h. incl. #206, 287, 288, 294-99,
302-06, 308, 323-25, 327, 328-30, 524, 551-61, 563-71, 573,
C1-6, RW1, RW3, RW6-7 and RW9, a number of graded
PSE certs throughout, also C13-15 o.g., generally fine to very
fine or better. Scott $20,700 (Owner’s) ....... Est. $3,000/4,000

1254 Hm

Intact Mostly 20th Century Collection Web $2,000
In Scott album to 1976 with scattered classics used (couple
with certs), Bank Notes to 90¢, 1887 on reasonably complete
incl. Columbians, Trans-Miss., 1895 issues, used coils, 1910
on mint or used, also back of the book with Zepps complete
mint, Special Delivery, etc., 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ........ Est. $3,000/4,000

1255

H

1256

H

H

Extensive Mint Intact Freak
and Error Lot
Web $2,000
N.h., mostly later period on pages, 1000+ of mostly freaks
but incl. some errors (some with certs), freaks incl. perf shifts,
color, vignette shifts, errors, pl. # early coils, errors incl.
#1555a, 1506a, 832b, 2217k, 2479b, 2955a, 1556b, 3910m,
incl. Airs with C23a, C119a, sound throughout, needs
inspection, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $3,000/4,000

HHm

Collection in Seven Platinum Albums
1851-1997
$1,800
Mint and used in albums with slipcases, 19th Century used
to 1903, 20th Century n.h. 1904 on, incl. #323-25, 328-30,
297-99, range of Washington-Franklins, very well filled
from 548 on with 551-73, 581-91, White Plains sheet,
Kansas-Nebraska complete, Farleys, Prexies etc., also
back-of-book with Airmail, Postage Due, Shanghai’s, ducks
etc., modern issues well represented, plus over $600 face
value, nice collection, fine to very fine. Scott $14,600
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $2,500/3,000
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1257 Hm

Spotty Collection
Web $1,600
Mint and used in Scott hingeless, scattered items throughout
but incl. better items with #1-2, mint 39, 241-242, 245, 479,
etc., Airs with C13-15 used, C15 on cover, nothing beyond
1961, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1258 H)

Samples, Proofs and Cards of Civil
War Patriotics
Web $1,500
All Union, by category starting with Washington, consisting
of 139 with vignettes each with additional Civil War cutouts
samples from 1 to 3 adhering on front of each entire, 33 intact
covers also 10 large proofs on card, 41 smaller cards, etc., We
speculate that it was some type of sample book. Highly unusual and
unique ....................................................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1259

H

HH

1260 Hm

1261 H r

1262 H

1263 H

January 17, 2021

Third Session
Start Bid

Lifetime Mostly Mint Intact Collection
$1,400
Mostly 20th Century in 8 binders, first part 4 large binders;
binder one contains #1//1003 plus very extensive early
back-of-book section, two #994//3103, three mainly
souvenir sheets 1994 to 2004 and clean, four large collections
of n.h. blocks of 4 (incl. #J63 with cat. $160, J64 cat. $150,
and block of 8 #620 cat. $300) covering #551 to #1710
plus back-of-book blocks, second part has 4 small binders, all
n.h. to o.g., binder 1 #24//698, two #699//1400, three
#K1//Q1 incl. #K2-8 (cat. $452), 22 n.h. copies of J38 (cat.
$880), etc., four #Q1 to Canal Zone #J23 with two blocks of
four #RD225 (cat. $3600) and two blocks of four RD224
(cat. $700), fine to very fine ...................... Est. $2,000/2,500
Mint and Used Issue Better
Accumulation
$1,400
Many hundreds, starting #11’s used with Bank Notes,
through mid 20th Century (some dupl. incl. #546 - 5 mint, 1
used) mint and used, study of #65 cancels, Revenues, all
somewhat better, in retail cards, on stockpages, in glassines,
unsorted (Washington-Franklins mostly in separate lot), few
back of the book, booklet panes, cat. up to $750+, 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, needs
inspection, excellent lot to break down for stock, culled from
various estates accumulated over the decades ....... Est. $2,000/2,500
Mostly Plate Block, Coil Collection
$1,100
Mostly o.g. (few n.h.), in glassines, starting 1¢ Trans-Miss.
on, value in Washington-Franklins, also 1909 commem.
values, occasional block, strips, coil pairs incl. better, and
singles (with C1-6), nothing recent, some well centered,
occasional large top, also Airs pl. blocks with a few later, fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
High End Mostly 20th Century Mint
$1,100
Retail $5 to $300 (most in $20 to $100 range), each on
individual stockcards, identified and priced, incl. few used
classics (mostly #11, 11A copies), #116 unused, 121 used,
from Pan-Americans on mostly n.h. to o.g. with few scattered
used, few freaks, most picked for excellent quality, few Airs,
etc. incl. mint #C1-3, mint Dues, Revenues incl. ducks,
retail total $15,000+ ................................ Est. $1,500/2,000
Mostly 20th Century Mint Collection Web $1,000
In 4 Lighthouse albums to 1950’s, classics mostly used with
Bank Notes to 90¢, Columbians on mostly mint, coil pairs,
two #630, 467, 505, etc., also Airs complete with #C13-15,
Offices in China complete mint, Officials, Dues mint and
used, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

Lot

Description

1264 H

Mostly Mint Collection in 2 Albums
$1,000
Few thousand 1853 to 1976, few early used, balance mostly
o.g. with few later issues n.h., better items incl. mint
Columbians to 50¢, #294-299, 323-330, 397-400A, 573,
630, Airmails complete (C13-C15 o.g. (h.r.)), Special
Delivery complete (few with damaged gum), Parcel Post
complete, fine or better ............................. Est. $1,500/2,000

H

Plate Block and Mint Block Hoard
$1,000
N.h., in three banker boxes, mostly 1920’s through 1940’s,
some noted highlighted plate blocks #579, 616, 550, E11,
538a, 367, 507 (disturbed gum), C12 (x2), C24, 1053,
C25-C31 (x2), C20-C22 (x2), C7-C9 (x2), Famous
Americans (x2), 702-715, etc., 1st box contains 4 shoeboxes
filled with plate blocks, blocks and singles, other 2 boxes
contain mounted collections with a one volume Stationery
related collection and an envelope containing some better
plate blocks as well, fine to very fine .......... Est. $1,500/2,000

1265

Hr

Start Bid

1266 F

Intact Oldtime Forgery Reference
Collection
Web $1,000
Both used and fabricated covers, most certs go back from the
1970’s, starting from the Provisionals, some good and not so
good attempts, strength in 1869 covers with few Ex Fox,
Knapp, Gibson, some fake grills, coils incl. Ex Eisele, El
Paso fake covers, etc, great oldtime group, Ex Skinner
reference collection formed over many decades, never before offered
on the market ............................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1267

H

HH

Somewhat Better Mostly Mint Group
$1,000
Few hundred items mostly n.h. to o.g. with cat. mostly in $20
to $400 range with occasional used, value in Columbians and
later mint, some items bought out of auctions, few items
priced up to retail, incl. Washington-Franklins, attractive pl.
blocks, few back-of-book, occasional earlier 19th Century
item, excellent lot to break down for retail/internet, mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1268

H

H

20th Century Collection to 2001
$700
N.h., in 2 Liberty albums with 1924 on complete and few
earlier issues, also #C5-6, clean, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1269 Hm

Dealer’s Mint and Used Stock
$650
Few hundred, sorted and priced on stockcards, classic period
mostly used, Washington-Franklins on mint and used, incl.
back of the book with mint C1-6, Hawaii, also some Foreign
with Germany, G.B. & Colonies, Japan, etc., 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, Ex
Steve Henderson ........................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1270 m

Used 19th & 20th Century Stock
$650
In two 3 ring binders, mostly late 19th Century dupl. on to
Prexies with a few later, also back-of-book, no excessive
dupl., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th generally fine to
very fine. Scott $42,000 ............................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1271 Hm

Various Collections
$650
Incl. accumulation with back-of-book, Revenues, Hawaii, 6
counter books, etc.; collection in Liberty album; collection in
Scott album; n.h. and used accumulation of cat. $2 to $50
range items in stockbook and loose (high cat.); mint and used
collection in Scott album (some stuck); and 4 Lighthouse
hingeless albums with scattered stamps in 1st volume, etc.,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,000/1,400
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1272 H

Mostly Mint 20th Century
Accumulation
$650
Slightly better early to mid 20th Century dupl. in glassines,
stockcards, stockpages, loose, small collections with mint and
used 19th & 20th Century in albums and on pages, some
back of the book with Official sheets, also Revenue
accumulation of many hundreds sorted in envelopes incl.
some interesting Wines and Dues, accumulation contains
scattered used, sorted, unsorted, needs inspection, fine to
very fine, culled from various estates accumulated over the decades
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1273 P

Partially Worked Up Proof Group
Web
$650
Couple hundred items, some identified and priced, consists
of P3’s and P4’s, and incl. Dues, and especially Officials incl.
State complete, also Bank Notes, 1869’s to 90¢ with P3’s,
#40-47P4, Columbians P4’s complete except 8¢, nice
condition throughout, overall very fine ..... Est. $1,000/1,400

H

Duplicated 1912 to 1973 Coil Lot,
#410//1520
$600
N.h., value in early group of pairs to strips of 4 with #410 (56
copies), 346, 390 (many copies incl. line pairs), 452, 441, 486
(few hundred), 494, 496, etc., also few common Test, clean.
2009 Scott $10,500+ ............................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1274

1275

1276

1277

H

H

H

H

20th Century Plate Block Collection
$600
Mostly n.h. in mounts on Scott pages in binder, incl.
1909-34 definitives and commemoratives, many better items
incl. #372, 373, 622, 623, 631, 648 and 698-701, Airmail
1926-69, clean and fresh, fine to very fine or better. Scott
$6,550 (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $800/1,200

Hr

HHm

H

1278 Hm

Start Bid

Collection Two Volumes 1869-1978
$550
Mint and used collection in two Scott Specialty albums, 19th
Century used, 20th Century mostly mint, incl. 1917-19
issues n.h., also Kansas-Nebraska set, 1938 Prexies and 1954
Liberty series all complete n.h., mint in mounts from
1940-1978, back-of-book with some Airpost, Special
Delivery, Postage Due and Parcel Post, clean and worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $750/1,000
20th Century Mint Collection
$550
Mostly n.h., regular issues and commemoratives in Scott
National album with slipcase, incl. White Plains sheet,
Kansas-Nebraska set, 1938 Presidentials, 1954 Liberty set
all complete, Airmail with C1-6, C18, Parcel Post complete,
etc., attractive and worth review, fine to very fine. Scott
$5,000+ (Owner’s) .................................... Est. $750/1,000
Eclectic Stock and Miscellaneous
$500
In 5 binders incl. collection of 1954 Liberty, retail group on
pages incl. #1053 pl. block (2), mint better Dues, some
higher cat. 19th Century used with some mint and Bank
Notes to 90¢, also 100+ of BK132 (cat. $18.50 each), small
group of freaks, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ................... Est. $750/1,000

A Worldwide and U.S. Philatelic library
is available for sale. Contact us if you are
looking for specific books..
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1279 Hm

14 Albums of Mint and Used
$500
Starting with two Scott Revenue albums containing earliest
issues, reds & greens, Narcotic, Consular, Opium, Customs,
Motor Vehicle, Savings incl. $5 Minuteman, telegraph, Post
Office seals and de-listed private air letters-Burlington,
American Express, P.R.I.D.E. and IPSA; two Harris
Liberty albums which between them carry used 294-99,
300-310, C1, C4, 735 and other Farley issues, stockbook
holding C1-6, 7-11, 18, plates of C25-31, lots of mint and
used Postage Dues, some mint Kansas-Nebraska mint/used
Officials and Q1-12 used; Scott National with better 19th
Century incl. very fine mint, a White Ace album filled with
Airmail booklets incl. a pristine #C10, a White Ace album
stamp holding varieties such as tagged/untagged, color
shades, dry and wet varieties, etc., a binder of plate blocks of
perf and imperf Parks and imprint blocks of the Overrun
Countries, incl. a block of KORPA misspelling and lastly a
Scott album of earlier cut squares, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, generally
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $750/1,000

1280 Hm

Basic Mint and Used Collection
$500
On White Ace pages, mostly used to 1920’s, mint after that
to 1943, with scattered early classics, Bank Notes to 90¢,
Washington-Franklins with singles used, incl. Airs and
some other back of the book, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ........... Est. $750/1,000

1281 Hm

Oldtime Collection to 1945
Web
$500
In 2 “Marquette” 1940’s U.S. Stamp Co. albums, 1st album
early period mostly used incl. #1, Bank Notes to 90¢, 20th
Century earlies mixed mint and used with later mint, some
coils, #242 used plus proof, some back-of-book; 2nd album
with Revenues and additional back of the book, 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1282 m

1890 to 1899 2¢ Bureau
Washington Cancel Study
$500
Thousands mostly identified in binders on pages, sorted by
cancels, months, dates, better individual cancels on cards
(priced), and hundreds unsorted in small box, hundreds of
#220 (some #219D), sorted by cancels, also cap on left “2",
few blocks, cancel study by cancel and month of the year,
numeral, few precancels incl. 1¢ Bureau, etc., great lot for
expansion, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $750/1,000

1283 Hm

19th & 20th Century Better Group
$500
Priced mint and later used on #102 cards, few hundred
identified and priced, starting with #166 on, retail $1 to
$150, incl. back of the book with Airs, chunk of Officials, and
Possessions, light dupl., fine overall ............ Est. $750/1,000

1284

H

Hr

Prexie Mint Accumulation
$500
N.h., thousands of singles to sheets (low values), up to $2
with pl. blocks, mostly disorganized, in glassines, on
stockpages, couple partial rolls, etc., clean, culled from various
estates accumulated over the decades ................. Est. $750/1,000

1285

H

HHm

Mostly Mint Washington-Franklin
Accumulation
Web
$500
Hundreds mostly n.h. to o.g. unsorted on stockpages,
stockcards, in small glassines, etc., minor dupl., incl. all diff.
perfs and watermarks, coils, overall very fresh unpicked lot,
culled from various estates accumulated over the decades
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000
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1286 H r

Collection of Blocks and Plate Blocks
$450
Couple hundred o.g. 1920s to 1950, incl. blocks of
#566-570, 692-701 plate blocks, Farleys and White Plains
sheet, few low value items water damaged, mostly fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $600/800

1287 m

Precancel Accumulation in Banker Box
$450
Thousands of regular issues and commemorative precancels
neatly arranged in homemade albums, stockbook, glassines
envelopes and approval cards showing a wide variety of cities
with substantial group of Michigan towns plus group of full
sheets incl. 11¢ and 13¢ Airmails with Washington D.C.
precancels, a great lot for the specialist, fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $600/800

1288

1289

H

H

Hr

1290 Hm

1291

H

Start Bid

1928 to 1932 Plate Block
Accumulation
$425
N.h., incl. #549, 614, 617, 727 (8), 628, 643 (3), 644, 645
(7), 649 (10), 650 (9), 651 (40), 655 (5), 657 (27), 680 (6),
682, 683, 688, 690 (40), 716, 724 (5), 725 plus multiples of
National Park series and a few others, nice clean lot. Scott
$4,000+ ........................................................ Est. $600/800

1294

H

H

1295

Hr

H

Hr

Description
H

Hr

4 Box Lot of Mint and Used
$400
In albums, on pages, loose, incl. back-of-book, some early
items but mostly late 19th Century on, incl. pl. blocks,
multiples, mint and used 20th Century stock, Postal Card
collection, scattered gold foil covers, etc., occasional better
item, fine to very fine overall, culled from an Estate of a couple
hundred boxes .................................................. Est. $600/800

Liberty Issue Mint Accumulation
$375
N.h., hundreds of singles, pl. blocks, multiples plus 3¢
complete roll, 5¢ sheet, somewhat organized, up to $5
(singles), clean, fine to very fine ...................... Est. $500/750

Regular Issue and Airmail Plate
Block Collection
$350
Mostly n.h., regular issues about 100 from 1932 to 1944 incl.
#704-715, 740-749, 803-834, 859-893, plus few Farley
issues incl. souvenir sheets, Airs from 1926 to 1991 mostly
n.h. incl. #C7-C9, C20-C22, C24, plus modern issues, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $600/800
Balance of Collection
Web
$350
About 45 mostly o.g. with few regummed and used incl. 2
mint sets of Pan-Americans, 1902-1903 Regular issue thru
50¢, some used Trans-Mississippi issues and used #73 with
red cancel, 357 disturbed o.g., 358 and 369 o.g. (h.r.), 358
used and #505 used with creases and small thin, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1297 Hm

Eclectic Collector’s Accumulation
Web
$350
Incl. better New Haven reprints, Revenues, some Locals
(few genuine), postage, #C13, 245 mint (soiled), back of the
book incl. Express, M & M’s, occasional toning issues,
unusual lot, mostly fine to very fine ................. Est. $500/750

H

HH

Interesting Mint Balance of Estate
Web
$350
About 75 mostly o.g. items with some n.h. incl. #647-648
plate blocks, 669-679 singles, C84a, RW31 (4 n.h. singles)
and one signed by artist, Shanghai overprints, Confederates
and few autographs on stamps, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1299 H

1918 to 1939 Mint Collection
Web
$350
O.g. oldtime lot on quadrille pages virtually complete for
time period, starting with 1918-29 Offset issue with shades,
various perfs, 1919 Victory with better shades, coil strips,
595, 630, Farleys with blocks, etc., very clean fresh
collection, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $500/750

1300 Hm

Small Dealer Balance
Web
$350
Mint and used with a few priced 19th and early 20th
Century, few hundred incl. #630 FD on piece, also incl. two
#210 fancy cancel covers, Ducks complete mint to 1994,
#64 used, few items with certs incl. #116 with steamship
cancel, #35 n.h., few with issues, and few cheap pieces,
condition varies ............................................. Est. $500/750

20th Century Back-Up Stock
Web
$400
N.h., hundreds with strength in Farleys incl. singles, blocks,
gutter blocks, pl. blocks, also Famous Americans, few used,
considerable dupl., clean, ready to break down for retail
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

Dealer Mint Backup Stock,
#772/921, C19-128
$375
Running from #772-921 and C19-C128 in two banker
boxes, virtually all n.h., quantities run from a few to 50 or
more, incl. Prexies to $2, Overrun Countries (not checked
for varieties); also incl. quantities of later popular se-tenant
items ($434 face value) such as scouting, ducks, horses,
football, baseball, etc., fine to very fine ............ Est. $600/800

Start Bid

1296 H

Mostly 20th Century Accumulation
$425
N.h. to o.g. in banker box, incl. 1940’s and later mint stock
and pl. block collection, few WWII Patriotics, occasional
better auction single incl. mint #2228b strip of 4, 573a,
PR76, PR108, 120 used, 2 albums of Numismatic souvenir
panels, etc., generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $600/800

1292 (H) r Farley/National Parks Mint
Accumulation
$400
Ungummed mostly, few n.h., hundreds dupl. and mostly
identified in glassines, some stockcards, a few sheets, large
blocks, gutters, arrows, etc., also full sheets of #754, 756,
769 and others, clean throughout except full ungummed
imperf panes unfolded in sheet protector with condition
issues ............................................................. Est. $600/800
1293

Lot
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1301

H

Hr

1302 m

Mostly Washington-Franklins Mint
Imperfs
Web
$350
Virtually all n.h., in multiples incl. arrow, center-line and pl.
blocks, with considerable dupl., few singles, etc., starts at
#314, clean throughout, overall very fine ....... Est. $500/750
2¢ Blackjack Accumulation
Web
$300
77 used singles, various cancels incl. colored, grills, mixed
condition, not checked for better transfers, etc. . Est. $400/500

1303

H

Hr

Better 20th Century Sheets
$300
N.h., few hundred, mostly 2¢ reds, 3¢ purples, Army & Navy,
National Defense, Overrun Countries and other values in that
time period, also few modern, slight dupl., no Famous
Americans, Liberty’s, or Prexies (separate lot), culled from
various estates accumulated over the decades .......... Est. $400/600

1304

H

Hr

Famous Americans Sheets, etc.,
#859-888
$300
N.h., mostly sheets but also scrap, pl. blocks, incl. the sheets
to 10¢, fair amount of dupl., clean throughout, fine to very
fine lot, culled from various estates accumulated over the decades
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

January 17, 2021
Lot
1305

Description
H

HHm

Third Session
Start Bid

1817 to 1920 Lithograph Issues
Web
$300
Couple hundred perf and imperf, majority used mounted on
pages, 1¢ to 3¢ values, incl. n.h. to o.g. copies, perfins,
various cancels, pl. blocks, vending, double impressions, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $350/450

1306 Hm) Varied Accumulation
$260
Collector’s accumulation circa 1930’s incl. general collection
of 19th & 20th Century mint and used on pages in three
binders, incl. back-of-the-book with Revenues and
precancels, also small quantities of Farley souvenir sheets
incl. 1933 Century of Progress, Byrd etc., glassines with
various mint issues, an interesting selection of 1930s meter
mail and Postal Stationery entires, a group of Postage Due
receipts with various denominations, and other misc. covers,
noted are #C18 (block of four XF), C10a booklet and more,
oldtime group, worth a look, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/400
1307 H

Mint Washington-Franklin Group
$250
About 100 with dupl. mostly o.g. incl. #422, 1917-1919 perf
11 issues, some coils and imperfs, worth a close look, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $400/500

H

6 Mint Modern Errors
Web
$250
N.h., consisting of #1557a, 2434-37B, 1474a, C122b-125b,
1370a, and C82a, very fine. Scott $1,740 ........ Est. $400/500

1308

H

1309 m

Used Mostly Classic Accumulation
$250
Dupl. in stockbook to early 20th Century, some mint incl.
Columbians dupl. to 4¢, value mostly in 19th Century
period, incl. few Hawaii, check for cancels, mixed condition.
Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s) .............................. Est. $400/500

1310 Hm

Accumulation, Collections
$250
Mint and used in banker box incl. Dues used collection, mint
and used collection, etc., nothing recent, generally fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1311 (H) r Mint Farley Collections
$250
Ungummed, on pages, in albums, etc., incl. the souvenir
sheets with some pairs, blocks and pl. blocks incl. matching,
clean, very fine overall .................................... Est. $400/600
1312 H

1313 m

1314

H

H

Miscellaneous Mint and Used
Accumulation
$250
Incl. Legends sheet, 1935-1964 hingeless Platinum, bit of
postage, mint back-of-book collection with Airmails
complete except Zepps, Special Delivery, Dues, collection of
Philippines, etc., fine to very fine overall ......... Est. $400/600
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Lot
1315

Description
H

Hr

1316 Hm

Start Bid

Balance of Plate Block Collection
$200
N.h., 1917 to 1937 collection in 2 Minkus albums in mounts,
starting #498 on, incl. booklet panes, some slight toning issues
but nice centering throughout, incl. National Parks, Airs in
second album starting 1926-27 Maps on, fine lot Est. $300/400
1 Box Mint and Used Accumulation
$200
On pages, stockpages, loose, bid boards, etc., mostly common
20th Century but occasional better, incl. pl. blocks, face, back
of the book, occasional ephemera, generally fine to very fine,
culled from retired collector’s 300+ boxes .............. Est. $300/400

1317

H

HH

Mint Coil Stock, #250/851
$200
N.h. to o.g. dupl. stock of mostly pairs and strips, incl. line
pairs, inventory incl., fine to very fine. Scott $3,200
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

1318

H

HH

1922 to 1931 Definitive Issues
Accumulation
$200
About 100 mostly o.g. with dupl., some n.h. incl. o.g.
#572-573, 578-579, and 581-591, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1319 Hm

Collector’s Accumulation
$200
Two collections; first collection in 2 Scott specialty albums to
1985, two additional modest albums, precancel collection in
6 small binders, D.W.I. and Ducks mint and used on album
pages, etc.; 2nd miscellaneous with Possessions mint and
used, incl. Harris pl. block album, Scott American Stamp
album with predominantly used from classics to late 1960s,
stock of Revenues, run of Hawaii (incl. mint O1-5), lots of
Canal Zone, Airmail singles, mint Ryukyu collection, fine to
very fine overall .............................................. Est. $300/400

1320 Hm

Mint and Used Balance
$200
Incl. Lighthouse album to 1980 with scattered classics
mostly used, 20th Century mint and used with later period
mostly filled, few covers, scattered mint and used on cards
and #102’s, 3 U.N. #38s, etc., 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1321 Hm

Late 19th to 1930’s Accumulation
Web
$200
Mint and used, few hundred on stockpages, few classics,
mostly Columbians on with Washington-Franklin coils,
scattered multiples, few back-of-book, occasional better
cancel, mixed condition to fine. Scott $6,000 ++
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1322 BH

Mostly Mint Booklet Study
Web
$200
On annotated pages, starting #279Be used singles, incl.
pane covers, pos. panes incl. numbers, a few covers, etc., cute
lot, fine to very fine overall .............................. Est. $300/400

Detailed Precancel Collection
$250
Many hundreds in box, starts with the Kilmer Provisional
precancels and follows through to the Prexies and beyond,
also fine selection of precancels from Possessions and areas of
influence; Hawaii, Canal Zone, Guam, Saipan, Truk,
Guam, American Samoa, Canton and U.S. Virgin Islands,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $350/450

1323

H

H)

Transportation Mint Coil Accumulation
$250
N.h., mostly with pl. numbers in strips of 5 or larger in
stockbook sorted, on stockpages somewhat sorted, collection
of singles to strips mint and used on pages, and stockbook
with presorted, 1st class, etc., some dupl., not checked for
better numbers, clean, culled from various estates accumulated
over the decades ................................................ Est. $350/450

Transportation Coil Collection
Four Volumes
$200
N.h., clean and comprehensive collection of transportation
coils, incl. various strips, first day covers (one hand painted)
and flag coils, on stockpages in three Lighthouse albums
with slipcases and a binder, incl. some errors and varieties,
clean and worthwhile, generally very fine ........ Est. $300/500

1324

H

Hr

Plate Block Collection 1923-77
$200
N.h., three Scott albums, incl. #610 plate block of six,
various 1926-34 issues, 1931 issues, also Airmail C25-31,
good amount of face value, review recommended, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400
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1325 BHH

Booklet Pane Mint Collection
$200
Mostly n.h., starting #331a, later dupl. incl. side pl. nos.
(some complete), dupl. with shades, pl. nos. of #502b, 632a,
807a incl. side pl. nos., 1036a all side pl. nos., Airs with
#C10a (4), C39a with side pl. nos., PS12b, few earlies slight
faults, fine to very fine .................................... Est. $300/400

1326

H

H

Start Bid

Used Basic Collection
$200
In Scott album to 1974 with later period mint, incl. 1869’s to
30¢, Bank Notes to 90¢, Columbians to $1 used, no back of
the book, v.g.-fine .......................................... Est. $300/400

1328 m)

Plate No. Coils Used Accumulation
$200
Huge lot of PNC’s in banker box with thousands mostly on
piece plus group of commercial covers, a great lot for the
specialist ........................................................ Est. $300/400

1329 m

Precancel Lot
$200
943 Gunesh Presidential Defense Bureau Print album pages
and stockpages filled with 1000+ precancels with multiples
incl., and some better items, please inspect, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/300

1330 m r

Used High Value Accumulation
Web
$200
#572 (54 incl. block of 40 on piece), and 834 (57; mostly
blocks of 4), mostly fine .................................. Est. $250/300

1331 m

1862 Both Issues, 24¢ Group of 8,
#70/78a
Web
$200
Used, consisting of pair and 6 singles identified but looks
inaccurate, usual centering, probable minor issues, fine
overall. Scott $2,500 ++ ............................... Est. $250/350

H

HH

1333 H

Lot

Description

1337 E

Group of 4 Bank Notes Issue Essays Web
$140
Consisting of #182-E1b violet, 184-E12c black, 188-E1b
dark blue and 190-E1c dark orange, a few small flaws,
overall very fine appearing ............................. Est. $200/250

1338 Hm

Mint and Used Collection
$130
In Scott National album to late 1950’s incl. some
Back-of-Book, mostly used until late 1920’s, mixed
condition ....................................................... Est. $200/300

Small Mint Error/Freak Group
Web
$200
N.h., incl. imperfs incl. #2064a pair, miscuts, etc., fresh
group, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $300/400

1327 m

1332

January 17, 2021

Third Session

1339

H

1340

H

HH

Collection in 2 Scott Albums
$130
Couple thousand from 1915 to 1994 mostly mint, later issues
n.h., incl. some better 1920’s and 1930’s issues, and Airmails
plus lots of postage, fine to very fine ................ Est. $200/250

H

Small Group of Plate Strips,
#267/279B
$130
Mostly n.h., 14 plate strips of 3 plus 285 4 pairs with plate #
and imprint, fine ............................................ Est. $200/250

1341 m

Used Collection in Scott Album
$130
Few hundred from 1870’s to 1940’s incl. Bank Notes to 90¢,
C1-C6, C18 and some other back-of-book issues, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1342 Hm

Accumulation/Stock
$130
19th & 20th Century mint and used in Scott cat. order, incl. a
general run of material with some earlies and back-of-book
with Revenues, generally fine ......................... Est. $200/300

1343

H

1344

H

Collector’s Small Accumulation
$130
N.h., mostly 3¢ to 8¢ sorted in small box but also. incl. #E7 2
mint, E3 o.g., California fishing licenses, etc., fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

H

Hr

Plate Block Collection 1929-67
$100
N.h., in mounts in two Harris plate block albums, fairly well
filled incl. various regular issues and commemoratives with
Famous Americans complete, fine to very fine. Scott $1,300
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $200/300

1345

H

HHm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$100
Many hundreds on sales cards and in glassines with dupl.,
1853 to 1960’s early issues used with scattering of better 19th
Century, balance mostly mint, some n.h., mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $150/200

1346

H

HH

4 20th Century Mint Items
$100
Consists of Kansas-Nebraska set o.g., #854 pl. block with
errant perfs, and n.h. 1982 22¢ strip with missing violet
shade on #2120 and strip of 5 missing violet on 2188, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1901 to 1931 Mint Commemoratives
$200
N.h. (incl. better) to o.g. fresh group, incl. Pan-American
complete n.h. to o.g., 2 each of #399, 400, 403, etc., clean,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $230/280
20th Century Mint Collection
$180
Mostly 20th Century in All-American album and four
binders,
incl.
Pilgrim,
Huguenot-Walloon,
Lexington-Concord, Norse-American, various Farleys,
modern postage, also one stockbook with misc. issues from
1930s-60s, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $250/350

1334 Hm

Collection in 3 Scott American Albums
$150
Few thousand 1857 to 2004, 19th Century mostly used,
1930’s on mostly mint, modern issues mostly n.h., few better
19th Century and lots of postage, fine overall .. Est. $250/300

1335 H)

1992 Columbian Expo Collection
$150
Couple hundred items in two binders for the Expo in
Chicago, U.S. oriented but considerable Foreign, incl.
sheets, FD’s incl. signed, dummy coils, clean and cute
collection ....................................................... Est. $200/300

1347 Hm

1336

H

Hr

Small Better Plate Block Stock
Web
$150
N.h., regular issues, Airs and back of the book priced (old)
on stockcards, occasional hinged, incl. #E13, C22, also
some Washington-Franklins, etc, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

Start Bid

1348

H

Hr

1349 H)

Group of 4 Certified Items
$100
Consists of #R101a (corner creases), fake R63c and R33c,
and l.h. K15, fine to very fine lot ..................... Est. $150/200
1930’s Plate Blocks
$100
Mostly n.h., about 100 incl. Prexies in multiples (832c (3)
and 833) plus 704-815 (o.g.), fine to very fine . Est. $150/200
Balance of Estate
$100
Incl. collection of Christmas seals, Independent Postal Service
labels and covers, and Hawaii literature, fine ...... Est. $150/200
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Lot

Description

1350 P

Group of 4 Provisionals
Web
$100
Consists of #10X1 (2), 9X1 proof, and 10X1 forgery,
generally fine ................................................. Est. $150/200

1351 F

Start Bid
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1362

H

Hr

2014 $19.99 Full Sheet, #4873
$300
N.h., face $600, clean ..................................... Est. $400/450

1363

H

Hr

Prepared Postage Lots
$280
In packets with 200 of 8¢ or 13¢ and one 18¢ to make $16 or
$26 and one $36 face lots, 35 packets in all, total face $1192
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

Group of 18 Forgeries or
Doctored Items
$50
Mostly mint and used coils, also fake #148 fancy cancel,
Confederate Nashville, etc. ............................ Est. $100/150
1364 H r

Postage & Modern Collections
1352

H

1353

H

1354

H

1355

H

1356

H

1357

H

1358

H

1359

H

Hr

Sheets and Booklets 20¢ to 44¢
$2,000
N.h., many hundreds in 2 full banker boxes, some dupl. incl.
“Century of Progress”, Ameripex, and others, also
self-adhesives, no 25¢ values otherwise very extensive and
varied group, high face, clean, culled from various estates
accumulated over the decades ....................... Est. $3,000/4,000

Start Bid

Plate Block Holding in Binders
$270
Collection (some early blocks of four) 1940s-80s, incl.
regular issues and commemoratives in nine binders and two
cigar boxes, some booklets, all in two boxes, substantial face
value, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $400/600

1365

H

Hr

Sheet Accumulation
$250
N.h., about 150 from 13¢ to 29¢ era with most being 13¢ or
15¢, total face $1000+, fine to very fine .......... Est. $400/500

Hr

Sheets Up to 18¢
$1,000
N.h., hundreds of sheets loose in 2 full banker boxes, minor
dupl., mostly 4¢ and higher, clean, culled from various estates
accumulated over the decades ....................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1366

H

Hr

Sorted 3¢ to Under 20¢ Mint
$250
N.h., 5 boxes with singles and mostly pl. blocks in small
stockbooks or in glassines mostly sorted, dupl. throughout,
clean .............................................................. Est. $400/600

1963 to 2006 Mint Collection
$800
N.h., virtually complete in 3 Schaubek hingeless albums,
incl. sheets, sheetlets, coils, etc., clean ....... Est. $1,200/1,500

1367

H

H

Hr

High Value Group
$200
N.h., small group incl. #4873 full sheets of 10, imperf block
of 4 and gutter pair plus few other high values, clean
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

H

Mostly Face Mint Collection
$750
N.h., in 6 3-ring binders to #3954, some earlier period with
19th Century used, coils, Kansas-Nebraska, also Airs,
sheetlets, booklets, etc. 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine (face) ...... Est. $1,200/1,500

1368

H

Hr

Sheets Accumulation to 8¢
$200
N.h., hundreds in sheet folders filling one banker box,
starting with 3¢ purples, some part sheets on lower
denominations, few U.N. part sheets, some dupl., mostly
clean .............................................................. Est. $300/400

Hr

Accumulation, Collections, etc.
$500
N.h., in 4 boxes, loose, in albums, on pages, stockpages, etc.,
mostly multiples incl. sheets from 3¢ on, did not spot
anything over $1 and most up to 15¢ with some higher,
occasional better set, clean, culled from an Estate of a couple
hundred boxes ............................................... Est. $750/1,000

1369

H

H

1997 $3 Mars Sheet, #3178
$150
N.h., 100, face $300, clean ............................. Est. $200/230

1370

H

Hr

Press Sheets
$150
Small selection 33¢ to 44¢, total face $385, clean
....................................................................... Est. $180/200

1371

H

Hr

Postage and Modern Collections
$130
N.h., many hundreds incl. mint sheets and blocks, Recalled
Legends sheet ................................................ Est. $200/250

Hr

Hr

Hr

Scrap Up to 18¢
$500
N.h., thousands loose in 4 banker boxes, unsorted incl.
singles, blocks and part sheets, clean, good luck! culled from
various estates accumulated over the decades ..... Est. $750/1,500
Plate Block Accumulation
$450
1940s-1970s assortment of hundreds identified by Scott cat.
number in glassines envelopes, incl. Airpost and
back-of-book, high face value, dupl., mostly mint n.h., very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800
Mostly Modern Accumulation
$400
N.h., majority 32¢ to Forever n.h., incl. some sheets coils and
booklets, plus some earlier year sets, few press sheets, #2870
sheet and C46 sheet, clean .............................. Est. $600/750

1360

H

Hr

Scrap 20¢ to 45¢
$400
N.h., singles, blocks and strips in box, unpicked and
disorganized, clean, culled from various estates accumulated over
the decades ....................................................... Est. $600/800

1361

H

Hr

Sheets and Scrap Accumulation to 40¢
$400
N.h., scrap mostly lower denomination pl. blocks separated,
etc., sheets mostly 13¢ to 40¢, total face $1200-$1300, clean
....................................................................... Est. $500/650

1372 H

Small Postage Group
$100
Most value in 15 sets of 1992 Columbian sheets and 1986
Ameripex, few other items, clean .................... Est. $150/200

H

Coil Accumulation
$100
N.h., 1¢ to 29¢ values in partial rolls incl. 1¢ and 22¢
misperfed, face about $300 ............................ Est. $150/200

1373

H

Back-of-the-Book Collections
1374 H

Extensive Mint Collection
Web $10,000
On various pages, from Dues to Confederates, Dues mint
throughout except a couple of items and complete except
about 5 items, Officials complete mint with State $ values
mostly proofs or fakes, extensive Newspapers mint (few
used, few proofs) with better throughout, Special Delivery
complete mint, Confederates mostly mint, also Firearms,
Airs mint (Zepps C1-15 on covers, mint, and used), Offices
in China complete mint, scattered others, etc., some mixed
condition to very fine, inspect ............... Est. $15,000/20,000
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1375 Hm

Retail Group
$4,000
524 items mint and used on #104 pages, strength in mint
Officials, cat. mostly in $50 to $250 range, good lot to reprice
for retail/internet, 19th Century with slightly mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, retail total
$35,600+ ................................................ Est. $6,000/8,000

1376

s

January 17, 2021

Third Session
Start Bid

Mint Oldtime Cut Square Collection Web $2,500
Few hundred on quadrille pages to 1934, mostly collected by
paper colors, all identified until the 1920’s surcharges,
starting #U1, with all issues well represented, cat. items to
around $500, incl. War Department, Official, occasional full
corner, most with good margins all around, excellent colors
throughout, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $3,500/4,500

Lot
1385

Description
H

Hr

Start Bid

Airmail Mint Accumulation
$375
Couple hundred mostly blocks, incl. #BKC1 booklet, C9
(8), mostly n.h., fine to very fine ..................... Est. $450/600

1386 H

Early Locals Accumulation
$350
Hundreds in no particular order, incl. reprints (some good,
some crude), some genuine, also Confederates, full sheets,
few modern locals, dupl., some identified, occasional better,
oldtime lot, needs careful inspection, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

1387 H)

Extensive Modern Locals Stamps
and Covers
$350
Thousands in 5 banker boxes with covers heavily duplicated
and housed and sorted in file boxes by the Carriers, stamps
sorted and heavily dupl. in pouches, incl. Cadillac Post,
Brook Hill, Gamble Mansion, Rocky Run & Sandia Park,
Ohh-Vee, Whale Beach, Satellite Beach Rocket Post,
Confair & Shrub Oak, etc., mostly 1950’s-60’s philatelic
usages, clean throughout, largest holding we have ever offered
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1377 H

Mint Collection
Web $1,700
In hingeless Schaubek album starting with Airs with #C13-15
n.h. (C13 dist. gum), C125b (2 pairs), Special Delivery earlies
complete, scattered Dues mint or used, Dues, Newspapers,
Ducks, Confederates, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine .................... Est. $2,500/3,000

H

Airmail Mostly Mint Duplicated
Web $1,000
N.h. to o.g. singles, multiples and plate blocks somewhat
sorted in glassines, in stockbooks; better stockbook with
hundreds, #C1 to C126, majority n.h. with few early o.g. or
used, better incl. mint (some o.g.), C1 (7), C2 (5), C3 (3), C4
plate block with perf seps., C5 (4 incl. one with PF cert.), C6
(2), C7-12 plate blocks, C10a, used C13, mint C18 (5 mint),
CE1-2, also some Dues, few Special Delivery, some sheets,
etc., much fine to very fine, culled from various estates
accumulated over the decades ....................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1388 Hm

Back of Book and Revenues
$350
Diverse collection in three binders, incl. first, second and
third issue Revenues, nice group of Documentary and Stock
Transfers, Wines, Puerto Rico Rectified Spirits, Philippines
Internal Revenue, hunting and fishing permits, documents
with early Revenues, nice selection of Airmail plate blocks,
ephemera, a few covers and more, highlights incl. 1876 Eagle
Carrier stamp, #C10a booklet pane, C24 top margin plate
block of six, inspection recommended, condition varies,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

Mint and Used Collection
$600
19th & 20th Century in seven binders incl. Airmail, Special
Delivery, Parcel Post, Postage Due, Telegraphs, cut squares
and more, plenty of value throughout, worth inspection,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $800/1,200

1389 H)

Older Mint Entires Accumulation
$300
Few hundred loose and in binder, incl. few albinos, #U293
(10), few used or addressed, small collection mostly 1893 to
1920’s period with used, couple of Specimens, few early Airs
with UC9, interesting and mostly fresh group, needs
inspection, fine to very fine lot, culled from various estates
accumulated over the decades ............................. Est. $400/600

1390 H)

Modern Entires Errors
$300
21 unused entires, incl. one each #U586a and U595c,
twelve of U597a and eight of U599a, very fine and choice.
2007 Scott $3,050 .......................................... Est. $350/450

1378

HH

1379 Hm

1380

1381

H

H

Hr

Hr

1382 H)

1383 Hm

1384

H

HH

Special Handling Plate Blocks
Web
$550
N.h., 72 plate blocks 10¢-20¢ incl. top, sides, and bottoms
with diff. pl. #s, dry and wet printings, few singles or pairs,
nice fresh group, very fine overall ................ Est. $750/1,000
Airmail Singles and Blocks Collection
$500
N.h., in Scott National binder, incl. #C1-6, in singles and
blocks of n.h., some with exceptional centering, rest of Airs (incl.
C18) present in singles and multiples, singles and plate blocks
for many issues, incl. some other back of the book material, no
C13-15, modern Airs present in full panes, face value alone well
over $500, much fine to very fine ..................... Est. $800/1,000
Early Local Posts Collection
Web
$450
Approx. 22 covers and 14 stamps, note several reference
items with documentation, better noted, various “Blood’s”,
“Boyds”, Adams City Express 1¢ and 2¢ tied to piece, few
certs, etc, some mixed condition as to be expected and some
suspect, generally fine, Ex Markovitz ............. Est. $600/800

1391

H

Hr

1392 Hm

Dealer Stock of Airmail Issues
$250
Many hundreds dupl., mostly n.h. or used from 1925 to 2006
incl. #C18 (3 n.h.), plus some Special Delivery issues,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $300/400

1393 m

Mostly Used Officials, etc.
Web
$200
On stockpages mostly used (#O30 mint cat. $260), also incl.
Stock Transfer, 1918-22, $5, #RD16 n.h. 41 copies (cat.
$325); 1913, 2¢ #Q2 54 copies n.h. in multiples (cat.
$730+), couple of documents, etc., mostly mixed condition
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1394 E

186? Nesbitt “Bull’s-Eye Essays,
Undersander #E29
Web
$200
49 of various values, and designs, some close cropped, fine.
Thorpe-Bartell #36-43 ................................. Est. $200/250

Officials Eclectic Group
Web
$400
O.g. to unused and used, on pages, stockpages, some priced
up for eventual retailing, incl. Specimens, #O36TC, also
page of Bank Note specimens, etc., mostly fresh, fine to very
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $600/800
Dealer Stock of Airmail Issues
$400
Few hundred mostly o.g. or n.h. with some used, incl. o.g.
dupl. #C1-6, C18, mostly fine or better ......... Est. $500/600

Better Christmas Seal Collection
$250
N.h., many hundreds up to round 1960 in 2 stockbooks with
later sheets, album and on stockpages, incl. early booklet
panes with better vars., considerable dupl., few imperfs,
value in early period ....................................... Est. $400/600
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H

1395 H) r Airmail Plate Blocks and FDC’s
$160
Collection from 1926 to 1971, incl. #C7-10, C12, C20-22,
C24 n.h. plate blocks, plus nice group of cacheted FDC’s
(majority addressed), incl. C20-21, and C25-31, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/250

1405

1396 S

Specimen Mostly Officials Balance
Web
$150
Ungummed, 19 Officials, 5 Newspapers, condition varies
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1406 m

1397 H)

Mint 20th Century Stationery
Accumulation
$150
Loose in ½ full banker box starting apparently from 1893
Columbian Issue, some identified, most sleeved with slight
dupl., also Postal Cards, occasional used, very little recent,
mostly clean group, culled from retired collector’s 300+ boxes
...................................................................... Est. $250/350

1398 H

1399 H)

Telegraph Accumulation
$150
Singles in glassines, virtually all identified, incl. Pacific
Mutual, Northern Mutual, Postal Telegraph, etc., probable
slight dupl., clean, fine to very fine. Scott $2,050+
....................................................................... Est. $250/300
Collection of Paid Reply Postal Cards
$150
Mostly mint incl. #UY1, 3, 5, 8, 10 (cat. $450), 15, most
later cards are unfolded, fine to very fine ......... Est. $250/300

1400 H

Few Hundred Earlier Poster Stamps Web
$130
1920’s-40’s period, also incl. some other back of the book
incl. Locals, incl. some Foreign, virtually no dupl., clean, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $200/300

1401 m

Postage Due Used Accumulation
$110
Few hundred in stockbook incl. nice group of 1879/1891
issues plus group of 70 Official Sealed issues, Average to fine
...................................................................... Est. $150/200

1402

H

1403

H

Hr

Hr

Better Airmail, Special Delivery Sheets Web
$100
N.h., incl. #C17, one with tiny corner selvage piece
removed, C20, transport values, also E14, generally fine to
very fine. Brookman $1,100+ ....................... Est. $150/200
Postage Dues Mint Duplicated,
#J55/J68
$100
N.h., consisting of #J55 strip of 3, J61 (6), J61b (52 + pl.
block of 8), J62 (2), J62a (18), J68 (163), occasional s.e., all
fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $1,482+ ............ Est. $140/180

1407

H

H

Hr

Collection of 1st Issue Revenues
With Railroad Cancels
Web $10,000
Magnificent collection contains 575 singles and multiples
incl. 29 larger strips or blocks of 4, also incl. 62 railroad
documents, 13 of which are stock certificates, over 175
different railroads from 1862 to 1871, several high value
stamps in the collection with #R98c and R102c, all
identified by Shellabear/Tolman cancel numbers and it has
many of the listing copies in that work in this collection, also
incl. is stockbook containing over 200 additional cancels
identified by Tolman numbers, very fine and attractive,
formed by cancel collector Michael Morrisey many of the adhesives
have the finest known strikes of their respective cancels and some
unlisted in Talman, unique opportunity to greatly expand or
upgrade an existing railroad collection ....... Est. $13,000/15,000

Duck Mint Stock Group
$2,500
Virtually all n.h., 317 items, with some dupl., priced on #104
pages, cat. mostly in $50 to $150 range, no very recent years,
very clean, good lot to reprice for retail/internet, total retail
$20,650+, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $4,000/5,000
Attractive Revenue Collection
Web $2,000
In Scott album, strength in 1st to 3rd issues, incl. full perf to
$200 virtually complete, #R118a, scattered later Revenues,
also some Telegraphs, etc., generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500
Duck Balance of Plate Blocks
Web $1,500
N.h., starting #RW3 (o.g.), then RW6-7, 10-83 complete
n.h., occasional gum spots, etc., some large tops, RW14 no
side selvage, also group of 9 Oregon Waterfowl used,
excellent colors throughout, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1408 H

Priced Stock
Web $1,500
Few hundred, value in 1st to 3rd Issues, with imperfs, part
perfs, perfs, priced and identified, starting #R1a, retail
pricing to $800+, incl. few multiples, few questionable, incl.
#R21c (2), R102c (2), scattered later, mixed condition
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

1409 Hm

Mint and Used Collection
Web $1,500
In Scott album, value in 1st to 3rd Issues, with imperfs, part
perfs, perfs (mostly complete), small group of silk papers,
decent selection of Documentary and Proprietary, and Stock
Transfer, scattered after that, better than normal condition
and freshness, mostly fine to very fine ....... Est. $2,000/3,000

1410 Hm

1862 to 1962 Collection
Web
$700
Two volume intact collection, some highlights incl.
#PR2-4, PR6-8, PR57-62, PR114-125, many first to third
issues incl. R17c, R81cûR93c, 2nd issues complete to 50¢
(less 6¢) R123ûR127, R136, R138, R144ûR148,
R159ûR160, good showing of reds & greens, Wines, Beers,
Ducks, few checks, etc., generally fine to very fine. Scott
approximately $12,000 ............................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1411

H

H

Quality Duck Group
$550
N.h., group of 29 ducks, each identified in small glassines
envelopes on stockpages, many well centered, some margin
examples, clean and neat, nice group, fine to very fine. Scott
$3,000+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $700/900

1412 H

Indian Reservation Duck/Fishing
Group
Web
$500
1980-88 rarely seen selection of these items with many scarce
issues incl. #RB11, RB12-25, RB44-45, RB52-53, etc., fine
to very fine lot, many still on auction lot pages originally sold by
Sam Houston Philatelics, total retail value about $4000
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1413 Hm

Duck 1934 to 2012 Collection
$500
Approx 200 used thru n.h. mounted on Scott National pages,
mild dupl., some with faults and straight edges, generally fine
to very fine. Scott $7,500+ (Owner’s) ........... Est. $700/850

1414 m

1st Issue Accumulation
$500
Few hundred in old glassines, minor dupl., incl. better items,
oldtime interesting lot, needs inspection, excellent lot to
break down for retail, fine to very fine overall. Scott $9,986
++ ............................................................... Est. $700/900

Revenue Collections
1404 m

Start Bid
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HH

1416 H

1417 H

1418 Hm

1419 Hm

1420 H

1421 Hm
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Ducks Mint 1934-2013 Complete
$450
O.g. to n.h. (later), missing only a few of the later souvenir
sheets and 1935 value, #RW1 o.g., RW2 n.h., fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800
Mint Duck Collection
$450
On stockpages, starts with #RW1 (n.h., used copies), RW2
regummed, mostly o.g. after that with later n.h. to RW54,
occasional dupl., fine to very fine .................... Est. $600/800
Match & Medicine Collection
Web
$400
On Springer pages, around 150, nothing expensive and
usual condition but decent representation, bought in 2008
auction for hammer $800 .................................. Est. $600/800
Revenues on Identified Cards
$400
Few hundred mint and used starting with #R1b, and incl.
RF, RE, RB, RD, R65a and R88a (older genuine PF certs.,
questionable), etc., very clean overall, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
Revenues and Miscellaneous
Accumulation
$400
Accumulation of mostly Revenues incl. first, second and
third issues, Documentaries, Revenues on bank checks and
documents, battleships, Federal ducks, state tax paid and
state hunting permits, wines, playing card, tobacco and
Official seals, also a binder with used Bank Notes and
regular issues and a stockbook with used early
commemoratives and more, condition varies, review
recommended, generally fine ......................... Est. $600/800

Lot

Description

1426 m

1862, Perfed 1¢ Express to 2¢
Internal Revenue, #R1/R13
Web
$250
57 diff. USIR pre-printing paper folds, fine lot ... Est. $325/400

1427 m

1862, 50¢ Conveyance Perf to 50¢
Lease, #R54-57
Web
$250
28 diff. USIR pre-printing paper folds, fine lot Est. $300/400

1428 H

1862, $1.50 Inland Exchange Perf
to $3 Charter Party, #R78-85
Web
$250
20 diff. USIR pre-printing paper folds, fine lot Est. $300/400

1429 H

Mostly Mint Duck Accumulation
$200
On page, in glassines, on priced sheets, etc., value in earlier
period incl. #RW6 n.h., few no gum, pl. blocks, few State,
used, fine to very fine overall .......................... Est. $300/400

1430

s

California Used Duck Licenses Stock
$150
Couple hundred items, starting with 1919, also few trout,
fishing, few modern fishing cachet FD’s, few other states,
etc., fine to very fine overall ............................ Est. $250/350

1431

H

State Duck Lot
$130
130 n.h. from 1980s to 2004, face $625 ........... Est. $200/250

H

Start Bid

1432 P

Remarque Duck Stamp Prints
Web
$130
RW31 (4 different), C55 and C46, all by Ken Michaelsen,
plus Hawaii #1 Duck by Judy Michaelsen, great art work,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $200/200

1433 Hm

Ducks Complete Mint
Web
$400
O.g. or without gum, to 1994, originally in 2 frames still
mounted on boards, through RW6 no gum except RW4
o.g., some s.e., last 8 years n.h. in mounts, mostly fresh,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800

Miscellaneous Mint and Used
$130
Hundreds in envelopes unsorted and dupl., some identified
incl. considerable Wines, also incl. early Christmas,
Telegraph booklets, etc., oldtime group, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1434 m

Duck Complete Mint or Used
Collection
$375
On pages, earlies to #RW9 used, then mostly used until
RW49, all mint after that to 2016 incl. self-adhesives,
souvenir sheets of 1, etc., mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

Small Used 1st and 2nd Issues Group
$100
Incl. many multiples incl. pairs, also better cancels, dated
cancels of #R5a, R3 handstamp mostly n.h. block of 35, also
few “RB” battleships, very fresh collection, fine to very fine
...................................................................... Est. $150/200

U.S. Possessions Collections

1422 m

Attractive Mostly Used Collection
$250
Many hundreds in Scott album incl. #R75a-R76a, R101a,
R79c, R98c, R100c, and mint S5, also nice group of reds &
greens, fine overall ......................................... Est. $400/500

1435 Hm

2 Mint and Used Collections
$300
1st on blank pages mint and used; 2nd mostly mint in Scott
hingeless album (cat. $4700), mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $450/600

1423 m

Large Accumulation
$250
Thousands, mostly used on manila pages, glassines, etc incl.
1st - 3rd issues, reds, greens, Stock Transfers, Documentary,
Wines, Battleships, Customs, P.O. seals, state Revenues,
cigar & cigarette, etc., nice lot for varieties and color shades,
much dupl., worth a good look, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1436 Hm

1424 m

Used Duck Stock, #RW1/50
Web
$250
Starting #RW1, no heavy dupl., occasional pl. #, mixed
condition. Scott $13,000+ ............................. Est. $400/600

Mint and Used Collection
$300
Earlier period mostly used, later mint, incl. Canal Zone,
Philippines and D.W.I., also pages devoted to stamps issued
by U.S. military authorities for use in military operations in
Vera Cruz, a page devoted to the “Denver” issues by Mexico,
also stamps from Puerto Rico, which incl. Semi-official
Airmail issue and other non-Scott items, and a decent
showing of Ryukyus, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1425 Hm

Documentary and Miscellaneous Group
$250
Hundreds in oldtime envelopes and/or glassines, somewhat
identified, incl. some Ducks, stamped paper checks, some
Wines, etc., Documentary cat. $4300+, miscellaneous cat.
$2382. Scott $6,680+ .................................... Est. $400/500

1437

H

H

Never Hinged Trust Territories
$100
1984 to 2010 from Marshall Islands, Palau and Micronesia
incl. 4 Lindner albums with pages to 1996, also FDC’s,
booklets souvenir sheets, etc., clean ................ Est. $200/300
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1438 H)

Modern Mint Duplicated Stationery
$50
Hundreds representing Canal Zone, Philippines, and
Ryukyus dupl., mostly 1950’s to 1980’s but few earlier incl.
Philippines #U39 (4), etc., clean, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock .................................................. Est. $100/150

1439

H

HH

Start Bid

Canal Zone Interesting Accumulation Web
$250
Couple hundred mostly o.g. with few later issues n.h., incl.
mint #2, 4-8, 54, 81, 95, C5a, and used O8, fine lot
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1440

H

1441

)

Cuba 1890’s Group of 6 Covers
Web
$100
All different, all addressed to General William Ludlow,
military governor of Santiago and commanded the Department of
Havana ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1442 H

Guam Mint Collection
Web
$200
O.g. #1-8, 10-12, M1-4, and E1, some with dist. gum, fine
for this ........................................................... Est. $300/400

H
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1449 H

Miscellaneous Small Group
$150
Incl. mint dupl. stationery, cert. l.h. #52C, #36 o.g. graded
95, #53b (2 mint copies), etc., fine overall ...... Est. $200/250

1450 H)

Local Post Issues
$130
Many hundreds of n.h. and covers mostly 2000 to 2014
Hawaii Local Post plus some earlier Pineapple Post, clean
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1451

H

1452

H

1453

H

H

State Ducks
$130
N.h., about 50 incl. #1 Governors Edition sheet of 4 signed
by Hawaii Governor, #1 full sheet of 30 each stamp signed
by designer Patrick Ching, 1b sheet of 4, and 2a imperf sheet
of 4, plus later singles and blocks, overall very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

HH

Ryukyus Excellent Mint Stock
Web $2,000
N.h. to o.g. priced on black stockpages, incl. #1a-7a (5 sets),
two #17 n.h., one used (one with cert), Currency perf
varieties, occasional later used, few Provisionals incl.
#2X15, 4X3, Airs with C14a, Revenues, few later sheetlets,
FD’s, etc., fine to very fine, Ex Robertson-Tracy Stock
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

H

Ryukyus Complete Mint
Web
$650
N.h., #17 o.g. (cert), and a couple of others, n.h. incl. #7a,
also with #8 varieties, 1952 10y on 50c various types, Airs
complete, other varieties, also Miyako Provisionals,
Insurance, Park stamp on document, Christmas, etc., fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

Canal Zone Mint Dealer’s Stock
$90
Mostly n.h., many hundreds sorted in glassines, 1924 to
1962, lots of dupl. incl. some coils, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $130/160

Hawaii
1443 Hm

1444 H

1445

Fascinating Balance of Estate
Web $1,400
Some hundreds mint and used, incl. some better early items
(mostly faulty), #81 Flying Goose variety with HPS cert.
(1996), Revenues, couple proofs and specimens, complete
documents and mint #74 full sheet of 50, incl. U12a (2 - one
with tone spots - cert. other second overprint at bottom of
env.), 1892 25 cents Internal Revenue stamp playing card
essay (in 2 pieces), 1850 (circa) Royal stamp on document
(Meyer #405 var.), IDC #KR8-9, #55f, UY2 unfolded,
proofs incl. 33P3, R3P3, reprint blocks of 4, 71d no gum,
11SA sheet, 10R sheet, R6 used, IDC #W2, 1884 blue inside
without postal indicia with Wells Fargo frank, other complete
sheets, worth a close look, mostly fine or better, many items
bought as individual lots over the decades ......... Est. $2,000/3,000
Oldtime Intact Mint Collection
Web $1,000
On Hawaii Stamp & Coin pages, starting #6, Numerals
with 19 extremely fine, 22-24, 26, reprints, 1864-86 issue on
complete except rarities, 81 used “flying goose”, O1-6,
decent Revenues, overall quite fresh, fine to very fine overall
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

)

19 Covers
Web
$200
Incl. #31 on 1864 local cover, 4 mint with Wells Fargo
printed franks, plus some used stationery, v.g.-fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1446 m

Mostly Used Stock
$200
Few hundred in order on stockpages, some dupl., scattered
mint, occasional better item (i.e. #20a 10 no gum) or used,
fine overall. Scott $3,100+ ............................ Est. $300/400

1447 H)

1448 H)

Paid Reply Postal Cards 1883, 1889
Issues, #UY1, UY3-4
Web
$180
Mint complete except #UY2, unsevered, unfolded, fine to
very fine lot. Scott $1,300 ............................... Est. $250/300
Mint Stationery
$150
About 40 items with dupl. incl. #UE1, and UY4 (folded),
fine to very fine lot .......................................... Est. $250/350

Start Bid

1454 H

Ryukyus Mostly Mint Accumulation Web
$500
In ½ full banker box, on stockpages, pages, in glassines, etc.,
mostly common but incl. #17 n.h. (corner crease), 1a-7a,
few Mihons, sheetlets, multiples, n.h. Airs, also few Japan,
fine to very fine, culled from retired collector’s 300+ boxes
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

H

Ryukyus Collection in 7 Volumes Mint
$350
Mostly n.h., collection (complete less #1a-7a & 17) plus
nice range of Postal Stationery, town cancellations study,
FDC’s and other misc. items all on specialty album pages,
fine to very fine lot .......................................... Est. $500/600

1455

H

1456 H)

1457

H

1458

H

1459

H

Ryukyus Mint Stationery Collection
$100
On Bush pages, incl. artist signed, 1948 issues on occasional
used, incl. Paid Reply, Air letter sheets, vars., etc., clean
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Hr

U.N. Modern Mint Holding
$270
N.h., emphasis on the period 1980’s to 2018 in three banker
boxes, incl. 191 booklets, majority Heritage booklets
(NY-G-V mix), plus some Terra cotta Warriors and U.N.
50th Anniversary with cat. $2,800+, solid run of issues in
singles, blocks of four, se-tenant sheets, etc., souvenir sheets,
FDC’s, stationery and a nice run of the sometimes elusive
personalized sheets of 10 plus 10 labels, clean . Est. $400/600

H

U.N. Mint Collections in Albums
$200
Mostly n.h., 34 albums with mint collections, 1951 to
mid-1990’s many incl. #38, incl. 8 lighthouse albums, clean
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

H

U.N. Large Accumulation
$200
Mostly n.h., many thousands on album pages and in
glassines 1951 to mid-1990’s incl. many blocks, plus some
stationery and souvenir folders, clean ............. Est. $300/400
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1461

H
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H

U.N. Complete to 2004
$130
N.h., in 3 Lighthouse albums, incl. Offices complete,
sheetlets, Untea set, etc., very fine .................. Est. $200/300

Hr

U.N. Mint Accumulations in Albums
$100
Mostly n.h., 16 albums mint inscription blocks, sheets and
dealers stocks, 1951 to mid-1990’s, clean ....... Est. $150/200

Lot

Description

1469

)

Unpicked Advertising Group
Web
$650
Approx. 105 with corner and all-over advertising, incl. tire
related, mostly early 20th Century period, mint gun covers,
few early Expos, Masonic related, “collar”, few better
Canada, typical condition ............................ Est. $800/1,000

1470

)

A.P.O. and Related Airborne Division
$500
Over 300 plus nice selection of patches in two big and 3 small
binders from 11th, 13th, 17th, 82nd, and 101st Airborne
division from APO’s 333, 452, 472, 468, and 469 plus
stateside, all identified, comprehensive history of these
parachute infantry units, generally fine, Ex Cosentini
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1471

)

Mostly Commercial Accumulation
$500
Thousands loose or sleeved in 7 banker boxes, mostly early to
mid 20th Century (see 19th Century companion lot), incl.
APO’s, flights, stationery, some postcard usages, few
dedication or FD’s, advertising, etc., occasional better
scattered throughout, fine to very fine overall, culled from
retired collector’s 300+ boxes ......................... Est. $750/1,000

1472

)

Mostly 19th Century Accumulation
$500
In full banker box loose or sleeved, incl. advert., stationery
usages, few early 20th Century, early 3¢ usages (no
stampless), etc., real hodge-podge, inspect, mixed condition,
culled from retired collector’s 300+ boxes ......... Est. $750/1,000

1473

)

1901 Pan-American Cover and
Postcard Collection
Web
$400
Consists of 8 covers and 7 Expo cards, incl. 8¢ and 10¢ usages
to India, 10¢ with machine Expo cancel, complete set usage to
Germany, couple Official covers, one cover with labels, etc.,
postcards incl. 2 with Canadian usages, also 13 label singles
and 3 blocks, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $600/800

1474

)

1939 30¢ Transportation Group of 31 Web
$400
All better commercial usages, to various countries incl.
scarcer destinations, with Special Delivery, Prexie usages, all
sleeved, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $600/800

1475

)

Mostly 20th Century Commercial
$375
Mostly loose in full banker box, occasional better earlier
scattered, some FDC’s, nothing recent, mostly 1910 to
1950’s period, fine overall .............................. Est. $500/650

1476

)

Naval Accumulation
$350
Over 1600, each mailed by sailor, not created by collector,
excellent variety from 1920s to 1970s with most WWII era,
all sleeved and identified, generally fine .......... Est. $500/750

1477

)

Postal Stationery Collection
$350
Over 200 19th to early 20th Century with considerable
corner advertising, beginning with about #U26, incl. many
exotic destinations, uses incl. registered and Special
Delivery, advertising, a nice selection of UC1-4 entires, a few
wrappers, large collection of postal stationery of all kinds,
sure to please either the general collector or the specialist, fine
lot, Ex Markowitz .......................................... Est. $500/750

1478

)

Somewhat Better Commercial
Web
$350
Couple hundred with few better postcards, mostly classics,
with overseas usages, stampless, stationery usages, few 20th
Century
with
Prexies,
few
WWII
related,
Spanish-American War with better itemized towns, early Air
adhesives, inspect, generally fine, culled from various estates
accumulated over the decades ............................. Est. $500/750

U.S. Postal History Collections
1462

1463

1464

1465

1466

1467

1468

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

About 197 Better Spanish-American
War
Web $6,000
Incl. better cancels, Patriotics (about 20 incl. Livingston
postcards), adhesives incl. Cuba and Philippines overprints,
soldier’s mail, few Canadian usages, advertising, Dues, etc.,
few with condition issues, but overall an excellent selection of
different usages, needs inspection .......... Est. $8,000/10,000
19th & 20th Century Better Grouping
$3,000
470 sleeved, identified in 4 Supersafe cover albums, many
better items to be found, great retail or internet material, incl.
Airs, destinations, flights, Inauguration, Dues, Zepps,
censored, hand painted FDC’s, large and small Bank Notes,
stampless, Prexies, etc, well worth a close inspection, fine to
very fine, Ex Steve Henderson .................... Est. $4,500/5,500
Fancy Cancels Stock
$1,500
500+, 1860s to 1930s, sleeved and priced from $5 to $100,
plus some better, identified by Enos numbers, incl shields,
cog wheels, patterns and shapes, etc., careful inspection will
produce some good results, fine to very fine, Ex Steve
Henderson ................................................ Est. $2,500/3,000
Bulk Stock
$1,300
2100+, 1860s to modern, incl WWI, WWII, autographs,
Airmails advertising, space, hand painted, Marine Corps,
censored, Foreign destinations, FDC’s, postcards, etc.,
sleeved and priced from $1 to $40 with several better, well
worth checking out, fine to very fine, Ex Steve Henderson
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500
Better Military and Naval Lot
$1,300
716 sleeved in 4 Supersafe cover albums, Civil War thru
Vietnam and Gulf War, better items throughout both
commercial and philatelic incl. AEF, submarines, carriers,
Marine Corps, censored, Patriotics, picture postcards,
A-Bomb, autographs, etc, worth a close inspection, fine to
very fine, Ex Steve Henderson .................... Est. $2,000/3,000
2 Full Boxes of Commercial
$1,000
Many hundreds loose, stamp dealer’s covers bought, in
many cases, decades ago, never processed and incl. stampless
to 1950’s period, some earlier Postal Stationery usages,
occasional cachet cover (no junk), corner cards, advertising,
etc., somewhat better scattered throughout, it needs close
inspection as nothing was pulled out, usual condition, culled
from an Estate of a couple hundred boxes ........ Est. $1,500/2,000
Better Stampless Group
Web
$700
In small box, over 50 with many fancy cancels circa 1800 and
later oldtime lot on pages with some annotation, incl.
Huntsville Al. OCT 14 blue circular datestamp, matching
perfect strike of “10” in circle of stars fancy rate handstamp on
1847 folded letter to New Orleans; negative “5" star; Camden,
SC negative 10 in red, various early Boston, ”Whitehall", NY
with ms “17", etc., fine lot ........................... Est. $1,000/1,400

Start Bid
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1479

)

WWII Naval Land Base Stock
$300
1500+ from 1941 to 1945, all censored, identified, sleeved
and priced incl. Pacific bases, Seabee Units, cigarette cards,
Marine units, Midway, Wake, Australia, New Zealand, Iwo
Jima, etc mostly priced $5, several better throughout, fine to
very fine, Ex Steve Henderson .......................... Est. $500/700

1490

)

George Rogers Clark Related
Web
$200
Mounted on pages, value in 9 stampless period covers with
Brownsville, PA 1830, 1834 ms. Kaskaskia River, Illinois,
also 1888 Praries Du Rocher with #210, also 25¢ Kentucky
embossed Revenue used from Indiana, few 1930’s FD’s etc.,
usual condition, interesting lot ....................... Est. $250/350

1480

)

Confederacy Small Cover Group
Web
$250
17 incl. 12 franked with #1, 2 with #13 (one just a front),
#6 pair, #11, and #8 on folded enclosure, #6 with various
ms. cancels, mixed condition, most with faults but still an
interesting group ........................................... Est. $400/500

1491

)

Three 4th Bureau Clippers
Web
$200
First 1938 with 15c, 20c, $1 plus 16c CE2 to N.S.W., second
1937 with 10¢ (3), 20¢ (4), 30¢ (3), 50¢ (2) via Hawaiian
Clipper to Manila Philippines, last 1941 registered with 30¢
(2) and $1 Prexies on 3¢ entire to N.S.W., scarce group of
frankings, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $250/300

1481

)

Group of 6 Pan-Pacific
Web
$250
All perf 12 usages incl. values to 10¢, one postcard, all internal
usages except 5¢ strip of 5 on oversized cover to Norway, slight
condition issues otherwise a nice select group ...... Est. $350/450

1492

)

Aviation Signed Pilots/Postmasters
Web
$150
300+ in 4 binders with some signed, incl. dedication, 1st and
last flights, Army Emergency, etc., clean overall . Est. $250/300

1493

)

Trans-Pacific Clipper Lot
$150
10 different FAM-14 survey flights from Apr. to Oct. 1935,
mostly San Francisco-Hawaii, San Francisco-Guam,
Hawaii-Guam and return, inspect, fine to very fine, Ex Steve
Henderson ...................................................... Est. $250/300

1494

)

Small Local Group
Web
$150
Consists of fronts and covers incl. unusual American Letter
Co. reprint sheets used on parcels (?) during 1934 APS
Convention, #20L56 and 20L36 corner advert. on covers,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $250/350

1495

)

1920 Three Offices in Shanghai
Web
$150
Including two 15¢ rate to Denmark via U.S. as Siberia
Railway route was suspended due to Russian Civil War, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $200/300

1496

)

Railroad Group, 7 Early Usages
Web
$140
Incl. straight line “Phila Railroad” on Blood’s Despatch entire,
other cds incl. “N. Hav & Bellows Falls R.R.”, “Washington
RailRd.”, “Prov. & Wor. R.R.”, “Washington Railroad,
Long Island R.R.” and “Atlantic & St. L. R.R.” on cover to
Montreal, Canada, also a couple “Route 7308" steamboat
usages; condition varies ................................... Est. $200/250

1497

)

Collector’s Small Accumulation
$140
Commercial, around 50 incl. 19th Century with 19th & 20th
Century correspondence to Stamford, Conn from the State
Treasury office, etc., stationery usages, nothing recent,
inspect, fine overall ........................................ Est. $200/300

1498

)

1871 Two Offices in Shanghai Usages Web
$120
Both with 10c (#150) to Maryland and Iowa respectively,
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $150/200

1499

)

1903, 5¢ on Foreign Registered Mail
Covers, #304
Web
$110
Group of 10 with each having N.Y.C. registry exchange label
affixed, destinations comprise England, France, Germany,
Italy and Switzerland, one with additional Chicago square
label; some mixed condition, fine group ......... Est. $150/200

1500

)

Meter Stock and Accumulation
$100
2 boxes; hundreds in ½ full banker box, culled from
unprocessed stock, priced, some sleeved, some with
advertising; 2nd box oversized all in full Pittsburgh box,
early to 1960’s period, scattered Foreign incl., fine to very
fine overall, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1482

)

19th Century Group of 30
Web
$200
Bank Notes, Bureaus, few earlier, railroad, 2 reward postcards,
currency, consular mail plus letters from 4 cabinet members,
1830s-1860, nice assortment, mixed condition ... Est. $300/400

1483

)

Wide Range of Items
$200
A small group of mint and used Hawaii covers and postcards,
early mint envelopes and wrappers, group of albinos, unusual
“Postmaster’s Provisionals” envelopes in Redwood City, CA
in the period 1984-85, wide range of Columbian Exposition
envelops, Wells Fargo covers, early Christmas seals tied to
postcards/letters, variety of modern postcard sets
(Lighthouses, Legends of the West, etc.); a few FDC sets
such as 704-15, 859-93 matched cachet unaddressed with
blocks of 4, bundle of Norman Rockwell illustrated and much
more, generally fine to very fine ........................ Est. $300/400

1484

)

Various Early Expo Usages
Web
$200
Postcards and covers, incl. individually bought items out of
auction incl. Trans-Miss., St. Louis and Jamestown usages,
etc., generally fine to very fine ......................... Est. $300/400

1485

)

Dealer’s Stock
$200
About 90, 1860’s to modern incl. couple Civil War
Patriotics, Wells Fargo, and nice group of mint and used
stationery incl. #U632b entire, fine overall .... Est. $300/400

1486

)

Railroad Post Office Group
$200
970 with covers from 1880s thru modern with variety of
cancels, most $1 thru $5 adhesives with a couple of better,
nice internet material ..................................... Est. $300/400

1487

)

Mostly Early to Mid 20th Century
Commercial
$200
Hundreds mostly loose in 1½ boxes, ½ box mostly early used
stationery, balance incl. some FD’s but mostly commercial,
unpicked ....................................................... Est. $300/400

1488

1489

)

)

365+ 19th & 20th Century
$200
A few non-postal, with German POW at Camp Gruber,
forwarded to Camp McCain 1943 from Germany, 1785
Boston receipt, etc., about ¼ 19th Century, ¾20th Century,
mostly before 1930, generally fine .................. Est. $300/400
Mostly Civil War Group
$200
Consists of 11 used and 2 mint Patriotics, one cover with
contents, CSA stampless Richmond, VA 1861, two with
Confederate 10¢ adhesives, and 10 mint and used
Confederate singles, typical condition ............ Est. $300/400
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Start Bid

1501

)

Interesting Balance of Collection
$100
Few hundred incl. 20th Century commercial, 1941 Midway
Gooney Bird cover (missing stamp), AYP PPC’s, few Third
Reich, and some Columbian Expo tickets, etc., fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1502

)

1893 Columbian Expo Postal Cards
$100
24 mostly used, few with Columbian adhesives, incl. Girsch
& Roehsler 1893 usages, few used overseas, typical condition
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1503

)

California Group
$80
Accumulation of hundreds 1930s-1950s, most with
California cancels, a general family correspondence, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $150/200

1504

)

Group of 23
$80
Incl. some 1940’s Naval related but value in earlier period incl.
Taft inauguration on postcard, 1929 Zepp flight, 3¢ 1869 with
red duplex, few early postcards, etc., fine .......... Est. $120/150

1505

)

California Correspondence 1884-1935
$60
Group of more than 100 covers (some with enclosures),
mostly from Andrew Brady, an Irish railroad worker, many
with California cancels incl. Expos, some Postal Stationery
and advertising, interesting lot, condition mixed, generally
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/200

1506

1507

)

)
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Perfin Lot
$50
Over 100 culled from unprocessed lot, mostly U.S. with
Prexie usages, etc., also G.B., Canada, etc., some oversized,
usual condition, nothing recent, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $100/150
Used 1920’s Stationery
Correspondences, Type U93
$50
Hundreds in 2 full banker boxes, all to Kansas Refinery
companies using 2¢ Washington Dies, few window and
#10’s ............................................................ Est. $100/200

Lot

Description

1512

)

Naval Ship Stock
$325
Approx 1900+ from 1930 to 1990, all identified, sleeved,
sorted and priced, mostly $2 to $10 range, nice variety incl.
Destroyers, Cruisers, Carriers, Auxiliaries, etc, decent
internet or show stock, fine to very fine, Ex Steve Henderson
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1513

)

Hawaii Related FDC’s and Flights
$250
1st group FD’s, over 400 from 1937 to 2004, mostly
cacheted, incl. over 70 of #799 with great variety of cachets
plus C46 incl. complete with autographs and more modern
issues; 2nd group over 150 1930’s to 1960’s mostly ships and
flights incl. 1934 Massed flight from San Francisco to
Hawaii, overall very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

1514

)

Flight Related Group
$200
Hundreds with some partially sorted by FAM numbers incl.
#34 to 59, also corner #10 covers with various airlines,
Western Airletter priced and sleeved, small group of
helicopter, etc., fine overall, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner”
Stock .............................................................. Est. $300/400

1515

)

Marine Corps Stock
$200
600 or so $5 to $15 range, sorted, identified and priced
mostly units in the Pacific from 1941 thru 1945, censored,
good Ebay material, fine to very fine, Ex Steve Henderson
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1516

)

1928 Hawaii Overprint FDC’s
Web
$200
23 about half with cachets incl. Planty #1, 2, 2A, 3, 3A, 4 and
12, many in sets, scarce lot, overall very fine .... Est. $300/400

1517

)

Few Hundred Better FD’s, WWII
Patriotics
$150
1930’s period mostly up to Famous Americans, also few
Navals, souvenir sheets FD’s, National Parks, few Airport
dedication, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $250/350

1518

)

Few Hundreds Better Topical Cachets Web
$130
In full banker box, 1930’s-2000’s period incl. Crosby,
Famous Americans, big group of Baseball with better
cachets incl. handpainted Nikirk, Collins, Gold, 1934
souvenir sheets FD’s, scouts, Civil War, Army-Navy, Space,
some Foreign incl. Sweden, Ryukyu, Canada, etc., not the
usual basic group, clean overall ...................... Est. $200/300

1519

)

Interesting FDC Accumulation
$100
Over 2000, 1930’s to modern, majority FDC’s with some
events, many Hawaii related, incl. original proof and
approved design for #C55 signed by designer, clean
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

First Day & Cachet Makers
1508

)

Better Naval Stock
$500
Approx 480 hand painted cachets, incl Weigands, Muellet,
Morriseys, etc., Naval zeppelin flights, space recovery,
Arctic & Antarctic, etc., all priced and sleeved, fine to very
fine, Ex Steve Henderson .............................. Est. $800/1,000

1509

)

WWII Patriotic and Event Stock
$400
1800+ identified, sleeved and prices incl Fluegels, Staehles,
Minkus, etc, most in $5 to $10 range, nice show or internet
stock, worth a close look, fine to very fine, Ex Steve Henderson
...................................................................... Est. $600/800

1510

)

Submarine Stock
$375
Approximately 1300, 1930 to present, incl diesels, nukes,
commissioning, launchings, port calls, war patrols, censored,
etc., all sleeved and priced in $3 to $15 range, fine to very fine,
Ex Steve Henderson ......................................... Est. $700/900

1511

)

Miscellaneous Naval Lot
$375
Approximately 1200, 1918 to 1958, mostly 1930s, incl. Pearl
Harbor ships, Asiatic fleet, submarines, destroyers, cruisers,
carriers, etc., all sleeved and priced in $8 to $15 range, good
internet material, fine to very fine, Ex Steve Henderson
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

Start Bid

British Country Collections
Great Britain
1520 Hm

Mint and Used Collection to 2002
Web $2,500
In 4 Davo hingeless albums, value in classic period #1-2
incl. #1 plates incl. pl. 11, plating of SG7-8 (#7 complete),
dupl. pages with both mint and used, later platings, £1 PUC
mint on virtually complete, scattered back of the book, etc.,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $3,500/4,500
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Lot

Description

1521 Hm

Large Collection in 3 Banker Boxes
$2,000
Several thousand used to n.h., 1854 to 1990 mounted on
pages in 15 binders (8 Scott specialty, 4 Windsor &
Lighthouse hingeless), incl Regionals, Dues, Offices,
Machins, booklets, souvenir sheets, commercial and FDC’s,
sheets, lots of good classic with dupl., a few Commonwealth,
some very useful material, good inspection will produce
results, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1522 Hm

1523 Hm

1524

H

HH

1525 Hm

1526

H

Hr

1527 m

1528 BH

Start Bid
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1529 H

Off Shore Islands, Offices, and
Occupation Collection
$450
In Scott album to 1978, mostly mint with value in Offices and
Occupation, incl. couple of Guernsey bisect covers, incl.
Dues, etc., identified by SG numbers, mostly fresh
collection, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $600/800

1530

H

H

Mint 20th Century Collection
Web
$400
N.h., in 7 stockbooks 1936 to 2010 separated between
regular issues and commems., and separate group of 1960’s
and later booklets, n.h. throughout with good amount of face,
incl. Machins, better QEII sets, later Dues, small exhibit
Machin collection, Regionals, £ values, etc., very clean
collection ....................................................... Est. $600/800

1531

H

HH

Mint Offices Collection
Web
$300
N.h. to o.g., Morocco, Turkish Empire, Middle East
Forces, Eritrea, East African Forces, Tripolitania, and
Qatar in Lighthouse hingeless album, many compete sets
incl. Seahorses, clean, incl. inventory, fine to very fine. 2016
Scott $3,083 ................................................... Est. $450/550

Mint and Used Collection
$1,000
On stockpages in binders, and small retail pages, consists of
binder #1 used and mint QV 1840 to 1900 issues #1//126,
and used and mint Officials 1882 to 1903 issues #O2//O77,
very high cat. if genuine, binder #2 n.h. blocks starting with
#159, incl. two copies of BK144 (cat. $300), total cat. $993,
binder 3 n.h. to o.g. and used #127//2006, very high cat.,
especially for early issues, earlies in mixed condition as is
typical of the period, and large binder and two small binders
of n.h. to o.g. and used, contains back-of-book material, early
mint (incl. #138, and other comparable material), early used
(incl. block of four Morocco Agencies 242 cat. $280, and an
interesting collection of QV, very high cat. if all genuine, etc.,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine, mostly inventoried .................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1532

)

Mostly Classic Cover Group
Web
$300
40 with 7 Penny black usages, few imperf Penny reds, etc.,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $400/600

1533 H

Postage Accumulation
$300
Hundreds mostly 1980’s to circa early 2000’s loose in full
small banker box, incl. Wedgewood and later booklets, listed
in glassines, presentation sets, etc., fresh ......... Est. $400/500

1534 Hm

Mint and Used Stock
$250
Heavily duplicated stock from #3 to 20th Century in
stockbooks, manila pages, White Aces binders, Lighthouse
album, value mostly in used classic, mixed condition, good
plating material, inspect, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

20th Century Mint Collection
$1,000
N.h. to o.g. mounted in 2 Scott albums, few low end classics
used, 1935 on virtually all mint to 2004 (complete from 1960
on), incl. modern booklets, scattered back of the book, much
in new issues, considerable face, also Regional issues mint,
fine to very fine overall ............................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1535 Hm

Collection in Scott Specialty Album
$200
1840 thru 1989 mounted on pages, n.h. after 1936, classics
mostly used with some dupl., also 56 used Officials on
Lighthouse pages and #102 cards, incl. I.R., O.W., Govt.
Parcel, Army, Admiralty, and Board of Education (none
signed), v.g.-fine ........................................... Est. $300/400

Victoria Mint and Used Collection
Web
$800
Selection of few hundred mounted on quadrille pages, starting
with #1-2, with mint perf issues incl. diff. plates, #33 plating
incl. #225, etc., generally fine .................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1536

Mint Machin Collection in 5 Binders
$500
N.h., singles, in strips and in booklets, incl. prestige booklets,
clean. Scott $8,000+ .................................. Est. $750/1,000

1537 m

Mint and Used Miscellaneous
Web $1,100
Incl. older “new” issues (pre-decimal), collections, few
auction lot items incl. #409 o.g., #4 used strip of 3, QEII
better n.h. sets, #1-2 on page, better 19th Century used,
mint 20th Century collections, scattered Agencies, dupl.
used 19th Century, few classic covers incl. stampless, #5 on
cover as part of a small exhibit collection, used 19th Century
and modern period, exhibits of the “1971 Postal Strike”, and
Machins, etc., interesting group, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, culled from
various estates accumulated over the decades .. Est. $1,500/2,000

Collection in 4 Albums
$500
Few thousand mostly used from 1840 to 1996 with some
modern n.h. booklets and sets, better items incl. used #57,
91 (faulty), 108-110, some early issues by plate number, plus
Channel Islands mostly n.h. collections, mostly fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000
Modern Booklet Stock
$500
Unexploded on small cards or in glassines, mostly decimal
values (few shilling booklets), noted 2 of the £1 Wedgewood,
lots of other early and later prestige booklets and Machin
small format booklets with cat. values to $45, good variety
with minor dupl., high face, very fine, realized $1840 in our
2007 auction . 2007 Scott $4,878 .................. Est. $750/1,000

H

1538

H

1539

H

Hr

Start Bid

Booklet and Souvenir Sheet Face Lot
$200
N.h., 100+ souvenir sheets 1980 to 1990, some dupl. plus 65
n.h. booklets 1980 to 2008, few dupl., all mounted in 3
Lighthouse albums, lots of face value, clean ... Est. $300/400
G.B. & Offices Mostly Used
$200
On printed pages, most value in classic used, scattered
Offices mostly mint, mixed condition, high cat.
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

HHm

Two Volume Collection
$200
19th & 20th Century mint and used in two like-new Scott
Specialty albums, nice run of early material, 20th Century
mostly n.h. sets and souvenir sheets, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

H

Face Accumulation
$170
N.h., in ¼ full banker box, incl. presentation sets, booklets,
Machins, modern collection, up to £ values, clean
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
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Description
H

H

1541 H)

1542

H

H

1543 m

1544 H

1545

H

Hr

Start Bid

Mint Accumulation
$150
N.h., many hundreds incl. Channel Islands, mostly 1960’s to
1970’s issues incl. lots of booklets, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

Machin Mint Stock
$100
N.h., several hundred in #102 and 104 cards, singles, strips,
blocks, booklets, Regionals, a few used, etc., fine to very fine
...................................................................... Est. $150/200
1841 2d, 1864 1d, Plating Lot
$60
Hundreds, variety of plate numbers, usual condition. Scott
#3, 33 ........................................................... Est. $100/140
Aden/South Arabia Complete to 1966 Web
$300
L.h. to n.h., missing only a couple of lower end items, incl.
States complete, early Specimen sets incl. the States, etc., also
incl. States inscription blocks, better QEII shades, inverted
overprints, more extensive then normally seen, overall very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600

H

Ascension Extensive Mint Balance
Collection
Web $3,000
Complete n.h. (mostly GV and later) to o.g. in 2 stockbooks; 1st
stockbook complete for basic issues with dupl. sets, but also incl.
early blocks through GVI, perf and flaw varieties on early issues
up to cat. £500 (ex SG#4b), SG10s/20s overprinted Specimen
(cat. £1000 - minor faults). better shades, couple of 3 Reign
varieties, 2nd stockbook mint and used later issues with
varieties, etc., mostly fine to very fine ............ Est. $4,000/5,000

1548 m

Ascension Complete Used Collection Web
$750
In stockbook to 1979, incl. dupl. incl. complete sets on the
early issues, town cancels, listed shades, nice condition
throughout, overall very fine. SG £4,200+
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1549 H

Ascension Mint Collection to 2015 Web
$700
In Scott specialty album, mostly hinged with occasional
mounted (for souvenir sheets and blocks), appears to be
complete thru 1991 except #21 and nearly complete to 2015,
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $800/1,000

1550

H

1551

H

Description

H

Ascension N.H. Complete Collection Web
$300
In 2 stockbooks to 2013, incl. SG better shades #11d n.h.,
1938 issue with better perfs, #71a, 114w used, overall very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500

HH

Ascension Early Mint Collection
Web
$200
1922 to 1949 UPU set complete n.h. to o.g., few later sets,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

Start Bid

Australia & States
1552 m

New South Wales Award Winning
Collection
Web $6,500
1841 to 1910 collection on annotated quadrille pages, mostly
used, starts with 1840 ship letter, then adhesives starting with
the “Sydney Views”, the various issues with multiples, paper
and color shades, platings, positional pieces, error
watermarks, occasional mint, Railroad Revenues, couple of
covers, 1891 Dues Specimen set, early imperfs mixed
condition, later mostly fine to very fine, paid hammer $20,000
in 2008 auction, intact ............................ Est. $10,000/12,000

1553 Hm

Extensive States Mint and
Used Collection
Web $5,000
On Scott pages, all States well represented particularly
Queensland, incl. Dues, typical condition, needs inspection,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $7,000/9,000

1554 H

Mint Collection
Web $1,800
In 2 Schaubek albums to 1979 hundreds with “Roos” up to
£1, 5/- Sydney Bridge mint, 1941 singles on complete to
1974, scattered after that, “OS” complete, mint 20th Century
Dues, etc., fine to very fine ....................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1555 Hm

Western Australia 1854 to 1938
Collection
Web $1,800
Mint and used in mounts on quadrille pages, starting with
the Swan issues and incl. pairs, mint and used shades, and 2
“Roos” perf initialed “WA”, nice collection with nice fresh
items, fine to very fine, realized hammer $7500 in 2007 auction
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1556 Hm

Tasmania 1853 to 1913 Collection Web $1,600
Mint and used on Scott pages, mostly complete particularly
for earlier period, also extra shades, strips, etc., also
mourning cover, etc., more extensive than normally seen,
usual condition, high cat., generally fine to very fine, paid
$4000 hammer in 2007 auction ................... Est. $2,300/2,600

Aden-Protectorate GVI Mint
Full Sheets
$140
About 53 full sheets of 60 for Kathiri and Qu’aiti, with dupl.
up to around 6, incl. surcharge and Victory overprints, clean,
very fine. SG £2,190+ ................................... Est. $200/300
Aitutaki Mint Collection to 1979
Web
$160
L.h. to o.g., fresh throughout, fine to very fine lot Est. $250/300

HH

Lot

Embossed Compound Stamping
Envelopes
Web
$150
Group of 10 dual reign (except one), incl. 6d lilac, 1/- green,
Victoria 3d in red & Edward VII in brown, identified by
“ES” and/or “ESCP” numbers, few with slight tone spots,
unusual group, fine overall ............................. Est. $250/300

1546 H
1547
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1557

H

H

Comprehensive Decimal Mint
Collection
$1,200
N.h., 1966 to 2008 in 10 Seven Seas albums, apparently
complete, high face, bought for hammer Aust. $4300 in 2007
auction ...................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1558 Hm

Collection in 2 Scott Albums to 2004 Web
$900
Few thousand mint and used to 2004, noted “Roos” used to
10/-, George heads mint sets to ¼, loads of modern n.h.
material, Dues, Officials, Japanese Occupation set mint, few
covers, mostly fine to very fine .................. Est. $1,200/1,600

1559 H

Mint Postage Due Collection
Web
$800
On Scott pages to 1960, excellent colors throughout, J49
used, complete except 4 values, fine to very fine, realized
hammer $5000 in 2007 auction ................... Est. $1,300/1,600

1560 Hm

Australia & States 1854 to 1970
$650
Mint and used, some earlies and modern n.h., mounted on
pages in Scott specialty album, incl. Airs, Dues, Officials,
small town cancels, etc, noted some nice high value
Kangaroos, specimens, etc., inspect, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $10,000 (Owner’s) .................. Est. $1,000/1,400

January 17, 2021
Lot
1561

Description
H

HH

Third Session
Start Bid

Extensive Mostly Mint Collection
$650
Few thousand in 5 Scott albums with pages to 2017, early
issues used or o.g., modern issues mostly n.h., better items
incl. mint #55, 166-179, 218-221, M1-M7, used 13, 57,
101, 127-128, 131, plus lots of modern mint issues, some
interesting back-of-book incl. Dues and Officials, worth a
look, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $1,000/1,250

1562 Hm

Extensive Collection in 5 Albums
$650
Thousands from 1916 to 2017 plus small collection of early
States, mostly used to 1990, modern issues very extensive
n.h., better items incl. used #101, 132, #128-129 with
Specimen overprints, lots of modern booklets and souvenir
sheets, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $1,000/1,250

1563 H

Small Better Selection
Web
$400
13 items with retail to $500, mostly mint with “Roos”, SG
#551a n.h., mint perf Officials, etc., excellent lot for resale,
total retail Aust. $4800+ ............................... Est. $600/800

1564 m

States Used Collection
Web
$350
Sparse mounted on Scott pages but incl. classic group of
Tasmania, 19th Century mixed condition, few 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $500/700

1565

H

HH

1566 H

Postage Accumulation
$300
Hundreds mostly 1980’s to circa early 2000’s loose in full small
banker box, incl. later booklets, listed in glassines, year sets on
stockpages, few souvenir folders, etc., fresh ........ Est. $400/500
States Used Collection
$200
Many hundreds on Scott pages, majority used with a few
o.g., nice run of classic issues but condition a bit mixed incl.
N.S.W. #B1-B2, and Victoria B3-4 both o.g., generally fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1568 P

Selection of Chalon Head Reprinted
Die Proofs
Web
$200
On card paper, comprising Queensland, South Australia
and Tasmania; also plate proofs (5) on card for Tasmania,
one of New Zealand, very fine, Ex “DuBois”, realized $600 in
2007 auction ................................................... Est. $250/350

1569 H

Box of Mint and Used Accumulation
$150
With mint modern period with year sets, loose, in binder, on
stockpages, etc., incl. hundreds of lower value heavily dupl.
Queensland with ms. and town cancels, FD’s back to the
1950’s, etc., fine to very fine lot, culled from retired collector’s
300+ boxes .................................................... Est. $250/350

1570 m

1945, Kangaroo & Map Used Group,
SG #132-138, 212
Web
$110
3 values, generally fine to very fine .................. Est. $150/200

1571

New South Wales 1906-1911
Correspondence
$100
Over 100 used internally, various town usages on postcards
incl. views, real photos, etc., fine lot ................ Est. $150/200

1572 Hm

Lot

Description

Balance of Collection
$100
Few thousand incl. mint and used in stockbooks, mint year
sets, modern issues and some related areas, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

Start Bid

1573

)

Barbados Large Modern Cover
Accumulation
$100
Approximately 3000 in 2 banker boxes, 1960’s-70’s period,
no F.D.’s, mostly internal mail, nice variety, check for
cancels, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $200/300

1574

H

Brunei 1940’s Mint Full Sheets
$350
N.h. (except Occupation values) incl. sheets of 50 of SG#81
(2), 83, 90 (2-cat. £950+ each), J1 (cat. £500
(2)-reinforced), J4 (cat. £1600-reinforced), J7 (cat.
£2000-dist. gum and in two pieces), J13 (cat. £1250
hinged-some dist. gum), some of the Occupation sheets have
major separations, very high cat., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

HH r

1575 H

Burma Mostly Complete Mint
Web
$425
O.g. to 1974 on pages, missing #17-18 but incl. O1-42, no
Occupation, fresh, fine to very fine ................. Est. $600/800

1576 (H)

Burma-Japanese Occupation Group
of Sheets
$200
Ungummed, 1943 issues, consisting of SG#J87 sheet of 56
incl. variety “skyline flaw”, J85 full sheet, J79-81 panes with
broken frameline, raised “5" and other flaws, October issue
in full sheets of 200 with gutter numbers, J22 with Peacock
overprint block of 80 (SG#J22), also #64-67 full sheets,
Official overprints, clean overall, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

George V Mint Collection
Web
$350
51 singles n.h. to o.g. on seven Seas pages, up to ¼ value, incl.
“O.S.” complete, fine to very fine ................... Est. $500/700

1567 m

)
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Canada & Provinces
1577 Hm

Extensive Collection to 2005
Web $7,000
In 5 Lindner albums, 1851-59 Pence issues mostly used,
after that virtually all mint incl. better varieties (some used,
some bought individually out of auctions), incl. #3P, 4P, 4c,
8 mint pair with re-entry, 5 and 10 used with certs, 19ii used,
19iii, 17b, 18a, also used shade studies of the large Queens,
mint shades of the small Queens with 37b with cert, very
complete incl. back of the book except scattered Officials,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine, high. cat collection that needs close inspection
.............................................................. Est. $9,000/12,000

1578 m)

Extensive Cancel Stamp and Cover
Collection
Web $5,000
Classic collection showing ring cancels #1 to 52 for 19th
Century period, mostly “cents” but some “pence” issues incl.
imperfs incl. #8 on cover with cert, 5d on cover with cert,
used #8 with cert (very fine), condition better than normally
seen, needs close inspection, difficult cancellation collection
to dupl., overall better than normal condition
............................................................... Est. $7,500/10,000

1579

H

HH

1580 m

1897 to 1949 Mint Exhibit Collection Web $4,500
O.g. to n.h. on annotated pages in 3 albums, virtually
complete (except Victoria panes) for period incl. shades,
cover representation throughout, imperfs, booklet panes,
etc., fresh collection, fine to very fine lot .... Est. $6,000/8,000
Newfoundland Mint and Used
Collection
Web $4,250
Majority used, 1857 to 1947 on annotated pages, with dupl.
showing shades, varieties incl. imprints, multiples, later perf
varieties, imperfs, booklet panes, Airs, Dues, etc., needs close
inspection, mostly fine to very fine ............ Est. $6,500/8,500
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1581 m

Extensive Used Imperforate Pence
Collection
Web $3,500
49 mostly used singles or pairs plus 4 covers, incl. shades, few
proofs, nice study of the 3d “Beaver”, numerous shades of the
6d, etc., some with margins, others not, high cat. collection
with good colors, inspect, fine overall ....... Est. $5,000/7,000

1589

1582 Hm

New Brunswick Valuable Mint
and Used Collection
Web $3,000
On Lindner pages, classics used incl. dupl. of #1-3, bisects,
5P1, and dupl. mint and used on later issues, some imperfs
with clear margins, fresh group and generally fine, high cat.
................................................................. Est. $4,000/6,000

1590 H

Mint Accumulation, Collections
Web
$500
Mostly mint, in albums, on stockpages incl. mint #162-177
n.h. and hinged sets, 149-159 o.g., 123-124 coil pairs o.g.,
modern collection with papers, phosphors, etc., small
Queens used, various on #102 cards, etc., fine to very fine
overall, culled from various estates accumulated over the decades
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1583 Hm

Extensive Newfoundland Mint
and Used Collection
Web $3,000
On Lindner pages to 1947, regular issues mostly complete
(couple of proofs), incl. #9 used (BPA cert. 1962 - “tiny
thin”, great margins), few dupes, better Airs, many of the
pence issues with nice margins all around, needs close
inspection, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $4,000/5,000

1591 H

Mint Collection 1998-2018
$400
Virtually complete collection in mounts in two Scott Specialty
albums with slipcases, plus additional binder with misc.
blocks of four and 2018 quarterly sets, incl. souvenir sheets,
booklets etc., over $2100 face value, fresh, clean and very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1584 Hm

Provinces Mint and Used Collection Web $2,000
On Lindner pages, consisting of P.E.I. complete except #1,
Nova Scotia complete except 1/- values (6d dark green
excellent margins), with dupl. “cents” values, British
Columbia & Vancouver Island complete except #1, high
cat., generally fine .................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1592 m

1851 to 1982 Used Collection
$350
Clean collection in mounts in Davo album, good earlies incl.
#4, 8, 17, 18, 46-47, Jubilees complete to $2, 66-73, 74-84,
89-95, Quebec Tercentenary, then 20th Century nearly
complete to 1982, back-of-book incl. Airs, Special Delivery,
Postage Dues, Officials and F1-3, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1585

1586

H

H

HH

HH

1587 H

1588 m

Start Bid

Mint Collection to 1984
Web $1,400
In 2 binders; first early period starting with #15 but after
that all small Queens and later and incl. Provinces and
back-of-book, some dupl., 2016 cat. $34,000+; 2nd binder
1942 to 1984 virtually complete on pages, not catalogued,
fresh throughout, incl. inventory, mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000
Better Retail Mint Stock
Web $1,300
N.h. to o.g. priced and identified on Hobby cards, 35 items,
retail mostly from $90 to $700, incl. #46-47, few blocks and
pl. blocks, 58 n.h., 59 l.h., some PSE certs, couple
Newfoundland incl. #C12 n.h., etc., virtually all items are of
exceptional quality and some graded, total retail $8385, very
fine or better ............................................ Est. $1,500/2,000
Mostly Used Collection
$1,100
Thousands in albums and modern Year books, 1852 to 2018,
mostly used to 1990 with a scattering of mint sets, modern
issues n.h., better items incl. used #4, 8 with PSE cert
(1997) small thins, 17-20, Jubilees complete, high values
with roller cancels, mostly complete from 1898 on, lots of
modern n.h., souvenir sheets and booklets, plus interesting
back-of-book, and small Newfoundland and Provinces
collection, mostly fine to very fine ............. Est. $1,700/2,000
Classic Better Accumulation
Web $1,000
Mostly used incl. a few better covers, much of the material
bought through auctions, incl. small and large Queens with
better cancels, study of 5c Beavers with town cancels, #41i
mint with cert, few better later mint with #C3a and also with
badly shifted overprint, E3b, etc., invoices incl. with one
invoice totaling $1500+ Canadian, another $2800+, etc.,
19th Century better than normal condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine, needs inspection .. Est. $1,500/2,000

Lot

Description
H

HH

Start Bid

Back-Of-Book Mint Stock
Web
$650
N.h. to o.g., starting with Semis, with #C1 (40), C2 (31), C3
(86), E1 (5), E2 (3), E5 (10), also F1 (no gum strip of 6, 2
singles), F2 (2), mint Dues, War Tax, Officials incl.
#O6-10 with dupl. and later, etc., few early with gum dist.,
fresh throughout, mostly fine to very fine .. Est. $1,000/1,500

1593

H

Hr

Sheet GVI Mint Group
$350
Majority n.h., over 100 sheets, with quantities up to six of a
kind, incl. Regular issues, Air Post, Dues and Officials,
comprising odd values #231//320, C6, C8, CE1-4, J15,
O22, O30-31, O257 (Canadian cat. $300), fine to very fine.
SG £8,300+ .................................................. Est. $450/550

1594

H

Hr

Mint Accumulation and Better Blocks
$250
Blocks consist of 16 mostly n.h., incl. #245 and 262 plate
blocks; balance hundreds mostly modern n.h. issues plus few
earlier Officials and o.g. #116, and 119, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1595 H

Basic Mostly Mint Collection
$250
On Harris pages, to 1990’s, incl. scattered back-of-book, few
late 19th to 1931 mint and used, bit of mint Newfoundland,
etc., mostly fine to very fine ............................ Est. $300/400

1596 Hm) Miscellaneous Mint, Used and Covers
$200
In full banker box, incl. dupl. Revenues, pl. blocks (postage),
and few hundred loose covers with early FD’s from 1930’s
period on, 1st flights, commercial incl. from Victoria period,
etc., much fine to very fine, culled from retired collector’s 300+
boxes ............................................................... Est. $300/400
1597 m

1598

H

Hr

Used Collection 1859-1990
$200
In Harris album, well filled 1898-1977 incl. #46, 66-73,
74-84, 89-95, 96-103, 149-59, also various Airmail, Special
Delivery, Postage Due, War Tax, Registration and Officials,
some Newfoundland, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Postage Accumulation
$200
N.h., hundreds mostly 1960’s to circa early 2000’s loose in
full small banker box, incl. later booklets, listed in glassines,
presentation sets, etc., fresh ............................ Est. $300/400

January 17, 2021
Lot
1599

Description
H

HH

1600 m

1601

H

Hr

1602 H

1603

H

Hr

Third Session
Start Bid

Small Mint Group
$200
On a few stockpages, n.h. to o.g., incl. Jubilees to 20¢,
Tercentenary complete, 1928-29 and 1930-31 sets complete,
etc., fine to very fine ....................................... Est. $300/400
Small Queen Cancel Studies, #33/47 Web
$200
1c to 10c (predominantly 3c) group of a few hundred with
various cancels (a few identified) incl. pinwheels, towns, star,
generic, etc., all bought out of auctions, mostly fine cancels
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
1970’s Postage Group
$70
Run of singles, blocks and booklets incl. commemoratives
and definitives identified in envelopes, dupl., generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $100/140
8 Lunar New Year Press Sheets
$50
2000 and later incl. 2002 Year of the Horse, 2001 Tear of the
Snake, 2003 Year of the Ram, etc., clean ......... Est. $100/140
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1609

H

1610

H

1611

H

HH

Falklands Better Mint Group
Web $1,500
Couple hundred items n.h. to o.g., Victoria to GVI, some
purchased directly from auctions, incl. #54-64 plus extra
#64s, 24a with cert, numerous Victoria ½d on 1d bisects
mint and used, #20-21, surprising number of earlier n.h. in
hinged period, few Gibbons shades incl. 25a with cert, few
used, some later n.h., needs inspection, fine to very fine lot
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

H

Falklands Mint Collection
$200
N.h., few hundred from 1937 to 2001, mostly complete 1952
on incl. Dependencies issues, fine to very fine . Est. $250/300

HH

Gibraltar Complete Mint Collection Web $2,000
O.g. in Scott album to 2000, £5 toned gum, incl. GV perf
varieties, later n.h. incl. ............................. Est. $2,800/3,500

1612 H

Gibraltar Complete Mint Collection Web $1,500
N.h. (later) to o.g. to 1969 mounted on Minkus pages,
missing only £5 (separate lot), incl. few dupl. used or mint,
couple of certs, with SG varieties incl. short “5", shades,
better perfs on GVI, etc., fresh throughout, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1613

Grenada Intact Commercial
Cover Hoard
$500
Many hundreds loose in full banker box, from GVI to early
QEII period, mostly to U.S. but other countries noted, incl.
OHMS, stationery, strength in GVI period, no FD’s noted,
fine or better .................................................. Est. $700/900

Mostly Modern Face Lot
$50
N.h., accumulation in small box, incl. press sheets, up to $
values, clean ................................................... Est. $100/150

1604 Hm

Ceylon Comprehensive 1857 to
1972 Collection
Web $1,500
466 mint or used mounted on Scott pages, starting with the
1857 Imperf issue, incl. SG#14 with BPA cert, high
apparent cat. value, few questionable, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

1605 m

Ceylon 1857 to 1870 “Pence” Issue
Collection
Web $1,400
On quadrille pages, majority used, around 150 with
numerous shades, nice colors with the usual condition for
that period, high cat., fine overall .............. Est. $2,000/2,400

)

Hong Kong
1614 Hm

Mint and Used Extensive Collection Web $4,500
1862 to 2003 with dupl. mint and used pages on earlies, on
Lighthouse pages in 5 albums, better mint incl. #1-4, 6,
8-15,19-20, 22, 24, 26-27, 31-33, 35A (used off card),
36b-48, 50 (used), 51-55, 57-58, 60, 66-70, 71-81, etc., later
period all n.h. with booklets, imprint blocks, etc., high cat.
value due to dupl., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, realized $16,000 in 2007
auction . Scott $27,000 .............................. Est. $6,000/8,000

1615 Hm

Intact Collection
Web $2,500
Hundreds of mint and used in 2 Scott specialty albums to
2006, classics used incl. #1-6, 17, 29, 52, 60, mint incl. 66,
68 (unused), 103-104, 121, 154-166A, 179, QEII looks
complete for major numbers with early issue l.h. or n.h., late
1970’s onwards n.h., souvenir sheets, sheetlets, collateral
material, Dues, Revenues, Frama labels, one page of
Bangkok, etc., a nice collection, generally fine to very fine,
realized $4600 in our 2009 auction .............. Est. $3,500/4,000

1616 Hm

Mint and Used
Collections/Accumulations
$1,500
3 boxes of mostly used, on pages, stockpages, in albums, in
glassines, etc., from collections mostly bought from major
auction firms over the decades, starting in the classic period,
subsequently some items removed, scattered Hong
Kong/China issues, better cancels, slight dupl., etc., inspect,
culled from retired collector’s 300+ box accumulation, see separate
Hong Kong cover lot ................................... Est. $2,500/3,500

1606 Hm) Christmas Island 1930’s Local Issues
$100
2 covers; 1934 and 1936 tied with locals and French
Polynesia issues, plus mint sheet of 4 and mint and used
adhesives, fine ................................................ Est. $150/200
1607

H

HH

1608 H

Cyprus Complete Mint Collection
Web $3,500
Mounted in Scott album to 2000, missing only #27, o.g. on
earlier period, n.h. later, mostly fresh colors, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $4,500/5,500
Egypt 1864 to 1890 Interpostal Seals
Collection and Accumulation
Web $3,000
Valuable holding of these rarely seen items starting with a 2
volume mounted collection on custom album pages of over
1,000 seals mostly unused and different, vastly superior in
quality and scope, running from 1864 to 1890 with many
better throughout arranged by years, types, die varieties and
town names, plus 3 stockbooks and a folder containing well
over 3,000 seals which are either dupl. or ones that never
made to the collection, quite a remarkable lot for the specialist
of this elusive but increasingly popular area, overall better
than average condition with some faults as usual, inspection
highly recommended ............................... Est. $5,000/6,500

Start Bid
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Description
)

1618 Hm

1619

H

Start Bid

Lot

Description

Cover Accumulation
$650
Loose or sleeved in 2 banker boxes, covers from all periods
up to the 1980’s with later period mostly FD’s, better earlier
commercial, intact and one of the more interesting Hong
Kong cover lots that we have offered, needs close inspection,
culled from retired collector’s 300+ box accumulation, see separate
Hong Kong stamp lot ................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1626 H

Feudatory States Oldtime Reference
Collection
Web $1,000
On pages, etc., hundreds with many doubtful, incl. Scinde
Dawk, 1854 issue, etc., occasional genuine noted, others
identified by forgers, some Convention States, nice and
interesting reference collection, worth inspection, fine to very
fine, some Ex Sukhani, Varro Tyler ............. Est. $1,500/2,000

Three Part Mint and Used Collection Web
$650
1st part, 1862-1898 issues, #1//70 mint and used, with #13
mint, condition mixed, 2016 cat. $4,969, 2nd part multiple copies
of #4//70 all used with occasional better cancel, cat. $6,210, 3rd
part single copies of #4//70 all used cat. $1,714, inventory incl.,
v.g.-fine. 2016 Scott $12,893 (Owner’s) ......... Est. $1,000/1,400

1627 H

Native States Mint Collection
Web
$800
In Scott album, hundreds with good representation
throughout incl. Cochin on blank pages, Hyderabad, Jaipur,
some questionable, fresh throughout, needs inspection, fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,200/1,600

H

1940’s Patiala, Gwalior, and Chamba
GVI Sheets
$600
N.h., regular issue and Officials, 19 values in full sheets of
320 (some separations) except Gwalior SG#O91 sheet of
100, typical light gum toning, fine. 1994 SG £13,900 +
(hinged) .................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1628
HH

Large Lifetime Collections of Mint
$650
N.h. to o.g., part 1 consists of #184//605, n.h. to o.g., with
1953-1991 virtually compete, 2016 cat. $3,492, part 2 consists
of #71//183 n.h. to o.g. cat.$2,679, part 3 mainly
back-of-book n.h. to o.g. cat. $833, part 4 #509//1013 n.h. to
o.g. cat. $627, part 5 consists of n.h. souvenir sheets
#502ce//1096a cat. $886, part 6 consists of n.h. large souvenir
packets, fine to very fine. 2016 Scott $8,674 Est. $1,000/1,300

1620 Hm

Balance of Mint and Used Collection Web
$600
Mounted on pages to 1998, scattered classics used, mostly
complete mint from 1935 Jubilees on, later period n.h., some
Edward, GV, and GVI dupl., a bit messy but decent value,
few 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine
to very fine .................................................. Est. $850/1,100

1621 Hm

Heavily Duplicated 20th Century
$450
N.h. and used mostly 1948 Wedding low value to QEII
period with considerable GVI low values, also scattered
Revenues (not counted), mixed condition to very fine. SG
£16,000+ ................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1622

1623

)

H

H
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Mostly Covers Group
$250
In banker box, group of seldom seen 1950’s meter covers,
slogan cancellations, GVI, “OHMS”, etc. plus approx. 200
colorful FDC’s mostly from 1980’s period plus few P.O.
packs and stockbook containing some early issues, fine to
very fine lot .................................................... Est. $400/500

Hr

Start Bid

1629 Hm

Mint and Used Collection
Web
$600
Stockbook of mixed mint and used 1854 to about 1930 incl.
#51-52 l.h., then mixed n.h. and o.g. to 1950 incl. 166-67
n.h. and 203-06 o.g., then appears n.h. onwards, many
Officials but minimal States, also mid-1980’s to 2010 year
packs, 2nd stockbook of dupl., a small group of colorful old
painted illustrations (rough condition) and some FDC’s and
used postal cards, generally fine to very fine . Est. $800/1,000

1630 H

Mint Collection
Web
$350
Featuring early British-era India & States with QV issues, incl.
n.h. Gandhi set (blue mark on gum), cat. values to $100+,
slight dupl., incl. inventory, fine or better ............ Est. $600/800

1631

)

1860-61 Calcutta, India to
Philadelphia Covers
Web
$300
Three items, all with red boxed India Paid cancel. London
Paid cds, different postage rates incl. one large envelop with
high franking 8a (25), 4a with a couple of stamp missing,
overall mixed condition but good usages ........ Est. $400/500

1632

)

Oldtime Cover Collection
Web
$200
Mounted in old Rapkin album, 1832 stampless to 1897
group of 45, stampless all but one to London, adhesive covers
mostly internal with a few stationery usages, also reg.,
auxiliary markings, 3 three colored frankings to Genoa, some
acid damage from ink, also 1st few adhesive issues for time
frame, mixed condition .................................. Est. $300/400

Small Mint Group
$100
N.h., including #239-244 blocks of 4, 260-261 (4 sets),
278-288, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $150/200

India & States
1624 H

Extensive Mint Collection
Web $10,000
On Scott pages, virtually complete from 1860 to 1965 with
strong Officials incl. #O69b, also Military complete, very
fresh colors throughout, needs close inspection of this
popular country, fine to very fine lot, bought in 2008 auction for
$21,000, intact ...................................... Est. $14,000/18,000

1633 Hm

Mint and Used Selection of 6 Items Web
$110
Consisting of Jind 1886 Unissued ½a to 1r, SG #13-16, ½a
small crease; India, 1854, 2a Green, Horizontal Strip of 4,
SG #31 (a small tear and small thin); and Patiala, 1884, 8a
Overprint in Red & Black, SG #5b (thin), fine to very fine
appearance. SG £750+ ................................. Est. $150/200

1625 H

India, Convention States, Burma, and
Kuwait Collection
Web $6,500
Mint oldtime annotated 2 volume collection from Germany
to about 1940 on small quadrille pages, strength in India (1st
volume) starting with Scinde Hawk ½a on white (2), ½ on
blue (questionable), 1854 issue with shades, various Dies,
mint and used after that with various cancels with excellent
colors throughout with some complete sets, also Officials,
very attractive collection of this popular area, fine to very fine
overall .................................................... Est. $8,500/11,000

1634

)

India & States Used Stationery
$100
Couple hundred cards and envelopes used internally, incl.
advertising, fine overall .................................. Est. $150/200

1635

H

Ireland Mint Complete Collection
Web $2,500
N.h., to 1995 (scattered 1998-2000), in 3 hingeless albums,
only missing #12, 14, 36, 38, 58, incl. all souvenir sheets,
#77 toned gum, incl. early extras with #77-78, 1920’s
Dublin Wicklow Railroad label, etc., very clean collection,
overall very fine, rarely seen never hinged. Est. $3,500/4,500

H
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1636

H

HH

Ireland 1922-1990s Better Mainly
Mint Stock
$1,000
Several hundred in small sales slips featuring early
overprints, mint complete sets (n.h. or hinged), a few better
used, retail in excess of $7000, large cat value, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1637

H

HH

Ireland in Scott Specialty Album
$400
Mostly o.g. and complete, a few used (n.h. after 1949) from
1922 to 1996 mounted on Scott pages incl. Air, Dues, booklets,
etc., fine to very fine. Scott $5,700 (Owner’s) ...... Est. $600/800

1638

H

H

Kuwait Mint Collection to 2012
$300
1962 to 2012 virtually complete in Scott specialty album,
mostly hinged with occasional n.h. (for souvenir sheets and
blocks), virtually complete, virtually very fine. Scott
$3,000+ ........................................................ Est. $400/500

1640 H

Leeward Islands Mostly Complete
Collection
Web
$500
Mostly o.g. with few early used on Scott pages to 1954,
complete to 1905-11 issue, SG#16 used cert. (slight fading),
extra GVI £1 shades, fine to very fine overall Est. $750/1,000

1642

1643

H

H

H

HH

H

HH

Lot

Description

1648 Hm

Award Winning Collection
Web $5,500
19th Century collection, few hundred items on German
annotated pages, mint, used, on pieces, documents,
multiples, Specimens, extremely difficult collection to dupl.,
needs careful inspection of the popular area, fine to very fine
overall, listing of awards won 1994 to 2001, realized $17,000 in
2008 auction ........................................... Est. $8,000/10,000

1649 Hm

Specialized Collection
Web $4,500
1874 to 1967 3 volume collection in 3 Rapkin albums on
quadrille pages, mint and used with occasional Specimens,
blocks, etc., incl. shades, re-entries, panes, etc., occasional
early covers incl. 1st flights, needs close inspection, fine to
very fine overall ........................................ Est. $6,000/8,000

1650 H

Mostly Mint Collection
Web $2,000
In Scott album to 1990, incl. used Chalon Heads, 1882 on
complete mint, Postal Fiscals mint or used, Semis complete
mint to 1987, Officials mostly mint, Life Insurance, etc.,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1651 Hm

Postal Fiscal Collection
Web $1,600
1882 to 1987 on Scott pages, earlies mostly used, 1931 on
mostly mint, nice postal cancels, mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1652 m

Antarctic Expedition Collection
Web
$700
1908 to 1913 notated used 1911-13 collection of Victoria
Land (additional mint block of #131d, and 1908 Ross
Dependency #121a), also 2 covers, fine to very fine and
attractive .................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1653 Hm

Collection in 4 Albums
$400
Thousands from 1862 to 2018, mostly used to 1990, modern
issues n.h. incl. many souvenir sheets and booklets, some
interesting back-of-book issues and small collection of
Christmas Island, fine to very fine .................. Est. $600/750

1654 H

Collection 1864 to 1994
$350
Mostly mint collection in Scott specialty album, good early
used with nice group of Chalon Heads, also #60, 98, 120,
122-25, etc., fairly complete mint thereafter incl.
Semi-postals, souvenir sheets, Airmail, Postage Due,
Officials, etc., worth review, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$6,000 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $500/700

1655

H

Hr

Collection of 1970’s Plate Flaws, etc. Web
$250
N.h., with multiples, booklet panes showing retouches,
unwatermarked, etc., all identified with some dupl., pl.
blocks, unusual lot and difficult to dupl., all listed in C-P (ex
#P12b(Z), PA8a Pl. “2A…” shifted over the imprint
(unlisted), T51b(Z), SG#883w (block of cat. £160),
T42a(Z) block of 4, T43a (pair), P2a(Z) block of 4, coil
strips, extensive study of 1967 Issue, occasional used, great
lot for the specialist, needs to be carefully inspected, overall
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1656

H

H

1941 to 2000 Mint Collection
$200
Mostly mounted on pages, virtually complete for time period
and mostly n.h., occasional used, considerable face, clean lot
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1657

H

H

Postage Accumulation
$200
N.h., hundreds mostly 1980’s to circa early 2000’s loose in
full small banker box, incl. later booklets, listed in glassines,
etc., fresh ....................................................... Est. $300/400

Ireland 1990’s-2004 New Issues
$100
N.h., few hundred still in glassines, incl. booklets, souvenir
sheets, etc., clean, decent face value ................ Est. $150/200

1639 H

1641
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Malayan States & Straits Settlements
Collection
Web
$650
N.h. to o.g., part 1 2016 cat. $8,900 consists of Malaya &
States, part 2 cat. $1,739 consists of Straights Settlements
with good representation of QV issues, little beyond 1940’s
period, incl. inventory, generally fine to very fine. 2016 Scott
$10,600 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $1,000/1,400
Maldives Complete Mint Collection
$200
N.h., to 1978 on pages, fine to very fine. Scott $2,220+
...................................................................... Est. $300/400
Malta Extensive Mint Collection
Web $1,100
Virtually complete n.h. (later) to o.g. to 1969 mounted on
Minkus pages, SG#6, 12 used, #9 part o.g. (BPA cert), few
additional copies used, mostly fine to very fine . Est. $1,500/2,000

1644 H

Montserrat Complete Mint Collection Web $1,400
O.g., missing only 3 values on pages to 1981, clean
throughout, fine to very fine. 2011 Scott approximately
$6,250 ..................................................... Est. $1,500/1,800

1645 H

New Britain Group of 3
Web
$60
O.g., fine to very fine, 2017 Brandon certs. Scott #23, 30-31
$375 .............................................................. Est. $100/130

1646 H

New Guinea Mint Collection
Web
$400
O.g., incl. #1-13 (unused), 18-45, C44, C46-C59,
O12-O22, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $700/750

New Zealand
1647 m

Chalon Head Specialized Collection Web $7,500
1855 to 1872 on annotated quadrille pages, couple hundred
items and 6 covers, incl. occasional multiple, all issues well
represented and identified, usual condition but fresh
collection with considerable research involved, rarely seen
this extensive and worth a close look, high cat., fine overall
............................................................ Est. $12,000/15,000

Start Bid
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1658

Description
H

H

1659 m
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Start Bid

Lord of the Rings Collection
$60
N.h., from 2002 incl. mint singles, souvenir sheets, booklets
and some FDC’s ............................................ Est. $100/150
North Borneo Used Collection
Web
$375
Starting with 1st issue on exhibit pages, through 1957 QEII
issue, also incl. Semis, Dues, few Postal Card usages,
Occupation, etc., some cto, nice collection of this popular
country, inventory incl., fine to very fine ......... Est. $500/650

Lot

Description

1670 m

St. Helena Collector’s Used
Better Duplicates
Web
$400
In a stockbook, dupl. starting from 1890-97 set, better “Badge
of the Colony” values to 10/-, overall very fine ..... Est. $600/800

1671

H

1672

H

Start Bid

HH

St. Kitts-Nevis Mint Collection
Web
$200
O.g. to n.h. to 1966 mostly complete, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

H

Singapore 1948 to 1977 Mint
Web
$800
Mainly n.h., housed in 2 Elbe albums on quadrille pages in
mounts, complete incl. souvenir sheets, clean, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

HH

Singapore Intact Mint Collection
$650
In 2 Scott specialty albums, mix of l.h. and n.h. to early 1970’s (1a
to 20a n.h.), balance n.h. to 2006, appears to be only missing
#106a for completion, noted booklets, sheetlets, show souvenir
sheets, Dues, Frama labels, etc., lovely collection, very fine, sold in
our 2009 auction for $1323, intact ........................ Est. $800/1,100

H

Singapore Mint Group
$180
Mostly n.h., incl. #1a-20a n.h. (cat. $500), #20 l.h. (cat.
$100), #22 (cat. $95), blocks of #10 and 15 in quantities,
clean. Scott $1,320 ......................................... Est. $200/250

HH

Solomons Extensive Mint Collection Web
$700
L.h. to n.h. in 3 stockbooks to 2010, complete 1908 on, many
Specimen sets, “a” numbers, SG#53h, later souvenir sheets, also
1907, 1908-11 Canoes issue complete used ..... Est. $1,000/1,400

H

Tonga Large Mint Accumulation
$350
Mostly n.h., few thousand 1896 to modern, incl.
#CO1-CO6, mostly new issues incl. sheets, proofs,
specimens, FDC’s, plus complete artists original artwork for
stamps, worth a close look, overall very fine .... Est. $500/700

1660 Hm

North West Pacific Islands Collection Web
$250
28 stamps incl. mostly o.g with few used, better items incl.
mint #10, and 26, fine ................................... Est. $400/500

1661

Palestine, WWII Censored Mail
$250
In three albums written up and identified exhibit of civilian
mail, 46 items incl. censor labels and covers from that period,
noted are covers from Russia, Greece, France, Hungary,
Turkey, Lebanon, Iraq, Ethiopia and Palestine, must
inspect, mixed condition ................................ Est. $400/500

1673

H

1662 Hm

Palestine Dues Mint and Used Stock
$130
Dupl. in stockbook, hundreds incl. 1923 used dupl. mint and
used, fine to very fine ...................................... Est. $200/300

1674

H

1663 Hm

Papua New Guinea Collection
Web
$400
Few thousand in 2 Scott albums, mostly mint with some early
used, modern issues n.h. to 2009 (pages to 2017), better item
incl. #1-8 (o.g., #8 light crease), fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/750

1675

H

1676

H

1677

)

Tonga 49 Tin Can Mail Covers
Web
$130
1934 to 1960’s, nice variety of stamps, fine to very fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1678

H

H

Tristan Da Cunha Extensive Collection
$300
N.h., complete in 3 stockbooks to 2011, incl. min sheets,
Potato stamps, SG watermark vars., few dups., etc., overall
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1679

H

H

Tristan Da Cunha Mint Accumulation
$100
Mostly n.h., few hundred single, gutter pairs, blocks, souvenir
sheets and complete booklets, fine to very fine ..... Est. $150/200

)

1664 H r

Papua Lakatoi Mint Blocks, Strips
Web
$60
O.g., all with full imprints, incl. #52 2d Cooke n.h. but
toned gum, #88, C4, fine to very fine ............. Est. $100/150

1665

Pitcairn Cover and Stamp Exhibit
Web
$750
Intact on homemade pages, etc., incl. adhesives to 1957 issue
complete, about 78 covers both commercial and FD’s (incl.
First issue), usages to Scotland, Canada, New Zealand,
printed paper rate, surface registered, etc., fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1666

)

H

H

1667 Hm

1668 Hm

1669

H

HHm

Pitcairn Mint Complete
$150
N.h., to 1996 in Lindner hingeless album, overall very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
Rhodesia 1910-13 “Double Heads”
Mint and Used Accumulation
Web
$450
Few hundred on stockpages in 4 diff. collections, incl. mint
study of 2½d all identified by “SG” and “RSC” numbers, 1/group of 9 mint and 10 used, very interesting specialized
grouping, fine to very fine overall ................... Est. $600/800
St. Christopher Mint and Used
Collection
Web
$130
On page, mostly complete, fine overall ........... Est. $200/300
St. Helena Extensive Mint Collection Web $4,000
In 4 stockbooks to 2013 and few loose, starting SG#3 (3),
with dupl. of the classics and later both n.h. to o.g. and used
and with shades, watermark varieties, all listed by SG
numbers, all identified incl. SG#16, 16a o.g., 19, quality on
early period much above average, early Victoria n.h. and
hinged sets, also better specimen sets incl. SG#97s/112s (2),
considerable dupl. of 1922 Badge issue incl. shades, varieties,
occasional minor fault, overall very fine .... Est. $6,000/8,000

1680 m

Zululand 1888 to 1891 Used
Collection, SG #1-10, 13, 16, F1
Web
$200
Mounted on pages, clean, fine to very fine. Scott #1-10,
12-14 $802. SG £608 ..................................... Est. $250/300

Commonwealth Collections
1681

H

HH

Intact Mint Collection
$5,000
In 11 (10 Scott specialty) albums to 1970’s and later, incl.
separate albums for New Zealand & Dependencies, G.B.
and Australia to 2000 with considerable face, most countries
scattered 19th Century and early 20th Century, value in
1930’s and later period mostly mint with later complete sets
mostly n.h., incl. the GVI and early QEII sets, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $6,000/8,000
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1682 H

Modern Mint Collection
Web $4,500
Hinged on homemade pages in 108 volumes, generally starts
with Silver Jubilee set with scattered earlier, generally ends
after 2000 with some countries to 2016, mostly complete sets
with cat. to $200, noted Anguilla #1-9 and 11 n.h., fine to
very fine ................................................. Est. $8,000/10,000

1683 H

Malaya and Related Mint Collection Web $4,500
Intact mint in Scott album, 1857 to 1974 incl. States,
Singapore complete, all States represented plus a few
Occupation, etc., later complete sets, very clean throughout,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $5,500/7,000

1684 Hm

1685

1686

H

H

HH

HH

Start Bid

Africa 2 Volume Collection
$4,000
Mint and used collection in Scott albums to 1960’s, all
countries nicely represented with some later complete sets,
occasional questionable item, scattered 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th mostly fine to very fine. Scott $48,000
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $5,000/6,000
Country Mint Collections
Web $3,500
N.h. to o.g., in 6 binders, collection with full inventory,
strong in QV issues and continues to GVI period, few later,
strength in Ceylon, British Guiana, Ireland, Samoa,
Mauritius, Malta, South Africa, Leeward Islands,
Gibraltar, Barbados, Virgin Islands, and Bahamas, slight
dupl., very fresh collections, incl. inventory, mostly fine to
very fine. 2017 Scott $60,000+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,000

Mostly Used Collection to 1936
Web $2,500
In Ideal album, through the Jubilees, most countries nicely
represented incl. classic period, occasional mint incl. sets,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $3,500/4,500

1688 H

Various Mint Country Collections
Web $2,000
In 5 albums and on pages, mostly mint incl. G.B. (minor
collection), Australia, Europe, New Zealand, few mostly
classics used, older “Progressive” West Indies better album
to 1950’s with classics mostly used on quadrille pages with
Antigua, Bahamas, Bermuda, Falklands early then 1970’s to
2002, South Georgia complete to 2002, Oceania in Minkus
album with Gilbert & Ellice, Palau, Nauru, etc., to 1980’s,
B.A.T. n.h. collection on stockpages, overall very clean, fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1690

H

H

HH r

HH

Lot

Description

1691 H

Mostly Mint Collections, Accumulation
$1,300
In 5 banker boxes, mostly 20th Century mint collections in
albums incl. Hong Kong, Antigua, Cooks, Dominica,
Montserrat up to recent period, also in glassines, on pages,
stockpages, old bid board items, etc., occasional used and/or
classics, early to mid 20th Century Canada on #102 cards,
mostly fine to very fine, culled from an Estate of a couple hundred
boxes ......................................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

1692 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$900
In 5 banker boxes, with 24 volumes, accumulation in small
box mint and used, on stockcards, album pages, also coils,
many items cat. $5-50 range, countries incl. Falklands,
Pitcairns, South Africa, New Zealand, Omnibus, inspect,
fine to very fine overall ............................. Est. $1,300/1,600

1693 Hm

Select Better Group
Web
$800
25 singles or sets, mint and used, incl. few New Zealand
“Chalon Heads”, retail up to $1350, total retail $9000+,
excellent lot for resale, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ................ Est. $1,200/1,500

1694 H

20th Century Accumulation
$700
Mostly mint in 17 individual country groups in folders and a
box filled with many stockcards and glassines with various
sets and singles, receipt shows original owner paid $7500 in
2017, incl. n.h. and some 19th Century, well worth review,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1695 Hm

Collector’s Oldtime Mint and Used
Accumulation of Plate Flaws, Cancels
$700
Thousands in glassines n.h. and used in small boxes sorted by
country incl. South Africa along with small used collection
and dupl. later n.h. pairs, Australia & States incl. gutter
blocks, New Zealand, particularly 1938-42 and 1948-53
overprint issues, Malta, Canada with classics used, collection
mostly GV, GVI eras, countries incl. various better perfs with
dupl. ex. Jamaica SG#36b used (21 copies), flaws incl.
retouches identified, n.h. Uganda SG#106a in block of 4
(2), also n.h. imprint or pl. # blocks, watermark varieties,
also n.h. better singles scattered throughout, fine to very fine,
interesting group formed over many decades of research
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1696 Hm

20 Volumes of Mint and Used
$650
1st collection mint and used in 6 albums incl. 4 new
Imperials, much cat. $10-100 items; 2nd 14 volumes and
envelopes mint and used, inspect, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

Balance of Collector’s Collection
$3,000
N.h. to o.g., virtually all 20th Century with few 19th Century
used, to around 2012 or 2016, 33 Scott or Palo albums, many
complete sets plus souvenir sheets, incl. 2 Hong Kong, 2
Falklands & Dependencies, 2 Singapore from 1st issue, also
Malta, strong incl. Pacific and Malayan area, cat. value sets
to $200+, clean, fine to very fine .............. Est. $4,000/6,000

1687 m

1689
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1935 Silver Jubilee Complete
Collection
Web $2,000
Mint singles complete and blocks of each issue virtually
complete neatly mounted in album, blocks n.h. and most
single are l.h., incl. non-common designs, fresh and fine to
very fine. Scott $7,500+ .......................... Est. $2,200/2,500
Balance of Better Collection
Web $1,800
N.h. to o.g. better late 19th to mid 20th Century items and
few sets, all identified by Scott #, few dupes incl. Montserrat
#75-84 and Antigua 67-76 (2), occasional used or early QE
II sets, fresh throughout, fine to very fine .. Est. $2,500/3,000

1697

H

HH

1698 Hm

Start Bid

Somewhat Better Mostly Mint Group
$650
N.h. to o.g. from Edward to QEII period, considerable
Ascension with varieties, also Pitcairn with SG#69a n.h.,
few Bermuda key plates, Caymans #85-96 n.h., few 1935
Jubilee vars., etc., clean group ready to break down for retail,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,400
Estate Balance
$600
Many thousands mint/used, 1890 to modern in 6 Minkus
albums, stockbooks, glassines, manila pages, binders, 102
cards, incl. British Africa and Asia, souvenir sheets,
Officials, mint sheets, Caribbean, Australia, Hong Kong,
Canada, stationery, New Zealand, 1937 Coronation issues,
Omnibus issues, Royal Wedding, etc, worth a close look,
generally fine to very fine, Ex Robert Klein Estate
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

Page 125
Lot

Description

1699 Hm

Interesting Accumulation
$600
Thousand or so mint or used from 1850s to modern mounted
in various stockcards, and pages, some loose, incl Canada &
Provinces, Rhodesia, India, Hong Kong, British Africa,
British Asia, few with PSE certs, good dealer stock material,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

1700 Hm

George VI Mint and Used Collection Web
$600
In Gibbons 1968 album, reasonably full, incl. some 1948
Weddings n.h. to o.g., some issues to £1 values, clean
throughout, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $750/1,000

1701

H

HH

1702 Hm

1703 Hm

1704 Hm

1705 Hm

January 17, 2021
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Start Bid

B-C Mint Countries
Web
$600
Mostly n.h. to o.g. to 1990 with only scattered classics for
Bahamas (cat. $3354), Bermuda (cat. $1174), British
Honduras (cat. $427), Belize, and Caymans (cat. $819), all
mounted on Scott pages, fine to very fine lot. 2016 Scott
approximately $5,881 .................................... Est. $750/900
Various Mint and Used Collections
$500
In 6 boxes, incl. mostly mint Africa collection, few thousand in
Scott album; Australia collection incl. F.D.C.’s, n.h. to o.g. in
Davo hingeless album plus stockbook with multiples and 2
boxes of FDC’s and Postal Stationery; mostly n.h. 20th
Century accumulation, one section sorted and cataloged in
glassines, and another section unsorted; various countries in 3
Minkus albums representing Africa, America and Oceania;
mostly priced retail stock, mostly identified and priced mint on
stockpages or cards; and 1960’s to 1970’s mint collection, o.g.
in 6 Globals, mostly fine to very fine .............. Est. $750/1,000
Mint and Used in Albums
$500
19th & 20th Century in seven albums, four stockbooks and
on pages, incl. material from all regions incl. Africa, many
complete sets and n.h. too, well worth inspection, generally
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $750/1,000

Lot

Description

1708

H

1709

H

1710

H

Start Bid

HH

Australia and New Zealand Mint
Collections
$400
Large portion 20th Century, part 1 2016 cat. $4523 consists
of entirely n.h. to o.g. Australia #1//1270 incl. States and
back-of-book, part 2 cat. $5,205 consists of n.h. to o.g. New
Zealand #35//1336 incl. back-of-book, slight dupl., incl.
inventory, fine to very fine overall. 2016 Scott $9,500
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $600/800

H

Pacific Islands Never Hinged
Collections
$350
Mostly in albums, complete for Papua New Guinea
1952-2013 incl. min. sheets, etc., Norfolk complete
1988-2008, Christmas complete to 2006, Cocos complete to
2006, Pitcairn 1969 and later sets all with watermark vars.,
overall very fine .............................................. Est. $500/750

HH

Australia and New Zealand Mint Stock
$300
Many hundreds from 1928 to 1998, strength in Australia
incl. nice group of definitive issues (incl. #379 block of 4),
and later commemoratives, many n.h., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $450/550

1711 H

Mostly Mint Balance Collection
$300
In stockbooks incl. St. Helena classics used through modern
n.h., Ascension SG#10-20 Specimen overprint (no gum),
14b overprinted Specimen, etc., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

H

Great Britain & Commonwealth
Collection
$270
Incl. n.h. sets from a variety of countries in seven binders and
an envelope, ranging from 1960s-70s, many with original
official new issue brochure, also some covers and a Ghana
collection, overall very fine ............................. Est. $400/500

1712

HH

1713 m

Collector’s Mint and Used Study
$500
Oldtime early to mostly GVI and QEII lot in glassines, all
identified (mostly by SG numbers), few detailing various
flaws/re-entries/row positions (particularly Labuan),
occasional booklet incl. G.B., many countries represented
incl. South Africa, Labuan, slight dupl., inspect, fine to very
fine, many years of “fly specking” ..................... Est. $750/1,000

4 Scott Specialty Albums
$250
2 British Asia with pages to 1966, G.B. with Europe and
British Pacific, few thousand mostly used with scattering of
o.g. set or partial sets, fine or better ................. Est. $400/500

1714 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$500
In 2 boxes, incl. Australia & States in stockbooks, better
singles from auctions incl. Bahamas SG #30 pair (scarce),
New Zealand #414 mint and accumulation in small box,
Brunei Japanese Occupation multiples, Barbados, Tonga
imperf pair, Falklands #11 mint, Hong Kong used stock,
fine to very fine overall, culled from various estates accumulated
over the decades ............................................. Est. $750/1,000

Great Britain & Commonwealth
$250
Modern G.B. mint collection in two stockbooks and approx.
100 sets in British Royal Mail packaging, incl. some misc.
Commonwealth countries, also mostly used collections in
three stockbooks featuring Australia with some States, New
Zealand and misc. British Isles, some 19th Century, clean,
fine to very fine overall ................................... Est. $400/500

1715

1706 H

Mint America in Minkus Album
$425
Filled with primarily o.g. complete sets with Guiana,
Honduras, Canada, Cayman, Dominica, Falklands,
Grenada with very useful representation of each area incl.
better items throughout, fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/700

1707 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$400
In two boxes, incl. albums, stockbooks, stockpages,
glassines, etc., mostly 20th Century with occasional better,
incl. Omnibus sets with 1935 Jubilees, Asia collection, etc.,
nothing recent, some classics, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine, culled from retired
collector’s 300+ boxes ...................................... Est. $600/800

H

H

Modern Pacific Collections
$200
Australian Antarctic, Christmas Island, Cocos Islands, and
Norfolk, mint collections mostly n.h. to 2017, clean
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1716 m

Balance of Estate
$200
Few thousand mostly used with some o.g. sets, incl. Canada
and Newfoundland collections, G.B. with used #1, 174,
plus other Colonies in glassines on old auction pages, fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1717 H)

Australia, Pacific and Commonwealth
Stationery
$200
Mostly mint group of few hundred with scattered better used
like G.B. Wembley forerunners, Australia with “Roos” and
GV heads, also Tonga, overall clean, better group than
normally seen ................................................. Est. $300/400
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1718 m

Pacific and Norfolks Used Collection
$200
Norfolks collection on Scott pages to 1997 (few later, few
souvenir sheets n.h.), and clean 20th Century Pacific
collection to 2000 in Scott album, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1719

H

H

1720 Hm

1721 Hm

1722

1723

H

H

Hr

Hr

Start Bid

Start Bid

Foreign Country Collections
1730

Mint and Used Sparse Collection
$200
In Scott album N-Papua, to 1980’s (Papua), value in early
20th Century period, with dupl. mint and used pages, with
Northern Nigeria SG#18 mint and used, also incl. Pakistan
and Bahawalpur, Palestine, etc., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1731 H

Armenia Mint 1919 to 1923
Web
$140
Few hundred o.g. on Scott pages with focus on the overprint
issues and incl. some varieties, 1921 on somewhat sparse,
clean collection, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $200/300

Collector’s Balance Accumulation
$150
Thousands of mint and used with a little bit of everything,
loose and in plastic bags in a box, fine overall ... Est. $300/400

1732 m

Used Austrian Proper and Vienna
1850 to 1918 Cancel Collection
Web $1,000
Many hundreds on homemade and identified pages in 2
albums (one for Vienna), incl. some covers, regions incl.
Liechtenstein, Poland, Slovenia, Bukowina, Trieste, Croatia,
etc., difficult collection to dupl., mostly clear strikes. Netto
€18,000 (without cancel premiums) ........... Est. $1,500/2,000

1733 m

475 SON Classic Adhesives
Web
$650
1850 to 1910 period on stockpages, mainly upright and
mostly different cancels, incl. large “Used in” portion with
“Bohemia/Moravia”, Slovakia, Slovenia, Dalmatia, Serbia,
Romania, Poland, Trieste, Croatia, etc., many cds’ noted,
excellent lot, inspect ................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1734 m

Used Empire 1850 to 1918 Cancels Web
$500
Hundreds on homemade and identified pages in album, incl.
some covers, regions incl. Liechtenstein, Poland, Slovenia,
Bukowina, Trieste, Croatia, etc., difficult collection to dupl.,
mostly clear strikes. Netto €10,000 (without cancel
premiums) .................................................. Est. $750/1,000

George VI and QEII Mint Sets
$200
Small selection n.h. in 2 stockbooks, incl. K.U.T., Papua
New Guinea and Norfolk specimens, overall very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

King GVI Full Sheets
$150
N.h., over 20 in sheets of 60, consisting of Ceylon with
SG#386b, d, 396, 387f with var. 387fa (cat. £110), 399,
Aden, occasional dupl., Bahawalpur #39-42, 43-46 with
dupl. sheets, Sarawak, Muscat, North Borneo with
SG#D85 full sheet of 50 (cat. £100+), clean, overall very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/300
1945-46 Victory Issues
$150
N.h., large quantities of thousands in multiples sorted by
country in glassines, probably complete incl. Aden and
Zanzibar non-common design, clean ............. Est. $200/300

1725 Hm

Balance of Estate
$100
Including mint and used Egypt collection incl. mint
#B6a-b, few better mint sets, small Newfoundland and
Ceylon collections, fine to very fine ................. Est. $150/200

1726 m

Dealer’s Stock
$100
In 2 binders, Indian & States and Canada back-of-book,
thousands mostly used with some Canada Revenues, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $150/200

Hr

Description

Angola 1930’s-40’s Commercial Mail
$200
A few later, around 150, all commercial mail with some to
“The American Mission to Lepers” and Missionary “Dr.
Emory Ross” in NY, also Belgian Congo, incl. corner
advertising, incl. reg., also few Mozambique same time
period, fine overall ......................................... Est. $300/400

Small Interesting Accumulation
$130
Few hundred on pages mint and used incl. Gibraltar
collection, Pitcairn, Ireland overprints and Antigua #67-76
o.g., mostly fine or better ................................ Est. $200/300

H

Lot

)

1724 Hm

1727
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King GVI and QEII Mint Blocks
$100
N.h., mostly blocks, partial panes and couple complete, incl.
SG listed minor varieties, Fiji SG #261 block of 16,
Falklands #153 (4 panes of 20) - cat. £600, control #s, etc.,
around 50+ pieces, fine to very fine overall .... Est. $150/200

1728

H

Hr

War Tax Mint Full Sheets
$100
N.h., sheets of 120 with intact selvage consisting of all diff.
Montserrat (2), Barbados, Trinidad & Tobago (2),
Bahamas, fresh, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $150/200

1729

H

HH

1949 UPU Mint Duplicated Sets
$70
Complete sets n.h. to l.h. incl. non-common design, clean
...................................................................... Est. $100/140

Austria

1735

H

HHm

Mint and Used Collection to 1982
$425
2 well filled Lighthouse hingeless albums with mostly used to
1910, then predominantly n.h. or o.g. to the end with many
better with #B87-92, B93-98, B100-05, etc., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1736 Hm

Two Collections
$350
1st in Minkus album mint and used to 1964 starting with
dupl. classics, and incl. Semis mint and used, Airs,
back-of-book, Bosnia & Herzegovina, etc.; 2nd in 2 vols. on
quadrille pages, mostly mint 20th Century with German
Occupation overprints, etc., 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine .............. Est. $500/750

1737 Hm

Dealer’s Hoard
$250
Several thousand, 1850 thru 1986 in 15 stockbooks, Scott
binders, 3-ring binders, Lighthouse hingeless album, incl.
covers, back-of-book, Airs, Semis, mostly used, some mint,
sock-on-the nose cancels, lots of early and dupl., great sorting
project, mostly fine to very fine ....................... Est. $400/600

1738 m

Used in Czechoslovakia Cancel
Collection
Web
$250
1850 to 1918 hundreds documented on homemade pages,
consists of Bohemia, Prague, Moravia, and Slovakia, some
on pieces, occasional cover, decent strikes throughout,
generally fine to very fine. Netto €4,486 ......... Est. $400/600
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1739 Hm

Collections and Stock
$250
Clean collection in 5 albums (4 hingeless) with 19th Century used
and 20th Century mint, and collection in album and mostly mint
stock in 6 stockbooks, fine to very fine overall ........ Est. $400/600

1740

H

HH

1741 Hm

1742

H

HH r

1743 m

Start Bid

Description

Start Bid

1751 m

Belgium Collection
$250
19th & 20th Century used collection housed in three large
stockbooks, general run of material incl. good back-of-book
with some better mint items, clean and orderly, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $350/450

1752

1945 to 1990’s Collection
Web
$250
In 4 Lighthouse albums, with matching mint and used pages
(later mint only), complete starting with reprints of Germany
issues incl. 1m-5m, few signed, earlier mint o.g., later n.h.,
incl. Semis, Airs, etc., fine to very fine ............. Est. $350/450

1753 H

Brazil 2 Volume Collection
Web $1,400
To 1981, somewhat messy collection in 2 Scott albums,
starting with Bulls-eyes with early period mostly used, later
mint or used and 1956 on mostly mint, scattered early 20th
Century covers incl. Airmail, one stampless, occasional
dupl., back-of-book with Airs, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th generally fine to very fine . Est. $2,000/2,500

1754 Hm

Bulgaria Mint and Used Collection
$140
Few thousand o.g. or used incl. nice group of used early Lion
issues, mint #237-243, and 273-279 and few FDC’s, fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

Mint 20th Century Collection to 2000
$200
N.h. to o.g. in 7 volumes, virtually all 20th Century with
Semis, Airs, Dues (some used), etc., incl. 1931 Rotary set,
1930’s on mostly complete, 2 volumes consists of 1950’s-80’s
dupl. new issues in stockbooks, also 5 sheet folders of circa
1960’s-70’s part sheets, fine to very fine .......... Est. $300/400
Collection in 2 Scott Albums
$150
Few thousand majority used with scattering of o.g. sets, incl.
used #142, B112-117, o.g. B110, 19th Century mixed
condition, balance mostly fine or better ........... Est. $250/350

)

25 Classic Covers
Web
$150
Plus one front, incl. couple of bisects, scarcer cancels and
better territories, few identified on pages, nice grouping,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $250/350

1745

H

Collection in Minkus Album
$130
Many hundreds from 1850 to 1968 early issues mostly used,
balance o.g. with modern issues n.h., better sets incl.
#520-556, and B106-109 plus lots of 1950’s and 1960’s
mint sets, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $200/250

1746 H)

Mint and Used Postal Stationery
$130
Few hundred loose. incl. P.O. in Constantinople, also
interesting private covers, fine to very fine ...... Est. $200/300

1747 m)

Belgium Classic Leopold Cover
and Used Collection
Web
$400
European collection on hingeless pages mostly identified by
Balasse numbers, through 1867 Issues incl. cancels, shades,
few certs and signatures, pairs, “a” numbers, etc., generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $600/800

1748 Hm

Belgium Accumulation
$325
2 albums plus stockbook and loose pages with mint/used
starting from first issues onward well into modern period
plus one Minkus album which is the best, fine to very fine.
Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s) .............................. Est. $400/600

1749 H

Belgium Mint Collection
$250
Many hundreds incl. souvenir sheets from 1949 to 1966 o.g.
in Davo album, incl. most better Semi-postal sets,
#435-445, B514, B521-522, B561-566, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1750

Belgium Mostly Commercial Covers Web
$250
Mostly commercial group of few hundred, in binders, to 1980’s,
strength in 1920’s-50’s period, and in Semi-postals, also Airs,
few oversized, etc., few FD’s, no apparent 19th Century, retail
to $100++, mostly fine or better ...................... Est. $400/600

)

Lot

1945 to 2007 Mint
$250
Virtually complete (no Renner sheets) mostly n.h. in 5 Lindner
hingeless albums, clean, fine to very fine ............. Est. $400/600

1744

HHm

January 17, 2021

Third Session

H

HH

Bhutan Complete Mint Collection
$750
Intact in mounts in 2 Scott Internationals to 2000, o.g. to
n.h., also sheetlets, imperfs, etc., very fine overall
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

China
1755 Hm

China and Taiwan Intact Collection Web $7,000
Few thousand mint and used in 3 Scott specialty album to
2007, starts with classics mostly used incl. #1-3, 5, 7-9,
16-24, 25-27 (mint), 28-37 (missing 35), 47-55, 78 (mint),
80, 107 (mint), mix of mint and used from 1900, noted 122
o.g., 307-10 used, various surcharged issues, 1949 to 1957
virtually all used, balance virtually all mint with a mix of o.g.
and n.h. to the mid 1970’s, balance mostly n.h., Airs, Dues,
Formosa, numerous Occupation issues, Provinces, Treaty
Ports, etc., lovely collection to expand, generally fine to very
fine, realized $13,800 in our 2009 auction . Est. $9,000/12,000

1756 Hm

Extensive Balance of Collections
in 20 Boxes
$6,500
Collections and accumulations that incorporate Empire
through P.R.C. and/or Taiwan period, mint and used on
pages, stockpages, in albums, in glassines, etc., collections
virtually all bought out of major auction firms over the
decades, subsequently some items removed but, in many
cases, substantial value still exists, some work needs to be
done but worth the effort, most value in 20th Century period,
occasional better items scattered throughout, needs close
inspection, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine, culled from retired collector’s large
China accumulation, see separate accumulation lots for P.R.C.,
Taiwan and modern China exclusively ..... Est. $10,000/15,000

1757 H

Large Oldtime Collection
Web $2,000
In 2 albums, thousands, starts with Imperial period and incl.
the 1st issue on (mostly used) and incl. the Dowagers
through the 24c, also surcharges, 1898 Chinese Post mint
through $5 and continues through early 1940’s with later
period in blocks, etc., some dupl. used incl., also incl. North
China, Occupation, Manchuria, Sinkiang, Provinces, Dues,
Airs, few Treaty Ports, incl. better hidden material
throughout, needs very careful inspection, fine to very fine
overall, accumulated many years ago in China, originally sold for
hammer $18,400 in 2007, subsequently some items removed
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

January 17, 2021
Lot
1758

1759

1760

Description
H

HHm

)

H

H

1761 Hm

1762 Hm

1763 m

Third Session
Start Bid

1878 to 1993 Mostly Mint Collection
$2,000
Many hundreds in two Scott Specialty albums; value mainly
in post-1950 mint incl. #1037-40 (imperforate), 1046-56,
1077-91, 1091a, 1117a, 1126a and just about complete from
1956, 99% of which is n.h., also incl. a scattering of
Provinces, Shanghai and a little Tibet, mostly fresh and
virtually intact, originally sold in 2011 auction where it realized
hammer $5750 .......................................... Est. $3,000/4,000
4 Box Commercial Cover Group
$2,000
Loose or sleeved in 4 full banker boxes, covers from Empire
period through P.R.C. and Taiwan (see separate Taiwan
cover lot), up to the 1960’s, intact and one of the more
interesting China cover lots that we have offered, needs close
inspection, culled from retired collector’s large China
accumulation ............................................. Est. $3,000/4,000
Mostly Modern Period in 13 Boxes
$2,000
N.h., accumulations that incorporate mostly modern P.R.C.
and Taiwan period, on pages, stockpages, in albums, in
glassines, etc., virtually all bought out of major auction firms
over the decades, incl. blocks, sheets, occasional used, etc.,
occasional better earlier items scattered throughout, needs
inspection, mostly clean, culled from retired collector’s large
China accumulation, see separate accumulation lot for F.D.C.’s
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000
Lifetime Collection of Mint and Used
$1,100
1st binder early period starting with a mint #1, all identified
and incl. inventory with 2016 cat. value indicated, no used,
collection incl. regular issues as well as early back-of-book
incl. #C6-10, total 2016 cat. $10,749; 2nd portion large and
small binders of early China mostly used, but with some mint
back-of-book, incl. multiple used early materials (incl. #1-3
cat. $1475; C1-5 cat. $300; Tibet 9 cat. $400, etc.), Offices in
China (Germany, Russia, France), Treaty Ports (Foochow,
Amoy, Chungking, Ichang, Chefoo, Wuhu, Chinkiang,
Kewkiang, and Hankow), a substantial showing of Republic
of China 1945 overprints of stamps of Manchukuo, and
collection of early China that have clearly marked
cancellations of various cities, all priced with 2016 cat. values
where applicable, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, mostly inventoried
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000
1878 to 1967 Collection on Pages
Web $1,000
Few thousand mint and used on homemade pages, classics
incl. #1-3, 5, 6 (faults), 80 used, “Junk” issues to $20 values,
307-10 blocks of 4 signed by S. Hedin, later regional
surcharge and provisional issues, early Taiwan,
Semi-postals, Airs, Dues, Military, Provinces, plus
interesting Foreign Offices for France, Russia, Germany
and Japan, also a bit of early Hong Kong used, early Macao
mint and selection of Locals, condition better than usual,
inspect, fine to very fine, originally sold in our 2006 auction for
$5290 (some items subsequently removed) ..... Est. $1,500/2,000
Mostly Used Classic Collection
Web $1,000
Incl. 1878-85 Large Dragons (9) with 1878 3ca (3, one
imperf. but not guaranteed) and 5ca. used, 1882 3ca. used
(2), 1883 5ca. (2) and 1885 3ca. used, 1894 Dowager
Empress Birthday 1ca. to 24ca. (no 12ca.) unused or used,
1897 New Currency surcharges small figures on Dowager
1st printing 30c on 24ca unused, 1897 Red Revenue
surcharges large figures 1c on 3c and 2c on 3c (2) used,
v.g.-fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
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1764 m

Small Empire Mostly Used Collection Web
$650
Few hundred on homemade pages, most value on first page
with red Revenues, 1894 issue mostly mint to 24c, after that
mostly used to 1940’s, also few Treaty Ports and Offices,
overall fresh, much fine to very fine .......... Est. $1,000/1,500

1765 Hm

Treaty Port Accumulation
Web
$650
Many hundreds mint and used sorted in stockbook, on
stockpages, and on pages, incl. Ichang collection, better
Hankow, few mint cards, some dupl., pretty extensive,
inspect, culled from retired collector’s China accumulation
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1766

)

Modern FD’s
$650
Thousands mostly loose (some sleeved) in 6 full banker
boxes, mostly 2000 and later with predominantly People’s
Republic but also some Taiwan, various cachets, few mint
Stationery, occasional dupl., better cachets, clean, culled from
retired collector’s China accumulation ........... Est. $1,000/1,500

1767

)

1912-13 Victoria House Canton
Covers
Web
$500
Mostly to U.S., 5 of 6 franked with 1912 Issue, and/or the
Republic overprints, all with Victoria Hotel" / Shameen"
overprint on back flaps, scarce and attractive, Ex Ober
correspondence .............................................. Est. $750/1,000

1768 Hm

Accumulation in Banker Box
$500
Thousands of mint and used with all areas represented incl.
old China, P.R.C. (with Liberated Areas), Japan
Occupation, Manchukuo, Taiwan plus other related areas
with Revenues, covers, etc., hundreds of glassines envelopes,
album pages with items throughout, inspection suggested,
fine to very fine overall ................................... Est. $700/900

1769

)

One Man’s Cover Collection
Web
$400
55 diff. on homemade pages, 1930’s-40’s period, with
handwritten notes on quadrille pages, mostly to U.S., incl.
Due, 1930 Hankow-Shanghai flight, censored, couple
addressed to “Coors Porcelain Company” Golden,
Colorado, etc., generally fine to very fine, originally sold in
John Bull 2011 auction ..................................... Est. $600/800

1770 m

Used Mostly Classic Collection
Web
$350
Small collection of about 200 on European pages, 1st 2 issues
with SON cancels, also Foochow, P.R.C. #31-34 used,
overprints, fine overall ................................... Est. $500/750

1771

)

1910 to 1950’s Covers, 26 Items
Web
$350
Items incl. coiling dragons to mid-period airmails, first flight
covers, notice two 1931 Nanking to Germany cacheted
covers, 1950s Northeast covers, fine overall ... Est. $450/550

1772 m

Imperial Used Group of 24
Web
$325
On old printed album page, 3 mint items, Dowagers to 24c
and 30c on 24c, generally fine to very fine, originally purchased
in PhilaChina auction several decades ago, several items
subsequently removed ........................................ Est. $500/750

1773

H

H

Accumulation in 2 Boxes
$260
N.h., one box of stockbooks or new issue books, other with
stockbook, on stockpages, and loose, mostly modern period
of P.R.C. to late 1990’s with multiples, also Taiwan, few
earlier, few modern commercial covers, etc., inspect, fine to
very fine, culled from an Estate of a couple hundred boxes
....................................................................... Est. $400/600
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1774 Hm

Oldtime Imperial Mint and Used
Collection
Web
$250
On old handmade pages, starting #25 through 1897
Dowager, around 50 items incl. documented forgeries, some
minor listed varieties, few multiples, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/600

1775

Mostly Postal Card Group
Web
$250
40 postcard and postal cards mint and used, many
handpainted postal cards incl. stamp collage figures, views,
etc., inspect, fine overall, realized $1100 in 2012 auction
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

)

1776 H

1777 Hm

Start Bid

Messy Mint and Used Accumulation
$200
In ½ full banker box, on pages, loose, on cards, all periods
incl. P.R.C., picture postcards, few covers, etc., have fun,
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $300/400

)

1783

Description
H

HHm

Extensive Mostly Mint
Collections/Accumulation
$5,000
In 12 boxes, collections and accumulations that incorporate
Taiwan period (some collections with Empire also), mint and
used on pages, stockpages, in albums, in glassines, etc.,
collections virtually all bought out of major auction firms
over the decades, subsequently some items removed but, in
many cases, substantial value still exists, some work needs to
be done but worth the effort, occasional better items scattered
throughout incl. souvenir sheets, very little recent issues,
needs close inspection, mostly fine to very fine, culled from
retired collector’s large China accumulation, see separate
accumulations for P.R.C., general collections and Taiwan covers
............................................................... Est. $7,500/10,000

1781 H

Better Souvenir Sheets/Booklets/Sets
$2,800
N.h./ungummed mostly early period, incl. imperf sets, few
better FD’s, booklet panes with few used, some dupl.
particularly on the combo imperf and perf sets, incl. #1041
(4 mint, one used), 1095a (3), 1091a (4) plus set exploded,
inspect, mostly fine to very fine ................. Est. $4,000/6,000

1782 H

Mostly Mint Collection to 1986
Web $2,000
Mostly o.g., on quadrille pages or on sleeved pages then on
printed pages in album from 1965 on, starting with used
1950 Geese issue to $20 then mint sets after that, few varieties
incl. imperfs, better souvenir sheets, etc., interesting
collection not normally seen, overall very fine, originally sold
for HK$86,000, some items subsequently removed
................................................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

Start Bid

Accumulation of Mint and Used
on Stockpages
$1,100
Somewhat disorganized but many complete sets incl. blocks
with some used, noted many better items incl. #1091a,
1117a, 1095a, 1041, Formosa #2 double overprint, also
1940’s surcharges, Provinces, minor dupl., some Taiwan
period to 1970’s with later n.h. blocks, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1784 H

Collection to 1960’s
Web $1,000
O.g. or without gum as issued, on homemade pages and incl.
1012-24, 1037-40 perf and imperf, 1041, 1052-56 perf and
imperf, B14-16, mostly complete 1955 to 1967, scattered
used, generally fresh, fine to very fine, originally sold in a 2011
auction ...................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

H

Highly Comprehensive Collection,
1955-1985
$1,000
Largely complete n.h. collection, neatly assembled in
Minkus album, virtually complete 1955-1985, some of the
many highlights incl. #1124-26, 1143-48, 1198-99,
1261-64, 1290-1307, 1323-26, 1355-58, 1441-47, 1414-17,
1448-49, 1479-82, 1471-74, and mostly all surrounding
stamps, mostly fine to very fine, originally sold in Dynasty 2011
auction for HK $22,000, some items subsequently removed
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1785

H

1786 H

1951 UPU Folder
Web
$650
For the 13th UPU Brussels Congress, consisting of 7
ungummed sets mounted on the pages for 1947 to 1951 incl.
Geese set of 4 (cat. $2345), ½ of each page facing the stamps
has a heavy black ink which slightly ages the top ½ of the
adhesive page, folder in nice condition. Scott $3,100 scarce
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

1787 Hm

1951-90 Almost All Mint Collection
$650
When used it is parallel mint and used, with many blocks and
imprint singles to blocks filling two large stockbooks, a little
sparse in the first years but a great deal of useful dupl. and
good value throughout incl. mint #1019 vert pair imperf
between, 1037-40, 1037a, 1041, 1091a, nice clean neatly
assembled collection, fine to very fine, originally sold in
Dynasty 2012 auction, some items subsequently removed
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1788 H

1952 UPU Souvenir Booklet
Web
$500
Consists of perf #1052-1056, 1046-1051 perf, 1037-1040
perf, 1042-1045, mounted to pages, very fine, given as gift to
Brussels delegates . Scott $3,319 ..................... Est. $800/1,000

1789 H

Extensive Mint Collection
$500
On quadrille pages to 1973, starting with 1945 Formosa
overprints, some better items removed but still fairly
extensive, incl. Provinces, also blocks of 4 with occasional
dupl. used, some toning issues during certain periods, incl.
Airs, Dues, generally fine to very fine .......... Est. $750/1,000

1790

)

2 Full Boxes of Commercial Mail
$250
Couple thousand loose (some sleeved) mostly 1960’s-80’s
period but incl. some interesting 1950’s correspondence, few
FD’s, stationery usages, etc., fine to very fine .. Est. $400/600

1791 H

1950’s Presentation Folder
Web
$200
With 1951 Autonomy perf set, Rent Reduction perf set and
1952 Chiang Kai-Shek Resumption perf set, all mounted on
album leaves, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $300/400

3 1937 1st China Flights to U.S.
$70
Clipper flights all registered with various Airmail
denominations, fine to very fine lot ................. Est. $100/140

Taiwan
1780 H

Lot

Mint and Used Accumulation
$200
Many hundreds on album pages and in glassines mint and
used, incl. P.R.C. #1389-1398 (n.h.), 1930’s and 1940’s
issues, couple early issues, Treaty Ports, and Taiwan, worth a
close look, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $300/400

1778 Hm) Miscellaneous Accumulation
$200
In small box, incl. 1940’s and later commercial mail, 1944 to
1982 Taiwan n.h. collection on stockpages, misc. used on
album pages and in stockbook, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
1779
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Description

1792 H)

Mint Stationery Collection
$200
Few hundred mounted and identified in 4 binders consisting
of Aerogrammes vols. 1-2 1948 to 1986; Postal Cards 1954 to
1991; and Greeting cards 1956-72, most identified by “Han”
numbers, few with commem. cancels but not addressed, clean,
mostly complete with occasional used ............... Est. $300/400

1793

Group of 1950’s-60’s FD’s
Web
$100
About 38 dif. incl. 1962 Emperor set on FD and individually
on postcards, 1114a reduced, 1135-36, etc., mostly clean
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

)

1794 H)

Start Bid

Mint 1970’s Aerogrammes, Higgins &
Gage #FG22/31
$60
About 130 with commem. cancels, all identifies with some
dupl., also Special Delivery H&G #14, also small 1960’s
envelopes group, clean, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

China (People’s Republic)
1795

H

H

1796 H

1797

H

H

Excellent Never Hinged Collection Web $13,000
N.h., a beautiful clean collection in 2 Minkus albums,
appears complete from 1953-1999 (with some earlier
present) except for #628a, 798a, and 999A, it contains the
better souvenir sheets and sets incl. a solid section of the
Cultural Revolution period (Mao strips, poems, etc.), also
booklets, a very high quality collection from this popular
area, very fine ....................................... Est. $17,000/22,000
Extensive Balance of Collections
$8,000
In 16 boxes, collections and accumulations that incorporate
virtually exclusively P.R.C. period, mostly mint on pages,
stockpages, in albums, in glassines, etc., collections virtually
all bought out of major auction firms over the decades,
subsequently some items removed but, in many cases,
substantial value still exists, some work needs to be done but
worth the effort, better items scattered throughout, needs
close inspection, fine to very fine, culled from retired collector’s
large China accumulation, see separate accumulation lots for
Taiwan and general China collections ....... Est. $12,000/16,000
Extensive Mint Collection
Web $2,000
N.h., in 3 Schaubek hingeless albums to 1989, mostly
complete except few better sets and souvenir sheets removed,
early issues original printings, #30 used, some later imperf
sets, clean throughout, fine to very fine, originally purchased in
Australia 2000 auction ............................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1798 Hm

Collection Mostly Complete to 1986 Web $1,800
Mostly used to 1964, some reprints sprinkled in with original
printings mint and used 1965-66, 1967 to 1986 n.h., all basic
issues mounted on Scott International pages, incl. #998a,
good selection of souvenir sheets, occasional item affected by
mounts, overall very fine, originally purchased in our 2003
auction ...................................................... Est. $2,500/3,500

1799 Hm

Extensive Mint and Used Collection
$1,500
In 2 Lighthouse albums to 1989, mirrored mint (in hingeless
pockets and used mounted on opposite page from the
beginning with genuine (not reprints), some later only used
with dupl., few better items removed but still reasonably full,
incl. back of the book, missing most better souvenir sheets
but incl. #1433, 1540-41, incl. some perf varieties, fresh
throughout, fine to very fine, originally purchased in John Bull
2009 auction, subsequently some items removed
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500
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1800 Hm

Banker Box of Mint and Used
$1,100
From early period of 1950’s to 2000’s incl. dupl. range of
c.t.o. Cultural Revolution issues (somewhat mixed
condition), n.h. modern sets, souvenir sheets, booklets and
mini-sheets and a small stock of Liberated Area issues plus
other useful material, please inspect, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,400/1,800

1801

H

H

Start Bid

Better Souvenir Sheets
Web $1,000
N.h., about 30, incl. #798a used, n.h. 1518, 1383, 1483 (4),
1904 (3), etc., overall very fine .................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1802 Hm

1950s to 1970s Accumulation
$700
N.h., n.h. and used in 2 Chinese stockbooks, early material
used, later (1970s) mint, noted n.h. #1095-1098,
1104-1107, 1108-1113, 1126-1129, clean group, fine to very
fine, originally sold in our 2011 auction where it realized hammer
$2185, subsequently just a few items removed Est. $1,000/1,400

1803 Hm

3 Different Collections in Album
$650
1st few hundred from 1979 to 1997, quite comprehensive
(missing some early souvenir sheets), mostly n.h. with few
used and o.g. sets; 2nd 1975 to 1984 mint collection, n.h. on
pages, reasonably complete (no #1586), plus a few souvenir
sheets, later issues in blocks of 4, very fine; 3rd 1949 to 1998
with early period mostly used, 1990 on mostly mint, also few
Provinces, fine to very fine, combination of different auction lots
from decades ago ......................................... Est. $1,000/1,400

1804 BH

Booklet Accumulation
$650
About 61 (couple panes only) dupl., virtually all 1980’s
period starting 1981 on incl. #1647a (7), clean group, culled
from retired collector’s China accumulation ... Est. $1,000/1,500

1805

H

H

1974 to 1982 Mostly Complete Mint
$500
N.h., on pages, missing few better souvenir sheets, and
occasional set, incl. se-tenant sets, clean, very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1806 H

1983-2018 Complete Year Books
$500
Incl. all souvenir sheets, clean ...................... Est. $750/1,000

1807

H

HHm

Mint and Used 1949 to 1982
$400
In 2 binders, with some mint material from later dates, items
incl. mint #998 (2016 cat. $250), 1095-1098 (cat. $192),
1104-1107 (cat. $170), etc., first binder devoted to n.h. to
o.g. and used back-of-book incl. extensive showing of
Liberated Areas (Northeast China, Northeast Postal
Service, Port Arthur & Dairen, North China, Northwest
China, East China, Central China, Southwest China, and
South China), Yang cat. for Liberated Areas incl.; second
binder also contains souvenir sheets from 1980s, blocks of
four from 1980s, and an interesting collection of
international souvenir sheets from 1990s (Guyana, Liberia,
Ghana, Maldives, Uganda, Tanzania, Gambia, and
Liberia), featuring China’s “Paramount” leader Deng
Xiaoping, incl. inventory, fine to very fine ...... Est. $600/800

1808

H

H

1972 to 1978 Mint Sets, #1104/1434
$350
N.h., in stockbook, probably complete but only #1433
souvenir sheet incl., very fine .......................... Est. $500/750

1809

H

H

Mint Select Sets
$240
N.h., consisting of 2 sets of #1067-1071, 1074a, 1075,
singles of 141-150 reprint blocks of 4, 344a, 245a-248a, fine
to very fine lot. Scott $1,249 ........................... Est. $300/400

Page 131
Lot

Description

1810 H

1960 to 1980 Mint Sets
$110
L.h., 35 singles or sets, slight dupl., fine to very fine. Scott
$764 .............................................................. Est. $150/200

1811 H

1950 to 1954 Tax Stamp Revenues Web
$100
Around 100 on blank pages, incl. East China South Central,
and Northwest, identified by unidentified reference cat. for
Fiber, Dyes, Tobacco & Cigarette, Clocks & Watches,
Chemical, etc., very nice selection, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1812

H

H

1813 H

January 17, 2021

Third Session
Start Bid

Mint Sets Selection
$100
N.h., small group, mostly in year 2000’s period but incl.
#24a-29, 35-48, also sheetlets, very fine, paid $759 from
dealer ............................................................. Est. $150/200
22 Different Special Event/Theme
Packets/Albums
$50
All modern incl. Beijing 2008 Olympics, 2 North Korean
also, clean group ............................................ Est. $100/150

Lot

Description

1821 Hm

Finland Better Accumulation
Web
$375
Over 100 o.g or used incl. used serpentine roulettes, #38-45
blocks with specimen overprints, #147a mint o.g. with APS
cert. (1998), Russia N13-N17 with Nielsen cert. (1974),
Locals, Revenues, seals and labels, worth a close look, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $500/600

1822

Finland Better Covers
Web
$200
17 incl. 2 stampless, #2 cut to shape on 1859 cover, pen
cancel with P.F. cert (1995), Facit #FK4 on 1857 cover, C3
F.D. and M8 F.D., fine overall ...................... Est. $300/400

)

1823 H)

1824 H

Classic 1862 to 1890 Mostly Mint
Collection
Web $2,500
Around 100 on stockpages, minor dupl. with strength in
Peace & Commerce issues through 40c value, very high cat.
value, fine overall. 2006 Maury approximately €69,000+
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $4,000/5,000

1825 Hm

1870 to 1958 Mint and Used
Collection
Web $2,500
In 7 SG albums on quadrille pages, starting with Ceres
perfed issues used, with the various types, different cancels,
strength from Peace & Commerce issues on, with date
cancels, occasional mint, 1900-29 issue more mint incl. with
blocks, control # pairs and blocks with diff. #s, later issues
showing examples mint and used, dupl., incl. Semis, Airs,
etc., few 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine, realized $12,000 in 2007 auction, intact
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1826 H

Mostly Mint Collection to 2000
Web $1,800
Mounted in Minkus album, Peace & Commerce on
virtually complete with mostly used to about 1920, mint and
used to 1940, and virtually all mint (later n.h.) after that, incl.
the better souvenir sheets, also Airs complete mint or used
and back of the book, 19th Century usual mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ........ Est. $3,000/4,000

1827 Hm

Colonies Mostly Used Collection
$1,700
Mostly 20th Century housed in 2 Scott specialty albums, first
volume consists of French Africa with mint and used sets and
singles with most if not all countries represented, second
volume covers most other Colonies incl., but not limited to
better Cilicia, Guiana, India, Oceania, Guadalupe,
Madagascar, Obock, Reunion, Somali Coast, etc., fine to very
fine. 2018 Scott $24,000+ (Owner’s) ........ Est. $2,500/3,500

Cuba (Spanish) Mint Collection
Web
$150
Few hundred mostly mint on pages, reasonably complete for
period incl. Newspapers, incl. occasional better item, fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $250/350

1815 Hm

Small Mint and Used Collections
$110
On pages, 1st; starting classics with punched hole cancels,
1890-97 issue in blocks of 4, incl. #264a-65a used, 1936
Matanzas Issue imperfs, cross gutter blocks, blocks, etc.;
2nd used earlier collection on 3 pages, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1816 m

Denmark Used Collection to 1977,
#1/599
$150
Starting #1 with #10, 135, 24, etc., mixed condition. 2015
Scott $5,200 ................................................... Est. $250/350

1817 H

Ecuador Revenue Specimens
Web
$200
200+, lovely group mounted and written up on homemade
pages, from the American Bank Note archives, 1930’s to
1940’s Cerveza Nacional issues, various alcoholic beverages,
singles and blocks, have a look, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/300

1818

H

HH

Estonia Mint Collection 1918-1996
$200
All mint collection in a pristine, well-filled KaBe hingeless
album, highly complete, much n.h. with post-Soviet modern
issues, better incl. #105-07 n.h., 117-33, B9-12 signed, etc.,
choice collection, generally very fine ............... Est. $300/400

1819

H

H

Finland Huge Modern Accumulation
$1,000
N.h., in 5 banker boxes, many thousands plus FDC’s and
other covers incl. few flights, mostly 1972 to 2010 (some
issue to 2016), FDC’s from late 1930’s, with large group of
Aland, incl. gutter pairs, souvenir sheets, some full sheets,
booklets, year sets, Maxi-cards, plus some specialized
literature, clean ........................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

1828

Finland Mostly Mint Intact Collection Web
$800
Few thousand 1856 to 1997 in 2 Lighthouse albums, better
items incl. used #1-2 (cut to shape), mint 10, 23, 38-45,
46-58, 64-69, mostly complete mint from 1925 on later,
issues n.h., also C1, Parcel Post complete, M8, Karelia,
Russian Occupation, and Aland, a good opportunity to get
an intact collection, mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,250/1,500

1829 m

H

HH

Finland Postal Stationery Accumulation
$50
Few hundred mostly mint all identified using Norma Catalog,
retail prices to over $300 each, fine to very fine ....... Est. $100/140

France & Colonies

1814 H

1820

Start Bid

H

HH

Colonies Mint Collections
$1,300
7 Palo or Scott albums mostly to 2000 to 2015 period, albums
consisting of reasonably complete incl. better Airs of New
Hebrides (British and French), Polynesia, Wallis et Futuna,
Guinea, New Caledonia, Guiana, and Guyana incl. few
classics, many complete sets plus souvenir sheets, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500
Used Collection to 2000
$900
In 2 Schaubek albums, 19th Century scattered, 20th Century
mostly complete incl. Pexip sheet, also some back of the
book, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
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Lot
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1830 m

Napoleon and Ceres Classic
Used Collection
Web
$750
Many hundreds mostly used with occasional mint on
hingeless pages, with basic issues and then additional items
showing cancels, shades, various types, occasional pairs and
later blocks, also Peace & Commerce mostly mint, high cat.,
mixed condition ....................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

1831

1832

1833

1834

)

)

)

H

HH

1835 Hm

1836

H

1837

H

H

Description

Start Bid

1840

)

Colonies Commercial Cover
Accumulation
$300
Few hundred mostly sleeved, incl. postcards, few FD’s,
mostly 1930’s-50’s period, few later and earlier, interesting
unpicked group, fine overall, culled from retired collector’s
accumulation ................................................... Est. $400/600

1841

H

Airmail and Back of the Book
Collection
$300
N.h., many hundreds incl. some blocks of 4 from 1930 to
1987, better items incl. #C23-C27, C29-C32 (C32 x2), C36
(4), C56-C59 (13 sets), Postage Dues incl. J93-J97 blocks of
4, precancels incl. 840-844 blocks of 4 and some WW II
French Legion issues, fine to very fine ............ Est. $400/500

Hr

1842 Hm

Mostly Commercial Covers Intact
Web
$500
Mostly commercial group of hundreds, loose, in binders, or on
pages to 1980’s, strength in 1920’s-50’s period, very strong in
Semi-postals, also Airs, Postal Stationery usages, few oversized,
some Colonies, few FD’s incl. better, virtually no 19th Century,
retail to $100++, mostly fine or better ............ Est. $750/1,000

France & Colonies Remainders and
Accumulation
$200
Several hundred 1890s to 1940, used to n.h. with mostly
mint, incl. Africa, Reunion, Oceania, also Monaco, lots of
useful material, fine to very fine overall, Ex Robert Klein
Estate ............................................................. Est. $300/400

1843

Oldtime Cover Lot on Cards Identified
$500
Consists of about 97 classic covers, 4 postal cards, 2 G.B.
Steamship covers to Vera Cruz, and a few fronts and 24
classic Napoleon imperf or Ceres perfed issue adhesives (all
annotated), covers mostly internal usages but few
trans-Atlantic and other countries, v.g.-fine ... Est. $600/800

Colonies Cover Group 1920’s-30’s
$200
A few later, couple hundred, all commercial mail, strength in
Cameroon, and Gabon, to various countries incl. U.S.,
Belgian Congo, incl. corner advertising with the “Drum
Call”, American Presbyterian, incl. reg., fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1844 Hm

Mint 1940 to 1976 Collection
$450
In 3 Lindner albums, early period hinged, scattered used
throughout, incl. strips, back of the book, later period mostly
n.h., clean, fine to very fine. 2007 Scott $4,400 Est. $600/800

French Area Group
$100
Incl. Scott album with Africa, French Community album
with various Colonies, modern Congo and Viet Nam, review
recommended, generally fine ......................... Est. $200/300

1845 P

France & Colonies Mint Group
$100
Couple hundred issued sets and mostly proofs assortment in
glassines, etc., incl. Polynesia, Upper Volta, proofs deluxe,
etc., clean group, very fine overall, culled from various estates
accumulated over the decades ............................. Est. $150/200

1846

French Indochina Small Cover Group Web
$200
50 from 1948-49, mostly same correspondence from Delat to
the Philippines, nice variety of adhesives, Average to fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

)

Mint and Used Collection
$425
Scott album with 2 separate collections somewhat dupl. with few
classics but useful range of later mint issues incl. nice group of
Semi-postals, etc., please inspect, fine to very fine .. Est. $500/700
Attractive Mint Collection
$350
Many hundreds from 1924 to 1962 almost all n.h. incl. some
blocks of 4, better items incl. #B285-290, B294-299 (x2),
B301a, C23-27, and C29-32, fine to very fine . Est. $500/600

H

Modern Mint Collection
$350
N.h., many thousands in 7 stockbooks, 1968 to 2000, very
extensive with some dupl. incl. nice group of Semi-postal
booklets, clean ............................................... Est. $500/600

HH

Lot

Paris Expo Cover and Postcard
Collection
Web
$650
About 100 mint cards in postcard book of the 1900 Expo,
balance incl. some ephemera items from various early Expos,
mostly postcard usages but occasional covers incl. U.S.
adhesive usages related to the Paris Expos and usages to the
U.S., generally fine to very fine, realized hammer $4500 in
2008 auction ............................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

H

1838 Hm

1839

Start Bid

Page 132

Various Mint and Used Collections
$350
Incl. mint and used to 1974 with Back-of-Book in album; three
volumes 1938-59, 1968-94 n.h. incl. Semis and Airs in Lindner
albums; mint and used collection to 1960’s with scattered 19th
Century incl. French Zones in Germany, etc., 19th Century to
1950’s used collection on quadrille pages, scattered classics with
cancel samples, pairs, also back of the book with occasional
better Semi-postal, Airs, precancels, and mostly mint collection
in 2 albums to 1998, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ......................... Est. $500/750
Mint Collection to 1980
$325
Mainly mint o.g. or n.h. collection from 1930’s (useful early
used incl.) with extensive range of later issues incl.
Semi-postals and booklets, please inspect, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

)

French Polynesia
1847 P

Collection of Proofs
Web
$650
Over 300 from 1940 to 1998, mostly Die Proofs incl.
#136-149, 160-178, C3-C8, C21, and lots of modern issues,
great lot for the specialist, fine to very fine . Est. $1,000/1,400

1848

H

H

Mint Accumulation
$250
N.h., many hundreds mostly modern issues incl. many
imperfs, some sheets plus scattering of early o.g. issues and
few forgeries, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $400/500

1849

H

HH

Collection in Stockbook
$200
Many hundreds mint from 1893 to 2004, early issues o.g.,
balance n.h. incl. some Tahiti and later souvenir sheets, plus
group of modern Samoa, worth a close look, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1850

)

Better Covers
Web
$150
32 from 1884 to 1960’s incl. 2 1884 Wrappers, Tahiti #30
on cover, 128 on cover, and 1957 Expedition Tahiti Niue
cover, fine overall ........................................... Est. $250/350

Page 133
Lot

Description

1851 H

Mint Collection
$140
Few hundred o.g. on pages 1892 to 1952 incl. #126-135,
C1-C31, B6-B10, fine to very fine .................. Est. $200/250

1852

)

FDC’s and Maxi-Cards
$130
About 600, 1950’s to 2006, mostly cacheted unaddressed,
incl. better Airmails, fine to very fine lot .......... Est. $200/300

1853

H

Mint Collection
$130
Mostly n.h., in Lighthouse hingeless album, over 100, 1958
to 2000, plus group of earlier Airmails incl. #C11-C28 and
imperf pairs of C23-C29, plus couple souvenir sheets, overall
very fine ......................................................... Est. $200/250

H
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Lot

Description

1862 m

Select Expertized Empire Group
Web $1,100
22 items mostly used identified by Michel and Scott #’s,
virtually all signed (some twice) or with certs, incl. inflation
period with Michel #261b strip of 5 (cat. €500+); #21b
used (two, one with pre-printing paper fold), 29 I used, 81Ab
n.h. (signed Jaschke), etc., excellent lot for the collector or
dealer to break down for retail, fresh throughout, fine to very
fine, see individual lots . 2016 Michel €9,810
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1863 Hm

Dealer’s Accumulation of Mint
and Used
$1,000
In 11 boxes, in albums, on pages, stockpages, in glassines,
loose, etc., some dupl., all over the pace from classics to fairly
modern period, with souvenir sheets, back-of-book,
occasional cover, scattered Colonies, Plebiscites, etc., mostly
lower end but occasional surprise, good lot to break down for
resale, inspect, generally fine to very fine, culled from an Estate
of a couple hundred boxes ............................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1864 Hm

Mostly Mint and Used
Collections, etc.
Web
$700
In 6 albums on homemade pages, strength in postwar n.h.
(incl. Posthorn set), also used collection and additional dupl.
used in 3-ring binder, additional collection in Scott album,
used Berlin overprints on portions of parcels, etc., collection
incl. Berlin complete virtually all n.h., D.D.R. FD’s, Empire
mostly 20th Century with 3rd Reich sets n.h. and used,
souvenir sheets, postwar Zones, few 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

French Southern & Antarctic Territories
1854

H

Hr

Better Mint Accumulation
Web
$475
N.h., few hundred mostly early period to 1980’s incl. Airs
with minor dupl., on stockpages, incl. few proofs, imperfs,
part sheets, #37-44, C28 in panes of 25, clean throughout,
excellent lot to break down for retail or internet, overall very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

1855

H

Hr

Better Mint Blocks
$400
N.h., #28 block of 10 (4 with slight gum disturbance), #30
block of 10, C13-C14 blocks of 10 and C17 sheet of 10, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $600/750

1856

H

Hr

Mint Accumulation
$250
N.h., few hundred 1965 to 1983 incl. full sheets and blocks,
better incl. #31 (block of 10), C13-C14 (blocks of 4), C18
(10), C21 (5), and C22 (sheet of 10), fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1857

H

1858

H

1859

)

H

H

Never Hinged Collection
$250
1955 to 1987 select mostly sets mounted on pages incl. Airs,
clean, very fine. 2017 Scott $2,100 .................. Est. $350/400

1865

H

H

1866 Hm

Collection in Lighthouse Hingeless
Album
$130
N.h., few hundred 1955 to 2000, value mainly 1970’s and
later issues with a few covers, fine to very fine .. Est. $200/250
Better FDC’s
$100
25 cacheted from 1965 to 1984 incl. #30-32, C7-C8, C14
and C18, clean ............................................... Est. $150/200

1867

H

HH r

Germany
1860 Hm

1861 H

1872 to 1998 Mint and Used Stock
Accumulation
$2,000
Neatly mounted on stockpages and housed in six Scott
albums, all identified with dupl., no D.D.R. and little 19th
Century, a useful group ready for retail, generally fine to very
fine. 2020 Scott $77,000 ........................... Est. $3,000/4,000
Mostly Mint Collection
Web $2,000
Virtually intact in Scott album to 1971, no States except
Confederation, virtually complete with 19th Century mint (o.g.
to unused) or used, few dups., 1921 on complete with some used
inflation, 1925 on all mint with 1930s and later n.h. sets, Zones
complete incl. better overprint sets, Semis complete except
#B58 almost all mint, Airs complete except #C40-45, Officials
mostly complete and mostly used, also Occupation, incl. Zones,
Berlin almost complete, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine .................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1868 Hm

Start Bid

Collection in 3 Scott Albums
$650
Mostly n.h., few thousand 1905 to 1967 incl. some better
Third Reich sets, Postwar and Berlin, plus D.D.R. which
appears complete n.h., fine to very fine ..... Est. $1,000/1,250
6 Volume Mint and Used Collection
$650
Mint and used dupl. pages for most of the collection in Scott
specialty albums, classics mostly used, 20th Century mint
and used, all areas represented to 1980’s incl. one volume of
D.D.R., 1930’s souvenir sheets, decent Colonies and Offices
incl. China, reasonably full, 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine ........ Est. $1,000/1,500
Mint 20th Century Collection to 1976
$650
In 5 Lighthouse volumes n.h. to o.g., value in 3rd Reich
period (cat. $5800) incl. souvenir sheets, scattered Berlin,
Postwar mostly complete, DDR album almost empty, also 5
volumes 1977 to 1990’s n.h. period on pages not catalogued
incl. Berlin, DDR and Bundespost and 5 additional
stockbooks of 1960’s-70’s Berlin and Bundespost, and 2rd
Reich sheets and part sheets in sheet folder, fine to very fine.
Scott $11,350+ (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $1,000/1,300
Various Mint and Used Collections
$500
Mint 20th Century collection, in 6 albums of various types,
incl. some States, Plebiscites, Occupations, D.D.R., main
country sparse until about 1920, 1951 to 2014 n.h. and
virtually complete, second lot of various mint and used
collections, in 4 albums and stockbook, incl. States mint or
used in album; 2 volume Lighthouse 1872 to 1945, 3rd
Reich reasonably complete mint or used with souvenir sheets,
inflation period with used; full beat up Minkus album to
1950, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine ................................. Est. $750/1,000
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Description

1869 H

Mostly Berlin and Postwar Collection
$350
In 5 hingeless albums, mostly mint incl. Occupation with
souvenir sheets, value in 3 volumes of Berlin mostly complete
incl. Zones with se-tenants, booklets, etc., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1870

1871

H

H

HHm

Hr

1872 Hm

Start Bid

Mint and Used Holding
$300
Mostly 20th Century mint and used collection in three large
stockbooks and a binder, incl. nice used Bundespost,
souvenir sheets and booklets, Berlin two volumes, one each
mint and used, and stockbook with various used issues,
better items throughout, much n.h., clean and worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $400/500
Mint Sheet Collection
$250
N.h., in six sheet files incl. 1920s inflation issues, post-war
AMG, French Zone and 1960s BRD, best are Third Reich
stamp booklet sheets #MHB 69 and 71 (two each) and 72,
plus gutter pairs of Michel 215-18 blocks of 20, fine to very
fine or better. Scott $5,700+ (Owner’s) ......... Est. $400/500
Post-War Accumulation and Album
$250
Accumulation of few hundred on stockpages in binder,
mostly o.g. with a few used incl. nice group of mint Local
issues, and Minkus album, few thousand mostly used from
1860’s to 1968, incl. States, Empire, Third Reich, Federal
Republic, DDR and Occupations and few Colonies, fine to
very fine overall .............................................. Est. $400/500

1873 Hm) Accumulation With Covers
$200
Used Germany & States in stockbook and remainder Scott
album, stockpages with mint and used Germany & States,
Revenues, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Austria, Yugoslavia etc.,
also about 300 covers, vast majority of items before 1950,
mostly fine or better ....................................... Est. $300/400
1874

H

H

1875 Hm

1876 Hm

1877

)

1878 H

1879 H

D.D.R. Mint Complete Collection
$200
N.h., 1948 to 1964 mounted on quadrille pages, incl. Soviet
Zone, souvenir sheets, occasional FD, etc., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Modern Collection
$200
West Germany 1972 to 1979 n.h., D.D.R. 1949 to 1990
virtually complete incl. 144a and 146a used, mixed mint and
used to about 1959, then mint, Russian Zone incl. watermark
varieties, #16NB4 and Locals, Bavaria, Saar, Occupations,
miscellaneous mint in stockbook, stockcards and envelope,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400
787 Mint and Used Locals
Web
$150
In stockbook, with handwritten inventory sorted by town, incl.
Hamburg, very little dupl., fine to very fine ........ Est. $250/350
Group of 27 Better Covers
$140
20th Century, incl. postcards with 1933 “Help for the
Hungry General Public”, 3 signed WWII Generals on
portrait postcards, also Italian 1937 Propaganda card,
Feldpost, 1945 Tax stamp cover (signed Richter), WWI
POW Gnadenfrei, etc., fine overall ................ Est. $200/300
Three Mint Airmail Sets, #C27-37,
C40-42, C46-56
Web
$140
O.g. to part o.g., fresh, fine to very fine. Scott $890
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
190 3rd Reich Cigarette Cards
Web
$140
All clean, slight dupl., very fine overall ........... Est. $200/300

Page 134

Lot

Description

Start Bid

1880 Hm

Interesting Accumulation
$130
Few thousand in 2 albums with some mint o.g. sets incl. Saar,
plus used in old circuit books, fine to very fine . Est. $200/250

1881

)

1870’s-80’s Cover Correspondence
$120
230+ registered, many from commercial Hanover
correspondence and some to Hanover, all used internally,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $200/250

1882 H

1923 Inflation Album
Web
$100
Commemorating the inflation stamps produced, incl.
printed pages documenting the rise of inflation, coupon
bonds and mint adhesives from the inflation period with
#111/299, C1-19, B1-7, O1-39 and Bavaria 256-275,
O52-69 (Michel #s identified under each stamp), incl.
Michel varieties, clean throughout and album in very good
condition, never before seen by us and very attractive, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

1883 Hm

Back of the Book Seals, Revenues, etc. Web
$100
Consists of 282 Nazi related incl. mint multiples of employee
insurance, labels, etc., and 184 used Empire Revenues and
related, fine .................................................... Est. $150/200

1884

H

1885

s

1936 Hindenburg Flight Memorabilia
and Covers
$50
Incl. passenger list, #C35, C40, couple of postcards,
letterhead, etc., fine overall ............................... Est. $80/100

1886 H

Iceland Mint Collection
$500
Clean mostly mint collection strong in issues starting with
1902 forward, with numerous better singles and sets, please
take a close look, fine to very fine .................... Est. $600/800

1887 H)

Iceland Early Duplicated Mint Postal
Reply Cards
$450
About 864 all identified by H&G, Michel, and Facit numbers,
representing a few numbers (ex. Facit #3-144 copies), 13 Type
II (85 copies), 41 (142), etc., very clean, old H&G(?) cat.
$9400+, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....... Est. $600/800

1888

H

1889

H

H

Memel Accumulation
$70
N.h., several hundred Lithuania Occupation 1923 thru 1938, n.h.,
a few used, dupl., worth a look, fine to very fine ........ Est. $100/150

HHm

Iceland Collection in 2 Albums
$250
Few thousand 1873 to 2007 in Davo and Lighthouse
albums, early issues o.g. or used, modem issues mostly n.h.,
better items incl. used #103, mint 11, 34-44B and C1-C11,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/500

H

Indonesia 1949 to 2015 Mint Collection
$200
N.h., mostly complete in 3 Palo albums incl. min. sheets
starting with 1949 UPU perf and imperf, Semis, West Irian,
etc., clean, fine to very fine .............................. Est. $300/400

1890 m

Iran Mostly Complete Collection
Web $1,400
In mounts in Scott album to 1974 mostly used, some
questionable as to expected, later period fifty-fifty mint or
used, much complete sets, better items throughout, no back
of the book, mostly fine to very fine ........... Est. $2,000/2,500

1891 Hm

Iran Collection on Pages
$130
Few hundred mint or used from 1876 to 1962, early issues
usual forgeries but a few better later mint sets incl.
#935-940, 985-989, B22-B27, and C79-C82, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/250
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Lot
1892

Description
H

Hr
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Third Session
Start Bid

Israel 1949 to 1970s Mint Sheets
$100
N.h., retail $1400, clean ................................. Est. $150/200

Italy & Colonies
1893 H

Colonies Aegeans to Trieste
Collection
$4,500
Mostly mint collection in mounts in Scott album, all
countries well represented with many complete sets, few on
non-Scott pages, also incl. back-of-book, etc., fine to very
fine overall. Scott $16,834 ........................ Est. $5,000/6,000

1894 Hm

Extensive Intact Collection
Web $3,000
Thousands of mint and used in 3 Scott specialty albums to
2007, only missing a few key early items for completion,
starts with extensive States, early Italy used, virtually all o.g.
from 1920’s with some dupl. used, noted 142A-D, 165-70,
page of advertising labels mint or used, mix of n.h. and o.g.
from 1940’s, n.h. from early 1970’s, Semi-postals incl. some
“BLP” overprints, Airs complete mint incl. 9 different pilot
overprints on #C48-C49, other Back of the Book mostly
complete mint or used, plus Revenues, Offices Abroad,
extensive Aegean Islands incl. 31-35, 36-46, plus overprints,
Fiume, Trieste, mixed condition on the States and early
classics, otherwise fine to very fine, realized $12,000 in our
2009 auction ............................................. Est. $4,500/6,000

Lot

Description

Start Bid

Japan
1899 Hm

Massive Accumulation in 40 Boxes
$5,500
Mint and used on pages, stockpages, in albums, in glassines,
etc., collections virtually all bought out of major auction firms
over the decades, subsequently some items removed but, in
many cases, substantial value still exists, some work needs to
be done but worth the effort, better items incl. Dragons,
Cherry Blossoms but mostly value in the early to mid 20th
Century period, also C8 sheets, etc., needs close inspection,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine, culled from retired collector’s 300+ boxes, Japan being
one of his priorities .................................... Est. $8,000/10,000

1900 H

Mint Collection, 1872 to 1988
Web $3,500
In 2 deluxe gilt-edged quadrille page albums, with an array
of choice material, beginning with lovely group of
Chrysanthemums, 1886-1908 issues complete incl. Jingo’s
113-114; quite complete thereafter (no 115-147, 154, 254)
onward to Park souvenir sheets, commemoratives for the
period, souvenir sheets, etc; definitives lacking 509-521B;
otherwise about complete for the period; Airmails have been
removed, overall excellent condition with a few small faults
and occasional no gum; please inspect, originally sold for
hammer $19,000 in 2010, subsequently a few items removed
................................................................. Est. $5,000/7,500

1895

H

HHm

Italy & Colonies Intact Mostly Mint
Collection
Web
$650
In 5 Scott albums, Italy mostly complete with earlies mint
and used, 1926 on complete mint to 1995 with later n.h.,
decent back-of-book in another volume with better Airs,
Special Delivery complete, Newspapers mostly used earlies
with later mint, Colonies somewhat sparse mint, one album
another Italy & States collection used somewhat sparse with
back-of-book, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .............................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1901 Hm

Intact Mint and Used Collection
Web $3,500
Thousands in 3 Scott specialty albums to 2000, only missing
a few early items for completion, classics incl. #1-2 unused,
several early “fakes” noted, dupl. for syllabic varieties, 222a
(2, o.g. at bottom), all Park souvenir sheets with their folders,
422a, 456, 479a n.h., modern n.h. Airs complete mostly
used, C8 n.h. (trimmed selvage and small stain), Offices in
China, Korea (1-15) used, worth a close look, generally fine
to very fine, realized $8000 in our 2009 auction
................................................................. Est. $4,500/5,500

1896

H

Hr

Trieste Zone A Mint Duplicated Stock Web
$450
N.h., many hundreds mostly sorted on stockpages, some
heavy dupl., mostly “FTT” overprints but also “VG” incl.
#1LN13 (3), singles up to $55 cat., 1947 issue incl. few
inverted overprints, 1947 and 1948 overprint issues, and 148
set of 3 surcharges with dupl. incl. #15 (56 copies), Airs with
1st few issues complete, Express 1947-48 Issue, Postage
Dues, Parcel Post, etc., clean, excellent lot to break down for
stock, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $600/800

1902

Collection of Military Postal Stationery
$2,000
Around 1300 used, all diff., 1900 to 1945, very unusual
group and unchecked for better usages, cancels, etc., overall
fine, excellent lot for study or breakdown, fine overall, special
stationery issued for the Armed Forces, originally sold in our 2003
auction ...................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1897 Hm

Oldtime Mint and Used Collection
$250
On Marini pages to 1962, classics mostly used, value in 20th
Century mint and used sets, some issues with both, mostly
mint 1942 on, also better singles incl. #54 full o.g. (cat.
$2350), Semis, Airs and back of the book, 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1898 Hm

Roman States Mint and Used
Accumulation
$130
Few hundred dupl. with shades on stockpages, a few
identified, few multiples, few questionable, typical condition,
potential high cat. value .................................. Est. $200/300

)

1903 Hm

Classics Collection, 1871 to 1876
Web $2,000
94 stamps, neatly displayed on quadrille pages, incl. mint
#1-4, some are plated, nice group of perforated Dragons to
5s, some plated, Chrysanthemum designs present used and
mint, to 1875, with considerable cat. value, collection needs
careful review, forgeries not present, please inspect, generally
fine to very fine, originally sold in 2010 auction for hammer
$8500, 94 of the 99 stamps are present from the original auction
lot, Ex Adler ............................................. Est. $3,000/4,000

1904

Many Thousands in 10 Banker Boxes
$2,000
Loose with some sleeved, few in binders, value in commercial
with some going back to classic period, also considerable
FD’s incl. earlier period, stationery usages, postcards mint
and used, nothing very recent, very interesting group with
better covers hidden throughout, needs very careful
inspection, nothing picked, mostly fine to very fine, culled
from retired collector’s 300+ boxes, Japan being one of his
priorities ................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

)

January 17, 2021
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Description

1905 H

1906

1907

H

H

HHm

HHm

1908 Hm

Third Session
Start Bid

Lot

Description

Excellent Mint Stock and
Accumulation
Web $2,000
On stockpages priced and identified, album pages, etc., value
in better classics to early 20th Century with dragons incl.
certs, many items to $150+ cat., booklet panes, #154 four
mint, used, and Mihon, 222a (2), souvenir sheets incl. C8 (4
mint, 1 used), scattered Manchukuo mint and used, Airs
with C1-2 dupl., some later period on pages, etc., nice quality
throughout, inspect, fine to very fine, Ex Robertson-Tracy
Stock ......................................................... Est. $3,000/4,000

1913 m

Accumulation in 3 Banker Boxes
$650
Thousands of mostly used in stockbooks, hundreds of album
pages and stocksheets with varieties such as color shades,
perfs, plate flaws, etc., and nice range of cancellations as well,
please inspect, mostly fine to very fine ....... Est. $1,000/1,300

1914

)

Pre-WWII Cover Group
$500
Mostly commercial in plastic box with early issues incl.
Kobans, Kikus and stationery items, a good study lot, mostly
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $700/900

Balance of Collection
$1,500
Few thousand in 3 Lighthouse hingeless albums to 1997 and
on pages, albums organized according to Japanese cat.,
album for definitives, with extensive classics mostly used,
starting with dragons on, extras for various positions, shades
and perforation varieties, 1930’s on mostly mint, pages for
Park sets, incl. souvenir sheets (all appear n.h., early with
folders), albums for commemoratives, all mint, only missing
#154, 222a, 422a, 479a for completion, to 1940’s o.g. to n.h.,
later mostly n.h., section for Prefect issues n.h., New Year’s
lottery sheets (appear complete), several booklets, Airs,
Offices in Korea and China, few faults on classics, but much
better condition than usually seen, fine to very fine overall
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,500

1915

)

5 Karl Lewis 1935-37 Covers
Web
$400
All with various chops, all with mountain images incl. 3 with
Mt. Fuji, various adhesives and different Seapost ships, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $550/650

1873 to 1988 Clean Collection
$1,500
In 4 White Ace albums, mint (n.h. to o.g.) and used with nice
range of regular issues, commemoratives, souvenir sheets
incl. #C8 n.h. with rather solid representation from 1940’s
on, much fine to very fine ......................... Est. $2,000/2,500
1876 to 1994 Mint and Used
Collection
Web $1,000
In 12 volumes, with many issues complete, incl. miniature
sheets, Airmails, also incl. are reference examples (forgeries)
of the Dragon and Cherry Blossom issues, mixed condition
with some toning, but many very good to fine examples and a
number of valuable stamps and sets, careful examination
required, originally purchased in InterAsia 2013 auction for HK
$29,900, some items subsequently removed .... Est. $1,500/2,000

1909 Hm) Mint and Used to 1995 Collection
$750
In 3 Scott specialty albums, with useful early commems.,
value in mint from 1950’s to 1995 with much postage,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,200/1,500
1910 H

1911

1912

)

H

HH
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1894 to 1962 Mint Collection
$650
O.g. on White Ace pages, fairly complete for period (no
#154, C1-C2, C8, 422a, 479a, 521A-B), scattered used,
plus Lottery sheets, minor faults on a few of the early issues,
otherwise fine to very fine, originally sold in 2010 auction for
$3500, some items subsequently removed ....... Est. $1,000/1,500
19th Century Postal History
Web
$650
6 covers and 3 cards, all 1870’s usages, noted Otsu, Osaka,
Tokyo and others, various markings, local paper used for
envelopes, nice group, generally fine, intact lot bought in our
2008 auction for $2530 .............................. Est. $1,000/1,500
Early to Mid 20th Century Mint Stock Web
$650
Thousands n.h. to o.g. dupl. in beat up large stockbook,
starting with 1913 series with multiples, National Parks,
occasional earlier used, incl. Airs, clean throughout, fine to
very fine, originally purchased in John Bull auction several
decades ago ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1916 Hm

1917

H

Hr

Start Bid

Mint and Used in Banker Box
$350
Accumulation in 4 albums with many useful items plus mint
dealer’s stock in 3-ring binder with 1940’s-60’s regular issues
(Showa series, etc.), covers, souvenir cards, group of early
forgeries and other interesting material, fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $500/700
Large Mint Accumulation
$250
N.h., mostly 1970’s and 1980’s issues, single, blocks, sheets
and souvenir sheets, high face value, clean ...... Est. $400/500

1918 H)

1950’s-90’s Postal Cards Hoard
$200
Many thousands (probably between 6000-8000+) in dupl.
groups mint and/or used in 3 full banker boxes, incl. New
Year’s, commems., a few sleeved and priced, clean
throughout, many identified by old Higgins & Gage
numbers, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ... Est. $300/500

1919 H)

Covers and Cards
$200
Group of early to mid 20th Century in 7 small flexible
binders, grouped by subjects, with mint summer greeting
cards, mint Aerogrammes, postal stationery and
commemorative cancels, domestic postal cards and New
Year’s cards mint and used, interesting group, generally fine
to very fine, originally purchased in our 2010 auction for $2070,
some items subsequently removed ........................ Est. $300/400

1920 H r

Mint Better Souvenir Sheets
$200
Around 60 o.g. to dist. o.g. dupl. sheets, about ½ in National
Parks (some with folders), gum condition issues and/or
toning on most, fine overall ............................ Est. $300/450

1921 Hm

Collection in Minkus Albums
$200
Many hundreds 1871 to 1966, early issues mostly used
modern issues o.g. or used incl. some early forgeries,
Manchukuo and Occupation issues; also accumulation of
few hundred incl. some Manchukuo and Philippines
Occupation issues, mostly mint incl. some 1950’s n.h. blocks
of 4, fine to very fine overall ............................ Est. $300/400

1922

H

Hr

Better Mint, Blocks of 4
Web
$200
N.h., #371, 425-431, 433-434, fine to very fine. Scott
$1,308 ........................................................... Est. $300/400
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Lot

Description

1923 H)

Mint and FDC’s
$200
In full banker box, 20th Century accumulation in glassines,
loose, on retail cards, etc., incl. metal engravings, separate
group of hundreds of inventoried 1950’s-60’s FD’s with
some dupl., souvenir sheets back to 1950’s, mint multiples,
modern booklets, few older postcards, occasional used and
better item incl. #422, C20 pair n.h., etc., culled from an
Estate of a couple hundred boxes ......................... Est. $300/400

1924

H

H

January 17, 2021

Third Session
Start Bid

Mint Accumulation
$150
Mostly n.h., few thousand 1940’s to 1980’s plus some
Ryukyu, incl. some better souvenir sheets, #283a, 293a,
311a, 378a, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $250/300

1925 H

1929, 1933, 1934, 1939 UPU Books
$150
Stuck down on the pages, incl. #188-189 (twice), also
postcards, Airs 1939 UPU with small piece of one page cut
out, 1934 several cut outs and stamps gone, usual condition
being stuck to pages, fine overall, for the delegations
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1926

)

Post-WWII Cover Group
$150
Few hundred, mostly commercial in box with Airmails with
English cancels and many nice franking items, mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/350

1927

)

WWI POW Cards
$140
Group of 14 incl. Fukuoka, Narashimo, Ninoshima, and
Oita camps, plus one mint Narashimo env., all 1916-18
usages, mostly addressed to Germany and Japan, also 1905
Trans-Pacific postcard to Seattle, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

Lot

Description

1934

H

1935

H

1936

H

H

Mint Accumulation
$130
Many hundreds with some dupl., 1959 to 1976 with a few
earlier, mostly n.h., incl. #78-79, 286a, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

H

Korea (North) Extensive Mint Collection
$1,500
N.h., intact in 4 Scott Internationals 1946 to 2000, virtually
complete from 1957 on, incl. imperfs, reprints, virtually all
souvenir sheets, clean, rarely see this country so complete, very
fine overall, realized $3600 in our 2009 auction Est. $2,000/2,500

HH

Korea (North) Specialized Collection Web $1,300
To 1960, n.h. to o.g. highly detailed and well annotated
group of over 600 on pages, starting with Soviet Occupation
issues, nice range of perf/imperfs issues from 1950’s with
many better throughout incl. #10 and two used #7, used
#11, DDR with good range of 1951 Communist Solidarity
issues, few minor faults, nice in depth collection, fine to very
fine lot, realized $4000 in 2010 auction ....... Est. $1,800/2,200

1937 Hm

1928

H

H

1929 m

1938

H

1939

H

H

HHm

1931 Hm

1932 Hm

1933

H

Hr

Korea (North) Homemade Album
Web
$500
1 volume collection mint or used with rather sparse earlier issues,
well filled from mid 1950’s to about 1980 incl. #166-179, 179a,
etc., nice clean lot, good for expansion ............... Est. $750/1,000

H

Korea (North) New Issue
Accumulation
$100
N.h., few hundred, 1970’s to 2009 period loose, incl.
souvenir sheets, booklets, unlisted imperfs, no apparent
dupl., clean .................................................... Est. $150/250

HH

Latvia Mint Collection 1918-1996
$500
All mint collection in a pristine, well-filled KaBe hingeless
album, much n.h. with post-Soviet modern issues, better incl.
#101-12 n.h., 135-54, B24-97, CB1-24, imperf sets etc.,
lovely collection, generally very fine ................ Est. $700/900

Mint Collection
$100
Mostly n.h., few hundred from 1923 to 1970, incl. #457,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200
Classic Group of 8 Items
Web
$100
Used Dragons and Cherry Blossoms with couple mint,
mixed condition ............................................. Est. $150/200

1940 H

Latvia Interesting Mint Collection
Web
$450
Many hundreds mostly o.g. incl. mint #113-117, nice run of
Semi-postal and Airmail Semi-postal sets, some perf. and
imperf, and some Russian Occupation issues, mostly
complete sets, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $600/800

Virtually Complete Collection
Web $2,400
Intact in Scott International to 2000, mint or used to 1903 (Falcon
set complete), 1946 on virtually complete o.g. to n.h. with
souvenir sheets incl. 1951 Flags complete, some Presentation
sheets, Airs complete, also imperfs, reprints, forgeries, very fine
overall, realized $4600 in our 2009 auction ........ Est. $3,000/4,000

1941

H

Liberia Error Collection
Web
$650
N.h., about 25 retail cards, small and large, nearly all of
which are pre-1960 issues; we note for instance, sheets of 20
of #334 and C69 with inverted centers, each stamp
cataloging $50 in Scott, also note sheets of #335 and 337,
also with centers inverted, as well as other error and proof
sheets from the same issue and also from 1953 Birds, incl.
Airpost, 1938 set imperforate, as well as C4-13 in imperf
blocks of 4 and plenty of specimens, proofs and varieties of
other 1890s to 1950s sets with a very high percentage being
n.h., total retail $4800+, Ex Firby ............ Est. $1,000/1,200

1942

)

Korea
1930

Start Bid

Mint and Used
Collections/Accumulation
$1,000
4 boxes worth that incorporate material on pages, stockpages, in
albums, in glassines, etc., virtually all bought out of major
auction firms over the decades, incl. blocks, sheets, occasional
better earlier items scattered throughout, souvenir sheets, some
covers, nothing recent, needs inspection, mostly fine to very fine,
culled from retired collector’s 300+ boxes .......... Est. $1,500/2,000
1884 to 1903 Small Collection
Web
$650
Group of mint and used on 2 old French pages starting with
mint #1-2, various surcharges mint and used, 18-33 used,
and 39-51 used, generally fine to very fine Est. $1,000/1,200
Large Mint Accumulation
$200
N.h., mostly 1970’s and 1980’s issues, single, blocks sheets
and souvenir sheets, clean .............................. Est. $300/400

Hr

1943 Hm

Liechtenstein Mostly Commercial
Covers Intact
$300
Group of few hundred, loose to 1980’s, strength in
1920’s-50’s period, strength in Semi-postals, also Airs,
Postal Stationery usages, few oversized, few FD’s, no
apparent 19th Century, retail to $50++, mostly fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $500/750
Liechtenstein Accumulation in Box
$200
7 albums and stockbooks containing mostly n.h. and some used
with better items from 1950’s onward incl. sheets, FDC’s,
maximum cards, etc., fine to very fine overall ...... Est. $300/400

January 17, 2021
Lot
1944

Description
H

HH

1945 Hm

Third Session
Start Bid

Lithuania Mint Collection 1919-1996
$500
All mint collection in a pristine, well-filled KaBe hingeless
album, much n.h. with post-Soviet modern issues, better incl.
#165-88 n.h., 219-40 n.h., 256-77K (perf and imperf),
278-95 n.h., C1-87 (with imperfs) mostly n.h. etc.,
outstanding collection, generally very fine ...... Est. $700/900

Lot

Description

1953 Hm

Manchukuo Mint, Used Accumulation
$500
On stockpages, pages, loose along with occasional cover or
postcard in ½ full banker box, nothing pulled, needs sorting
but value in this popular area, fine to very fine overall, culled
from retired collector’s 300+ boxes .................. Est. $750/1,000

1954 Hm

Manchukuo 1932 to 1945 Mint and
Used Collection
Web
$500
Mint mostly n.h., virtually complete incl. varieties and blocks
of 4, #86a used, occasional dupl., fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

Lithuania Extensive Collection
Web
$325
Many hundreds from 1918 to 1940, mostly mint with some
early used, nice run of o.g. sets, plus collection of Central
Lithuania, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $400/600

1946 Hm r Luxembourg Extensive and Valuable
Collection
$4,500
Mint and used in 12 Lighthouse hingeless albums plus
several boxes of collateral material, starting with first issue
with following better mint; #9-12, 14-16, 20, 26-27, 42, 151,
etc. all the way to 1997, and when mint not present the used
counterparts are there, plus nice showing back-of-the-book
incl. O3-4, O7 (used), stockbooks with dupl., nice group of
sets in full sheets (few better), collection of used blocks,
quantities of 1921 Charlotte sheets of 25, nice run of FDC’s
and maximum cards, plus an extensive group of 1000+ mint
and used Postal Stationery items (early Formular cards,
postal cards, etc.) from 1890’s onward with many scarce
usages, generally a fine lot with substantial total cat. value
with some of the early materials having mixed condition as
usual, a truly remarkable holding from a collector who loves
this area, fine overall ................................. Est. $6,000/8,000
1947 BH

Luxembourg Exploded Booklet
Collection
Web
$600
1895 to 1930 complete with covers and most with interleaving
mounted on old pages, incl. 2 examples of 1895 5c booklet, 6 in
total, occasional toning issue, fine lot .................. Est. $700/900

1948 m

Luxembourg Specialized Used Early
Issues Group
$400
In album, hundreds starting with 1852 10c (x10), then 1sg
(x10), both with various color shades, group of 1859-64 1c to
37½c, 1865-71 rouletted issues, etc. with many better stamps
throughout, 1891-93 Adolphe issue color proofs group, 20c
brown color error, plus some mint incl. with 1906 10c sheet of
10 and 1921 15c sheet of 5, generally a fine lot with few earlies
in mixed condition as expected ....................... Est. $600/800

1949 H

Macao Mostly Mint Extensive
Collection
Web
$650
O.g. or without gum as issued, mostly complete 1884 to 1938
on homemade pages, with some “a” numbers, perf varieties,
also Airs, Dues, many complete sets, fresh throughout,
generally fine to very fine, Ex Manning auction . Scott $12,000
(old) ........................................................ Est. $1,000/1,400

1950 Hm

Macao Mostly Classics and Modern FD’s
$150
In box, couple hundred FD’s 1990’s period along with
album pages with mint and used earlier, and loose, inspect,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/350

1951

Macao Group of Eight Covers
Web
$120
1925 reg. to Shanghai, four 1937 first flight covers, three 1939
covers with Paquebot cancels, fine overall ........... Est. $150/200

1955

1952 (H) r Macao Highly Duplicated Mint Multiples
$100
Unused, identified and representing just a few numbers,
incl. completes sheets down to scattered multiples, no gum to
tissue adherence, fine overall. Scott $5,180 ..... Est. $200/250

H

HHm

Start Bid

Manchukuo Mint and Used
Accumulation
$250
Few hundred n.h. to o.g. and used on stockpages mostly in
multiples, incl. Airs, few larger blocks particularly of
1936-37 issue, some fairly extensively dupl. used with
possible better cancels, also used on small pages, etc., also few
better Japan, fresh throughout, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1956 H

Manchukuo Mint Collection on Pages Web
$250
Excellent showing on Scott pages, only missing #29-31 and
a couple of others for completion, plus a few dupl. and
varieties, also overprints on issues by China, couple of
postcards, inspect, fine to very fine, originally sold in our 2008
auction for $661, subsequently just a couple items removed
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1957 H

Manchukuo Collector Mint
Accumulation
$200
Mostly o.g., many hundreds on stockpages and in glassines
with dupl., some used, better items incl. mint #1-18, 83-100,
108, and used #30, incl. some varieties and multiples, and
some literature, worth a close look, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1958 Hm

Mexico Extensive Collection
in Scott Album
Web $4,500
Few thousand, 1856/1984 many issues both o.g. and used,
strong 19th Century incl. better issues and varieties, nice
group of Civil War issues, mostly complete mint from 1939
on incl. Airs plus nice back-of-book incl. Officials and a few
Revenues, few questionable but still a great collection for the
specialist, fine, sold in our 2008 auction for $11,500, intact
................................................................. Est. $6,000/8,000

1959 H

Mexico Collection of Chiefly Classics
$1,000
Hundreds mounted on pages, with dupl., some mint blocks,
oldtime grouping with some identified by towns or district
cancels, inspect, fine overall, realized hammer $4500 in 2007
auction ...................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1960 Hm

Mexico Mint and Used Collection
$200
In Scott album to 1969, mostly 20th Century mostly mint,
incl. Airs and back-of-book, clean lot, mostly fine to very
fine. Scott $3,600 ........................................... Est. $300/400

1961
)

Page 138

H

HHm

Mexico Collection 1934-1969
$180
Mint collection in Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase,
nice coverage of commemorative sets with Airmail, souvenir
sheets and some definitive sets, incl. #737-58, 760-83,
792-95, 801-04, 806-11, 813-27, 830-73, 886-908, 896a,
910-27, C82-93 n.h., C7-140, C143-69, C178-96 etc., later
mostly n.h., some used not counted, generally fine to very
fine. 2020 Scott $1,800 + (for mint) (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

Page 139
Lot
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Description
H

HH

1963 Hm

1964

H

HH

1965 Hm

1966

H

HH

1967 H)

Start Bid

Monaco Extensive 1885 to 1969
Collection
$1,250
Comprehensive collection in Minkus album starting with
mint #1-9, 11-29 (less 28), 110-30, 176, the four 1949 Red
Cross perf/imperf mini-sheets (with and without
surcharges), B2-7, B19-23, B26-35, B36-50, C27-29,
C41-44, CB1-14, J21-26, etc., a nice clean o.g. or n.h.
collection (early period mixed condition as can be expected),
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
Monaco Collection and Accumulation
$1,000
1885 to 1994 mint and used in 2 banker boxes containing 3
well-filled Lighthouse hingeless albums starting with first
issue to modern period with numerous better items
throughout (many n.h.), incl. imperfs, S/S, mini-sheets and
full sheets, plus stockbook of dupl. with n.h. sets, and group
of 8 FDC albums full of colorful covers incl. S/S and
mini-sheets FDC’s, very nice comprehensive lot of this area,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,400/1,800
Monaco Mostly Mint Collection
Web
$500
Mounted in French album 1891 to 1977 mostly mint with some
n.h., contains many better mint early items, sets, better Airs,
Postage Dues etc., some highlights are #28, J18, J21û26,
60û92, 159, B26û35, B38-50, J1ûJ15A, 1950’s Airmails, etc.,
high degree of completion for the period, generally fine to very
fine. Scott approximately $7,000 ..................... Est. $800/1,000
Monaco Collection 1885 to 1990
$425
2 Minkus albums pretty well filled mint or used incl. early
issues with better items and Back-of-Book, booklets, souvenir
sheets, etc., please inspect, fine to very fine ........ Est. $500/700
Mongolia Mint Collection to 2000
$750
Intact in 2 Scott Internationals to 2000, fairly extensive early
period mint or used, 1958 on virtually complete o.g. to n.h.,
incl. sheetlets, blocks, etc., very fine overall . Est. $1,000/1,400
Nepal Mint Aerogrammes Stock
$100
Hundreds mostly Aerogrammes heavily dupl. and sorted
representing around 15 diff. designs, mostly 1950’s to 1960’s
period, some dupl. with cto cancels, also incl. 3 packs of 100
each of Postal Card 20p value, clean group, inspect, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $150/200

Netherlands & Colonies
1968 m

1969

H

1970

)

HH
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Large Used Accumulation
Web $1,000
In 2 large stockbooks, starting with 1st issue to 1994, many
dupl. 10-100 of each, very clean. 2020 NVPH approximately
€61,000+ ................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

Lot

Description

1971 Hm

Mint and Used Collection
$280
In Scott album to post 2000 (mint to around 2000) with
either dupl. under mint or dupl. pages with separate mint and
used, mostly complete from 1929 on with Semis, Airs, etc.,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600

1972

H

HHm

Netherlands & Colonies 2 Volume
Collection
$200
In 2 Scott albums, to 1970’s with modern period n.h.,
scattered mint and used before 1953, 2nd volume Colonies
mint with value in modern period n.h., also Semis reasonably
complete, fine or better. NVPH €4,285 ......... Est. $300/400

1973 Hm

Netherlands & Colonies Collection
$150
Minkus album from 1852 on with nice group of used and
some o.g. sets incl. better Colonies, plus Dutch album with
mostly used and stockbook with modern n.h. issues, fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $250/300

1974 m

2 Volume Collection
$100
#2 thru #198 plus Semi’s, Airs, Postage Dues mounted on
hingeless Davo pages, mostly used, some dupl., mostly fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

1975

H

1976

H

HHm

Small Syncopated Group
$50
Couple hundred n.h. to o.g. and used, small selection on
stockcards, glassines, etc., incl. few multiples, slight dupl.,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $100/150

H

New Caledonia Mint Collection
$130
Mostly n.h., in Lindner hingeless album, few hundred from
1953 to 1987, fine to very fine lot .................... Est. $200/250

1977 Hm

Norway Mint and Used Collections
$250
In 6 volumes and loose accumulation, incl. mint and used 2
volume collection to 1970’s, some earlier dupl. used on stockpages
and also earlier to later used in glassines, also small collections of
Sweden and Finland, few new issues, etc., 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th mostly fine to very fine ................. Est. $400/600

1978 m

Peru Mostly Used Stock
Web
$200
In 4 stockbooks to 1970’s, with classics starting at #1, Airs,
slight dupl., some mint, mostly fine to very fine . Est. $300/400

1979 H

Philippines Mostly Mint Collection
$200
In 5 Palo albums to 2000, scattered Spanish period then 1935 on
with back of the book mostly complete, fine to very fine
........................................................................ Est. $300/400

1980 Hm

Poland Comprehensive Collection
1915 to 1980
$750
Mint and used collection in two well filled albums, starts with
1915 Warsaw, Lubomol, Judaica speculative locals with
error of “50" inverted, then good run of standard issues
featuring mostly mint complete sets, various souvenir sheets,
imperfs, nice showing of back-of-book incl. #C26Cd
souvenir sheet of 3 o.g., Postage Dues and Officials mostly
all present, also German Occupation and Offices, better
items throughout, well worth inspection, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500

Colonies Mostly Mint Collections
$500
Mostly n.h. to o.g., in 7 hingeless or Palo albums to post
2000, 2 Scott albums mint and used to around 1980, strength
in 3 volume Surinam to 2009 reasonably full, and 2 volume
mint Antilles plus New Guinea and Indies to 2009, fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000
Hundreds Mostly Commercial
Covers Intact
Web
$500
In binders, on pages or loose to 1980’s, incl. few Colonies,
strength in 1920’s-50’s period, incl. strong in syncopated perfs,
also Semi-postals, Airs, occasional postcard usage, etc., few
FD’s incl. better early, few oversized, no apparent 19th Century,
retail to $50++, mostly fine or better .............. Est. $750/1,000

Start Bid

1981

H

H

Poland Collection 5 Volumes 1960-1999
$350
N.h., fresh and attractive collection in five KaBe albums with
slipcases, complete for period, much topical material throughout,
inspection recommended, very fine overall ........... Est. $500/750
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Lot
1982

Description
H

HH

1983 Hm

1984 H)

1985

H

Hr

Third Session
Start Bid

Portugal Mint Collection
$400
N.h. to o.g. on pages, 1920 to 1968, also back of the book,
mostly mounted in complete sets, very clean collection, fine
to very fine. 2015 Scott $4,400+ .................... Est. $500/700
3 Portugal Collections
$350
1st 1856 to 1944 mint and used on pages; 2nd mint and used
well filled stockbook collection to 1980’s; 3rd mostly used
classic to early 20th Century better quality collection in
stockbook (cat. €8800+), fine to very fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $500/700
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Lot
1993

Description
H

Hr

Saudi Arabia - Hejaz Mint 1920’s
Overprint Stock
Web
$350
N.h., dupl. in multiples, part sheets, incl. positional varieties,
excellent color and gum, needs inspection, fine to very fine lot
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1994 H

Spain Strong 9 Volume Collection
Web $9,000
Mint and used collection in Edifil hingeless albums, virtually
complete mint from 1940 thru 2006, very strong from 1850 thru
1939 with many higher priced sets and singles, contains many
certificates from Graus, Rendon and Comex, better items noted
Edifil #3 with Comex cert. (€2750), 53 with Comex cert.
(€375), 71 with Comex cert. (€1000), 110 with Comex cert.
(€355), 114 (€440), 128 (€650), 139 with Comex cert. (€750),
151 with Comex cert. (€875), 190-199 (€1422), 297-319
(€515), 1090 (€850), also incl. varieties and imperfs, inspection
necessary for there is too much to describe, generally fine to very
fine, purchased from our 2007 auction for $18,000 hammer, intact .
2007 Edifil €61,000+ ............................. Est. $12,000/15,000

1995 H

Spain - Civil War Intact Collection
in 2 Volumes
Web $4,500
Very complete mint collection of material listed by Edifil in 2
Edifil hingeless binders with dust cases, incl. many hard to
find sets and singles, many items with certs. from Graus or
Comex, incl. many private overprints and a large group of
varieties, incl. Edifil Almeria #1- 8 (€400), Canary Islands
23-30 (€470), 44-51 (€197), Durango 1-16 (€225), Huevar
complete, Cadiz 16-30 (€600), Lugruno and Lugo complete,
Malaga almost complete, San Juan Despi complete (€1250),
San Sebastian complete, Sevilla with items up to €250, and
Zaragosa complete incl. 86-91 (€450), a very difficult
collection to dupl. and highly desirable, mostly fine to very fine,
owners original cost €12,000+ (decades ago), sold in our 2007
auction for $8625, intact ............................... Est. $5,500/7,500

Portuguese Colonies Mint
Stationery Stock
$140
Backup group of few hundred mostly identified by Higgins
& Gage numbers, slight dupl. only, slightly aged group as to
be expected, fine, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $200/300
Romania Large Mint Holding
$350
Virtually all n.h. holding of mostly 20th Century sets, singles
and souvenir sheets from 1950s-80s, much topical appeal,
offered as received, careful inspection will prove rewarding,
generally very fine .......................................... Est. $500/750

Start Bid

1986 Hm

Romania Collection to 1972
$200
In Scott album, well filled from 1863 on, mixed mint and
used to about 1950, then mostly used, incl. Montenegro and
Serbia, 19th Century typical condition, otherwise fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1987 Hm

Romania Two Collections
$200
1st collection to 1948 mint collection with later n.h. in
stockbook (few souvenir sheets used), 2nd mostly used stock
starting with dupl. classics to 1950’s, both with some
back-of-book, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1996 Hm

Romania Mint and Used Collection
$200
Few thousand from 1862 to 1959 in 3 KaBe hingeless
albums, early issues used, balance mostly o.g. with some cto,
incl. o.g. #196-206, nice run of Semi-postals and souvenir
sheets, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $300/400

Spain & Colonies Collection in Album
$500
Few thousand 1850 to 1979, majority used with some
modern o.g. sets, better incl. used #9, nice group of Colonies
incl. o.g. sets, few faults in 19th Century, mostly fine or better
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1997 Hm

Spain & Colonies Mint and Used
Collections
$400
1st mint and used in Palo album, classics mostly used, later
mint and used incl. back of the book with Semis, Airs, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine; 2nd Spain to 2000 in 2 Scott specialty albums, mostly
hinged with some n.h. (souvenir sheets and blocks), scattered
mint and used to 1938, Colonies in additional Scott specialty
albums plus loose Scott pages, incl. Spanish Andorra to
2013, Spanish Morocco to 1955 (mostly used to 1935), Cape
Juby and a few other small countries, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

1998 Hm

Spain Collection to 2000
$200
Mounted in 2 Scott albums, classic period mostly used, 20th
Century mint or used and virtually complete 1950 on mostly
used, also some Semis, Airs, etc., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1988 Hm

1989 m

Russia Fairly Extensive Used
Collection
Web $1,800
Intact to 1975 in Minkus album, starting #2, early 20th
Century mostly mint, 1920’s on mostly complete incl.
imperfs, also Airs, Semis, some souvenir sheets, scattered
back-of-book with Wrangels, Offices Abroad, Armenia,
Ukraine, etc., much fine to very fine ......... Est. $2,500/3,000

1990

Russia Classic Cover Group
$150
Over 150 commercial plus a few fronts, 1880’s (mostly
correspondence to Hanover) to 1930’s, mixed condition
...................................................................... Est. $250/350

)

1991 Hm

1992

H

H

Russia 1960 to 2006 Collection
$100
In 8 hingeless albums, 5 of which are used, 3 are mostly n.h.,
incl. sheetlets, etc., clean ................................. Est. $200/300
St. Pierre & Miquelon Modern
Mint Collection
$130
Mostly n.h., few hundred from 1955 to 1984, much is very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/250

Switzerland
1999 H

Large Soldier’s Label Collection
$1,000
Thousands of WWI and WWII, mint, perf and imperf,
tete-beche, covers, cards, etc., great lot for a specialist, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,200/1,500
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2000

Description
)

Start Bid

Mostly Commercial Covers Intact
Web
$650
Many hundreds, in binders, on pages and loose to 1980’s,
strength in 1920’s-50’s period, incl. Semi-postals with
strength in Pro Juventutes, Pro Patria, also Markenheftchen
usages, Due usages, Airs, U.N. related, occasional postcard
usage, few oversized, few 19th Century, etc., few FD’s incl.
better earlier, individual retail to $100++, mostly fine or
better ....................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500

2001 H

Mint and Used Collection
$350
In 3 Scott albums to 2002 with dupl. pages, incl. back of the
book with Airs, se-tenants, 1853 to 1878 mostly used, Semis
reasonably complete, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine ...................... Est. $500/750

2002 F

Canton and Federal Administration
Forgeries
Web
$300
About 70 forgeries mostly of the Cantons incl. pairs and
strips of 4 Zurich 4r and 6r values, few with “Facsimile”,
some very good examples, interesting oldtime lot, overall
very fine ......................................................... Est. $350/450

2003 H

Locher Volume #1 Army Label Album
$100
With couple hundred labels, some hard to find, fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

2004 H

Used Pro Juventute Collection
$50
On pages complete to 1971 plus 1912 Michel #1 used with
cert (cat. €150), couple of mint items, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

2005 Hm

Tannu Tuva Mint and Used
Accumulation
Web
$300
About 500 on Vario pages, some dupl., also incl. Herm
Island and Lundy, fine to very fine ................. Est. $400/500

2006

H

HH

Thailand 1883-1967 Intact Collection Web $1,300
Highly complete primarily mint incl. mint #155, 176-84,
203, 283-95 less 285A (10b-20b n.h.), 409-11A n.h., B1-11,
B24-30, n.h. starts with 1955 issues with a few earlier, fine to
very fine lot, realized $4300 in our 2008 auction
................................................................. Est. $1,800/2,200

2007

H

Hr

Thailand Modern Mint Collection
$600
N.h., 1971 to 1996 singles and 1980 to 1997 blocks of 4,
virtually complete for periods, also 10 sheets of 100 each of
#331 and 390 (folded), and some o.g. 1960’s blocks and
1969 U.P.U. presentation booklet, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $750/900

2008

H

H

2009 BH
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Thailand Mint Accumulation to 2000’s
$350
N.h., sets and souvenir sheets, wide range of materials in
small quantities (up to 20) incl. many better with #513-16 (8
at $27 each), 983-92 (4 at $18 each), 2125c (20 at $24 each),
etc., plus good souvenir sheets incl. perf/imperf varieties and
also few sheets of 100, a clean fresh lot with high cat value
....................................................................... Est. $500/700
Thailand Booklet Collection
1980 to 1997
$200
Virtually complete run of 267 different complete booklets for
the period (missing only a couple), all post office fresh incl.
many better/higher cat items (inventory incl.), clean. Scott
approximately $1,400 .................................... Est. $300/400

Lot

Description

Start Bid

2010

H

Hr

Thailand Souvenir Sheet Collection
$180
N.h., 1973 to 2004, nice run of n.h. colorful souvenir sheets
for period (180+ different) incl. many in perf/imperf
formats, special sheets with stamp show logos, etc. (inventory
incl.). Scott approximately $1,100 .................. Est. $250/350

2011

H

HHm

Turkey Mostly Mint Collection
$200
20th Century collection in 2 Scott specialty albums, mostly
hinged with some in mounts (for souvenir sheets and blocks),
mixed mint and used thru #757, then appears to be all mint,
largely complete from #554 to year 2012 incl. Back-of-Book
for same period, plus Palo hingeless album for Northern
Cypress for 1974 to 2012 with hit and miss coverage until
about 1998, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $300/400

2012 H

Turkey Small Mint Lot
Web
$110
Consists of 7 imperf singles or pairs of the Republic, 1967
better booklets (#1755a-b, etc.), #RA1-121, and couple
SG listed, clean lot ......................................... Est. $150/200

2013

H

HH

Vatican Complete Mint Collection
Web
$600
In Scott album to 2001 in mounts, #35-40 used with Oliva
cert., scattered other values used, early sets hinged, otherwise
n.h. ............................................................. Est. $850/1,000

2014

H

HH

Vatican Mint in Lighthouse Album
$325
N.h. to o.g., collection to 1982, complete for period except for
#35-40 and C20-21, everything else is here, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

2015

H

HH

Vatican Collection to 1985
$250
Scott hingeless album with o.g. on earlier issues and n.h. later
with better items incl. #41-46, 47-54, 122-31, 155a,
C16-17, C18-19, J1-6, etc., fine to very fine ... Est. $300/400

2016

H

Hr

Vatican Full Sheets 1940’s-50’s
Period
$150
N.h., in banker box, mostly full sheets in complete sets, plus
blocks, single sets, etc., occasional toning or adherence issue
from where the collection was housed, incl. Airs, #155a
(numerous copies), lifetime supply! mostly fine to very fine
...................................................................... Est. $300/500

2017

H

H

Wallis & Futuna Modern Mint
Collection
$100
Mostly n.h., 1955 to 1984, much fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

2018

H

H

Yemen Mint Stock
$100
N.h., few hundred 2000 and later in stockbooks, also few new
issues from other countries, few used, covers, etc.
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

2019

)

Yugoslavia Intact 1935 to 1970’s
Rocket Mail Collection
Web
$700
Excellent collection with dupl. featuring covers, stamps (incl.
unlisted) and a few proofs, well over 150 items with more
than 30 covers and stamps representing E-Z1-16, all
identified, examination is worthwhile, very fine lot, Ex Alden
T. Barnes one of a kind collection, best ever formed
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000
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Lot

Description

Third Session
Start Bid

Foreign General Collections
2020

2021

H

H

HH

HHm

Balance of Collector’s Latin America
Collection
$4,500
N.h. to o.g., plus Mexico virtually all 20th Century with
scattered 19th Century mostly used, to around 2012 or 2016
in 44 Scott or Palo albums plus 2 stockbooks, many complete
sets plus souvenir sheets, incl. 5 volumes of Nicaragua, 4
volumes of Uruguay, 3 of Mexico, Peru, El Salvador,
Paraguay, 3 Scott Specialties of Venezuela, cat. value to
$200+, quite extensive, fine to very fine overall
................................................................. Est. $6,500/8,000
Country Collections Accumulation
$2,300
In about 135 albums or stockbooks, majority used but with
some mint, incl. France, Germany (with much mint, plus
modern FDC’s), Italy, Greece, Latin America, Russia,
Mexico, Israel, Scandinavia, Iran, Turkey, Spain,
Scandinavia, and Switzerland, mostly fine or better
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500
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Lot

Description

Start Bid

2027 Hm

Scandinavia Mint and Used Various
$500
Incl. dealer’s Scandinavia stock, mint and used to around
2000 on #102 cards; Scott albums of Aland, Denmark,
Faroes, Finland, Greenland, Norway and Sweden, mixed
mint and used to 1920’s or 1930’s, then all mint to 2001,
except Denmark mostly used throughout; and collection,
thousands of mostly used mounted in 5 Scott specialty
albums and backup in two stockbooks, mostly fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

2028 Hm

Mint and Used Country Collections, etc.
$500
In 14 volumes and loose on retail pages incl. Italian area with
classics, Turkey, Hungary, Scandinavia, Austria, France,
Portugal, Belgium, French Morocco, Finland mint and
used in stockbook, etc., better throughout, nothing recent,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

2029 Hm

Latin America Country and General
Collections
$500
Consists of Costa Rica mint and used collection with varieties
in album; Peru mint and used accumulation in stockbook
with many cat. $10-50 range items; Cuba mint and used
collection in 7 volumes and loose; Argentina clean mint and
used collection on Scott pages; Nicaragua oldtime collection;
Latin America collection (especially early) in 3 Scott albums;
Venezuela used collection in 2 volumes; and Latin America
collection with some specialized Columbia, Paraguay,
Uruguay, etc., generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $750/1,000

2022 H

Scandinavia Mint and Used Collection Web $1,500
In 11 3 ring binders, all countries represented, scattered 19th
Century mostly used, 20th Century mostly mint with
occasional dupl., later souvenir sheets, 19th Century above
average condition, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

2023 Hm

Scandinavia Mint and Used Collection
$1,400
In 5 Scott albums to post 2000 with either dupl. used under
mint or dupl. pages with separate mint and used, consists of 2
volumes of Sweden, and Faroes, Finland, Norway, Iceland,
Denmark in 3 volumes, reasonably complete with Semis,
Airs, and some back of the book, 19th Century mostly used
and mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

2030 H

Scandinavia Mint and Used Collections
$500
Consisting of Norway mint and used on pages, Denmark,
Greenland, and Faroes mint and used in album incl. Faroe
#1 on cover, 2-6 used, various countries mostly used in
album, modern n.h. Finland 1961 to 1995 in binder, and
more extensive mint and used countries in album, scattered
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000

Europa Collection 1981-2008
$1,250
Beautiful and colorful n.h. collection in 11 Safe hingeless
albums virtually complete for period from participating
countries incl. mini-sheets, souvenir sheets and few specialty
items, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $1,500/2,000

2031 Hm

Luxembourg and Western Europe
$350
Consists of Luxembourg mint and used collection in stockbook
(cat. Michel €2800+); mint and used accumulation in 8
volumes with 4 stockbooks with lots of mint and used sets; clean
mint and used collection in album (cat. Michel €2500+); 2
volume accumulation of mint and used in 2 stockbooks (old cat.
Michel Dm17,341); Germany 2 volume collection; and Spain
mint and used collection in 2 albums and 3 stockbooks, fine to
very fine overall ................................................ Est. $600/800

2032 Hm

Shanghai and Tibet Mint and Used
Collections
Web
$350
Part 1 2016 cat. $1497 consists of Shanghai Treaty Port
#42//172 plus back-of-book, part 2 cat. $3,846 consists of
older Tibet #1//18 incl. two scarce covers and mint block of
11 #18 cat. $198+, slight dupl., incl. inventory, fine overall.
2016 Scott $5,343 (Owner’s) ......................... Est. $500/650

2024

H

Hr

2025 H

2026 Hm

European Country Collections
$650
Mostly 20th Century mint, consists of Italian Colonies mint
collection, in Scott specialty album, mostly hinged with
occasional n.h.; Italy mint collection to 1998, in 2 Scott
specialty albums; Portugal 2 volumes 1853 to 1992, 19th &
20th Century mint and used collection; and Monaco full
mint and used collection to 1998 in Scott album, mostly fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,000/1,500
7 Box Lot of Country Collections,
Accumulations
$650
Mint and used in albums, few in stockbooks, etc., strength in
Europe incl. France, French Colonies incl. a stock,
Switzerland, etc. (Germany separate lot), also Scott Junior
blue International, couple of topical collections, mostly 20th
Century but scattered earlier, mostly fine to very fine, culled
from an Estate of a couple hundred boxes ........ Est. $1,000/1,500

2033

H

2034

H

HH

Asia Mint Collections
$350
Virtually all 20th Century n.h. to o.g. in binder, consists of
Japan, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, South Korea, North
Korea and Micronesia, up to recent period, incl. inventory.
2016 Scott $6,260 (Owner’s) ......................... Est. $500/750

H

Small Group of Better Sets
$350
Mostly n.h., incl. Germany Posthorn set n.h. (90pf possible
tiny hinge mark), Vatican imperf varieties, Japan #435 n.h.,
Kiauchau #30a n.h., fine to very fine .............. Est. $500/750
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Description

2035 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$300
Hundreds of thousands in binders, manila pages,
stockbooks, Schaubek album, Scott Internationals, classic to
modern, heavy in 20th Century incl. Scandinavia, Italy &
Colonies, Africa, Middle East, Russia, Indonesia, North
Korea, full banker box of Central & South America (mostly
inexpensive), large back-up stock of Germany, 1920 thru
1980s, mostly n.h. with Semis, DDR, Berlin, and
back-of-book, good for show or internet stock, mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/700

2036

2037

H

H

Hr

H

2038 Hm

2039

H

HH

2040 Hm

2041 Hm

2042 H)

2043

H

HH

January 17, 2021

Third Session
Start Bid

Sheets and Partial Sheet Accumulation
$250
N.h., many hundreds mostly late 1960’s and 1970’s issues
incl. Japan, Israel, Liechtenstein, some France and Monaco,
few stuck to pages, fine to very fine ................. Est. $400/500
Trieste Mostly Mint Collection
$250
N.h., virtually complete in 4 Bush albums, Italy incl. perf
varieties, gutter pairs, incl. Airs, Dues, complete, Parcel Post
1952-53 period, etc., Austria, France, and Germany (incl.
Bizone Michel #22D with cert.) along with Soviet Zone,
Zones mint and used stationery, one binder with mint and
used Revenues along with Bari, Naples, “VG” complete with
overprint varieties, etc., better collection than normally seen
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

Lot

Description

2044 Hm

Various Mint and Used Scandinavia
$200
Incl. Iceland mint and used accumulation, 20th Century
collection in KaBe hingeless album to 1999, stockpages, few
year sets etc., fine to very fine; modern Sweden and Norway
to around 2000 on pages, fine to very fine ....... Est. $300/400

2045 Hm

Europe Mint and Used
$200
Incl. Israel mint tab collection, scattered new issues, dubious
items, Europe & Colonies group, 19th & 20th Century mint
and used accumulation on stockcards, and mint collection to
2000 of Austria, also Switzerland, and Vatican to 1999,
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $300/400

2046 H

Europe Collection in Old
Schaubek Album
$200
Few thousand to about 1950, majority used with some o.g.
sets, better countries incl. Belgium, Finland, Luxembourg,
and Baltic States, 19th Century mixed condition but still
worth a look, fine overall ................................ Est. $300/400

2047 m

Benelux Used Collection
$200
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, and Colonies, used in
Scott album to 1960’s, classics mostly complete, Belgium
reasonably complete Semis, some back of the book, also
Congo, etc., Luxembourg 1882 on reasonably full,
Netherlands with classics and mostly complete after that,
Back-of-Book, also Curacao, Surinam, somewhat filled,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

2048 m

Scandinavia Collections
$200
Mostly used 19th & 20th Century collections in four large
stockbooks, incl. Denmark, Norway, Sweden two volumes,
clean and orderly, better throughout, generally fine to very
fine, worth inspection ..................................... Est. $300/400

2049 m

Western Europe Collections
$200
19th & 20th Century used collections in four stockbooks and
a mailer, incl. Austria in large stockbook, Greece,
Luxembourg and Portugal, inspection recommended,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400

Asia Collection in Scott Album
$250
Few thousand incl. Japan with early used forgeries and some
later o.g. sets, Korea, and Iran with early forgeries and 1950’s
and 1960’s o.g. sets, fine overall ...................... Est. $400/500
Asia Mostly Mint in 3 Stockbooks
$250
First stockbook containing good showing of Japan mostly
mint from about 1900 through 1950’s, many better mint sets,
sheets and souvenir sheets, the back containing a small group
of Manchukuo, second stockbook mixture of P.R.C. on 7
stockpages, also incl. packet of n.h. souvenir sheets, third
stockbook consists of 12 pages of Korea with some early misc.
items through about 1960 incl. sets, singles, souvenir sheets
and several covers, fine to very fine ................. Est. $400/600
Eastern Europe Holding
$250
19th & 20th Century mint and used collections in six
stockbooks, incl. Poland three volumes, nice Bulgaria two
volumes and Russia souvenir sheets in one volume,
worthwhile group, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $400/500
Middle East Mint and Used
$250
20th Century Collections and used dupl. in stockbooks in 3
boxes, mint incl. Jordan collection 1940’s to 1988 mostly
complete with later in new issue envelopes, Lebanon mostly
mint 1961 to 1984 along with sheets and part sheets, Egypt
mint 1936 on incl. #224, souvenir sheets, mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

2050

H

Hr

2051 Hm

Italy, Montenegro and Luxembourg
Classic Mint Stationery
$200
Few hundred mostly early 20th Century, all sleeved, priced,
and identified by Michel and/or H&G numbers, dupl.,
particularly Italy, also small group of Poland, very clean
group, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....... Est. $300/400

2052

Interesting Asia Accumulation
$200
Few thousand mostly o.g. or n.h. with few used and covers
incl. Taiwan, P.R.C., Ryukyu, Japan, and few Korea, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

2053 H

H

HH

Start Bid

1960’s to 1970’s Europe Mint
Accumulation
$200
N.h., in stockbooks and glassines, incl. Belgium,
Switzerland, Germany, Austria and Liechtenstein, many
dupl. 5 to 10, also bit of U.N. and used, occasional better set
incl. Belgium #Q388-406 dupl., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Asia Mint and Used Accumulation
$200
Used on hundreds of album pages and stocksheets (no China
and Japan), strong in Korea plus India, Philippines, etc.,
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $300/400
Lebanon, Syria, and U.A.R. Mint
Collection
$200
O.g. to n.h. collection 1920’s to 1976 in Scott album, all in
complete sets (occasional used) incl. Airs complete, min.
sheets, Syrian Arab Republic, clean, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg
Two Volumes
$130
Mint collection to about 1970 in two Scott Specialty albums,
strength in Belgium and Luxembourg with Semi-postal sets
and souvenir sheets, generally fine to very fine Est. $200/300

January 17, 2021
Lot
2054

Description
H

H

Third Session
Start Bid

Arab Sheikdoms Issues
$100
N.h., few thousand (no c.t.o.), incl. many souvenir sheets,
from Umm Al Quwain, Ras Al Khaima, Fujeira, Dubai,
Ajman, and Sharjah, etc., Scott and non-Scott listed, clean
....................................................................... Est. $200/250
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2061 Hm

Lifetime Collection
$2,000
Tens of thousands in 25 albums of mostly Scott International
pages to about 2000 (missing some countries), 1850’s to
2000 early issues mostly used, nice run of mint sets from
1950’s to 1990’s, some n.h., better countries incl. Brazil,
China (with better Taiwan mint sets), Egypt, Iran, Italy,
Korea, Mexico, Portugal, Scandinavia and nice Latin
America, fine overall ................................ Est. $3,000/3,500

2062 Hm

Various Mint and Used Collections, etc.
$1,300
Mint and used in 29 various type albums, better Philippines
and Mexico with mint to 1980’s, China, Russia reasonably
full mostly used, Canada (2, one all used), and Timor mint
on pages, Micronesia mint to 2006, Marshalls mint to 2010,
Palau (4 binders to 2010 incl. booklets), topicals used, New
Zealand mint and used, Vietnam and Cambodia, 2
Worldwide mint and used, binders of U.N., Jordan & Iraq,
Luxembourg mint 1960 to 1982, albums of Central Europe,
stockbook of mint 1960’s and later, blue International 1940
to 1949 mint and used, fine to very fine overall
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500

2063 H

Large Mint and Used Accumulation
$1,300
14 boxes of mostly 20th Century covering many countries,
much in glassines, on oldtime bid board cards, in stockbooks,
Swiss mint and used stock, France stock with Airs, Monaco
on #102 cards in box, Indo-China accumulation, some
packet material, occasional G.B. & Colonies, French
Colonies (country collections separate lot), all over the place,
mostly lower end but occasional better incl. some classics, a
lot to look through, etc., great lot to break down if you have
the time, culled from an Estate of a couple hundred boxes
................................................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

2064 Hm

Mostly Used Accumulation
$1,200
Many thousands on album or stockpages and in glassines,
incl. some mint sets, better areas incl. Belgium, Germany,
France, Scandinavia, Latin America, Greece, Italy,
Switzerland and British Colonies, also about 30 remainder
collections in albums or stockbooks incl. Asia, Latin America
and Eastern Europe, mostly fine or better ... Est. $2,000/2,500

2065 Hm

Mint and Used on #102 Cards
Web $1,100
All identified and priced (old), thousands of cards in 8½ red
boxes, sets and singles, incl. Middle East, Latin America,
Austria and Benelux, Scandinavia, Switzerland, Turkey,
Portugal & Colonies, France & Colonies, Spain, Greece,
Italy, Germany, Commonwealth, some classics mostly used,
nothing beyond 1960’s, retail mostly $2-$20 plus range, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

2066 H

28 Box Accumulation
$1,000
Mint and used, many thousands, on pages, stockpages, in
albums, in glassines, loose etc., across the world of mostly
common with occasional surprises, mostly 20th Century to
around 2000 period, fun lot to work on when power is out
(and you have a generator!), or still stuck inside because of
Covid-19, have fun, culled from retired collector’s 300+ box
accumulation ............................................. Est. $2,000/3,000

H

Collection on Homemade Pages
$1,000
Mixed mint and used sets and singles with some n.h., by
country in about 55 binders, larger countries tend to be
almost all used, end dates vary by country but tend to be
1990’s or early 2000’s, 19th Century typical condition,
otherwise fine to very fine ......................... Est. $1,500/2,000

Worldwide Collections
2055

H

HHm

2056 H

2057 H

2058

H

2059

2060

Valuable Worldwide Dealer’s Stock Web $22,000
Impressive group of hundreds of U.S. and Foreign (almost
all areas represented), mainly mint higher priced items with
nice fine used whenever present, there are no faulty classics to
be found here, many of the mint are n.h., close inspection
highly recommended, a huge total aggregate cat. value in this
lot with many surprises and interesting materials, excellent
lot ready for immediate resale, fine to very fine lot
............................................................. Est. $30,000/35,000
Dealer’s Stock of Better Items
Web $6,000
Hundreds of Worldwide and U.S. better items with mostly
mint complete sets (many n.h.), when used are present
usually nice clean better materials as well (no faulty classics),
note Ascension #1-9, Belgium 446-76, Falklands 128-42,
French Polynesia 505-06 blocks, elusive Israel phosphor
varieties, Italy 477, Liechtenstein 94-107, Turkey 682-704,
etc., plus better U.S. and Foreign booklets, souvenir sheets
as well as many other high value items to cat. value hundreds
of dollars, please inspect as there are many interesting items
throughout, fine to very fine lot ................ Est. $7,500/9,000
Collector’s Worldwide Collection
$5,000
Thousands common to somewhat better material, mostly
early to mid 20th Century mint in glassines, and on cards or
stockcards in 17 boxes, somewhat sorted by country in about
50+ smaller boxes, incl. complete and partial sets, occasional
used or 19th Century, strength in Commonwealth, Western
Europe with Germany and related areas, France, Spain &
Colonies, China separate lot, no U.S., virtually no souvenir
sheets, accumulated over many years, clean lot overall,
inspect, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $7,500/10,000

H

Mostly Mint Better Group
Web $2,500
Mostly n.h., very clean lot of mainly complete sets with many
better items from British Colonies, Western Europe,
Scandinavia, etc., note Austria #520-56, C54-60, Falklands
1L19-33, Iceland C4-8, Italy 359-66, Liechtenstein C1-6
and many other items generally in cat. $50 to $500 range,
please take a good look at this lot, fine to very fine lot
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

H

HH

Better Mint Group With U.S.
Web $2,500
N.h. to o.g. nice group of mostly mint better materials incl.
U.S., British Colonies, Europe incl. seldom seen clean range
of early Luxembourg, Middle East, etc. many n.h. items
throughout, closer inspection is warranted since this is a very
clean lot containing mainly higher priced items
................................................................. Est. $3,500/4,500

H

Hr

Large Mint Collector Stock
$2,000
N.h., many thousands sorted in glassines by country and
Scott number, mostly 1960’s to 1980’s issues incl. blocks and
souvenir sheets with scattering of earlier issues, strength in
Commonwealth, France & Colonies, Korea, Germany,
Austria, Scandinavia, few stuck to glassines, worth a close
look, fine to very fine ................................ Est. $3,000/3,500

2067

HHm

Start Bid
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2068 H

Asia Mint and Used Accumulation
$1,000
In 5 banker boxes, on pages, stockpages, in albums, in
glassines, etc., from collections mostly bought from major
auction firms over the decades, starting in the classic period
with most value in early to mid 20th Century period, some
later n.h., strength in Thailand with only scattered Hong
Kong, China, and Korea (see separate lots), fine to very fine
overall, culled from retired collector’s 300+ box accumulation
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

H

Long Time Dealer’s Substantial
Backup Stock
$1,000
Approximately ¾ mint, housed in 58 #102 shipping boxes
and filling 6 banker boxes, incl. 3 boxes of n.h., l.h. and one
used, better sets and singles from $10 to $50, 23 boxes of all
fine to very fine n.h. up to $10, 7 boxes of mint hinged up to
$10, 13 boxes of used sets and singles, 5 boxes of Worldwide
mint and used separated by country and a few boxes of
non-Scott, unlisted imperfs, stamps identified but not priced,
etc., overall fine to very fine, almost no dupl., worth careful
inspection ................................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

2069

HH

January 17, 2021

Third Session
Start Bid

2070 Hm

Blue International Collection to 1949
$1,000
Arranged by year, ranges 1840-1940 and 1941-1949 (3
volumes each), mint and used, fuller than normal with sets
and singles, B.C. well represented, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

2071 Hm

1840 to 1950’s Mint and Used
Collection
$1,000
In 3 pretty full Scott albums sorted by time period, value in
cat. $5 to $100 range, most countries represented, with
classics, etc., 19th Century mixed condition, 20th generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

2072 Hm

Mint and Used Collections,
Accumulation
$1,000
In 8 boxes, on album pages, dealer sheets, approval books,
cards, albums, etc., with U.S. (cat. $6500+), Belgium,
Portugal & Colonies, 11 volumes with varieties with value in
1950’s period, separate small group of medium priced mint
20th Century items or sets, etc., have fun .. Est. $1,500/2,000

Lot

Description

2075 Hm

Collections Mint and Used
$1,000
In 9 boxes with albums printed and homemade, small boxes,
stockbooks incl. topical related, envelopes, glassines,
organized and not, country collections incl. Cuba, Sweden
20th Century mint, Bhutan with 3-D, mint U.N., Egypt
collection on handmade pages, Austria 1850 to 1989 mint
and used collection, Iceland mint accumulation, about 1000
n.h. or o.g., Liechtenstein accumulation of mostly modern
issues (cat. $1660), etc., mostly 20th Century overall,
generally fine to very fine, culled from various estates
accumulated over the decades ....................... Est. $1,500/2,000

2076 Hm

Dealer’s Backroom Floor Sweeping
$800
Three banker boxes mint and used filled with interesting and
useful wide range of mostly mint Worldwide (some U.S.)
incl. singles, sets, S/S, booklets, sheets, FDC’s, etc.,
messy/disorganized group but closer look may bring
surprises making this a very worthwhile lot worth exploring,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $1,200/1,500

2077

H

Hr

2078 Hm

2073

H

H

2074 H

10 Boxes of Older New Issues
$1,000
N.h., mostly in glassines from 1960’s (spotted back to a few
1940’s period) to circa 2003 and later, mostly disorganized
but some in stockbooks, some identified, some dupl., some
souvenir sheets, blocks, etc., both the good and not-so-good
countries, spotted French Colonies, B.A.T., few modern
used, clean throughout, needs to be processed but
considerable value, culled from an Estate of a couple hundred
boxes ......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
Picked Slightly Better Mint Items
Web $1,000
Few hundred mostly 20th Century items loose and in
stockbook, incl. France & Colonies imperfs, Mexico
#C93A n.h., Saar #CB1a used (2), P.R.C. #980 corner pl.
# block of 4 n.h., 708-10 imperf, France Pexip sheet mint
(slight faults), France Peace & Commerce mint and 1937
International Expo souvenir sheets, Australia #132 used,
Germany n.h. sets, Europa, Germany Baden Michel #46 I
o.g. (cert), FSAT n.h., slightly better souvenir sheets incl.
Japan National Parks, early Tahiti overprints, St. Helena
SG#111 used, Straits Settlements, 1882 2¢ rose, right gutter
margin block of 10, n.h., etc., diverse group, fine to very fine
overall, culled from an Estate of a couple hundred boxes
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

2079

H

2080

H

Start Bid

New Issue Hoard
$750
N.h., many thousands of n.h. sets, singles and souvenir
sheets with heavy dupl. and much topical, countries incl.
Libya, Mexico, Ajman, Mongolia, Tonga, St. Vincent, bit of
Gibraltar and North Korea etc., good for eBay sales, clean.
2019 Scott $100,000 (Owner’s) ............... Est. $1,500/2,000
Mint and Used 20th Century
$750
In 7 boxes, with used packets, some “new” issues identified
and sorted incl. souvenir sheets, unsorted on stockpages, one
box of common used modern Soviet, misc. by country in old
envelopes, occasional 19th Century, also used on stockpages
with some mint Israel and British plus c.t.o. Cuba, and Train
topical collection etc., enjoyable lot to “fish” through, fine to
very fine, accumulated over many years ........ Est. $1,000/1,500

H

Large New Issues Hoard
$700
N.h., many thousands, mostly 1970’s and 1980’s issues,
singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, some booklets and full
sheets, incl. Commonwealth strength in British Pacific plus
some Falklands, Scandinavia, and some Europe & Colonies,
with few Asia area, and large group of Israel incl. full sheets,
couple stuck to glassines, fine to very fine . Est. $1,000/1,300

H

F.S.A.T., B.A.T. and A.A.T. Collections
$700
N.h., collections in Lighthouse hingeless album with
slipcase, incl. F.S.A.T. 1956-96 with #1-221, C1-39 (also
Madagascar C54), B.A.T. 1963-96 #1-248, B1-4 and
A.A.T. 1957-95 #L1//101, virtually complete for years
indicated, worth inspection, fresh and generally very fine.
Scott $5,200 (Owner’s) ............................ Est. $1,000/1,500

2081 Hm

12 Box Group of Collections, etc.
$650
Mint and used in albums, on pages, etc., nothing scarce but
good lot to break down for mini collections, occasional better
item, few old albums, fine to very fine overall, culled from
retired collector’s 300+ boxes ...................... Est. $1,000/1,500

2082 H

Small Group of Better
Web
$650
Mostly mint incl. classics with Swiss forgeries, Thailand
B12-17 mint, Kiauchau overprints, Trengganu $100 with
Revenue cancel removed, France 1923 Airmail 1fr, North
Borneo high value Japanese Occupation (unsigned), Tannu
Tuva better overprints, Australia Specimen 10/-, £1, £2
values, few U.S., etc., some items suspect but better genuine
items incl., needs work, needs inspection, mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500
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2083 Hm

Global Albums Collections
$650
1st two Globals I-Z mint and used with lots of slightly better
items; 2nd two Globals mint and used 1880 to 1960
somewhat sparse but better pockets of Commonwealth and
Europe; 3rd in six Globals with clean mint sets scattered
about and some classics incl. Commonwealth, French
Colonies, Europe, Japan, etc., generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

2084 m

2085 Hm

Start Bid

Lot

Description

2091 Hm

Miscellaneous Mint and Used
$500
In 13 boxes incl. albums with old Juniors, loose material in
cards, envelopes, on pages, counter books, red box, Spain
stock, Russia, Kennedy collection, etc., have fun, fine to very
fine overall .................................................. Est. $750/1,000

2092 m

Large Accumulation
$650
Many thousands on stockpages in 25 3-ring binders and 1
stockbook, mostly used 20th Century with some dupl., larger
showings incl. France with some classics, Latin America incl.
Mexico, Portugal, Russia and Spain, usual condition
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

Intact Collection in Old “Modern”
Album
$500
Thousands to 1930’s mostly used with scattering of o.g.
partial sets, better areas incl. British Colonies, German Area,
China (incl. mint #78), and Latin America, some stamps
stuck to pages but still a fascinating collection, generally fine
................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2093 m

Blue International Collection
$600
Mixed mint and used with majority used, 1840 to 1940 in 2
volumes that are reasonably full, 1941 to 1970’s in 14 fat
volumes with some complete sets, pages are clean, 19th
Century typical condition, otherwise fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

Country Collections in Albums
$500
Thousands on printed pages mostly to 2004, majority used
with some modern mint sets (some n.h.), Austria, Morocco
(incl. French and Spanish), Iceland, Canada incl.
Newfoundland, G.B., Malta and a Scott International Vol.1,
fine or better ............................................... Est. $750/1,000

2094 H

Various Combined Dealer’s
Mint Stocks
$500
Mostly priced and identified, in 4 banker boxes, incl.
1960’s-70’s souvenir sheets, red boxes with #102’s incl.
Philippines, Monaco, French Colonies, U.N. mostly n.h.
priced $1-$10+ range, older new issues of Vatican and
U.N., also modern sheetlets incl. Macao, also New Zealand,
Netherlands, etc., occasional used, clean throughout, culled
from various estates accumulated over the decades
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2095 H

Better Mint Priced Sets
$500
Over 140 mostly complete sets priced and identified on
cards, occasional used set, cat. $10-$340 (old pricing), incl.
Europe, Cyrenaica #C12-17 used (cat. $780) not counted,
mostly fine to very fine ................................. Est. $750/1,000

2096 H

Seals and Labels Collection
Web
$500
Over 4000 pre-1930’s in 3 stockbooks, great variety, a
wonderful collection, fine to very fine ............. Est. $700/900

H

Messy Group in 2 Banker Boxes
$500
Disorganized but interesting group of o.g. to n.h. group plus
covers, FDC’s, S/S, mini-sheets, etc. from all over, close
inspection is recommended, many hidden better items here,
fine to very fine overall ................................... Est. $700/900

2086 Hm

Dealer Balance and Back-Up Stock
$600
Tens of thousands, mint/used from classic to modern,
mounted on #102 cards, pages, albums, stockbooks, etc,
incl. Europe, France & Colonies, Central/South America,
Asia, Japan, Offices in China, Scandinavia, Germany,
Russia, souvenir sheets, a few covers, some better, sets up to
cat. $100, close inspection recommended, generally fine to
very fine, Ex Robert Klein Estate ................ Est. $1,000/1,500

2087 Hm

Collections in Albums
$500
Mint and used, 1st 2 Scott Juniors; 2nd in two albums, 1 part
1 Scott, and one Global; 3rd 7 mostly Scott incl. two older
brown Internationals pre-war albums (better scattered
throughout); 4th in old Lincoln 1890’s battered album with
G.B., U.S.; 5th mint and used in old Scott Junior with lots of
cat. $5-100 range incl. Colonies, Europe, U.S., mixed
condition to fine .......................................... Est. $800/1,000

2088

2089

H

H

HHm

Hr

2090 Hm
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Accumulation With Booklets
$500
4 boxes; 1 box incl. Israel collection, stockbooks with Latin
America etc., bundles of glassines by country taped to $4297,
souvenir sheets taped to $1498, 1 box of booklets with much
British Royalty topicals, 1 box of Channel Is. booklets and
Princess Diana souvenir sheets, 1 box mostly disorganized
glassines (much identified) partially taped to $3214 and
dealers pages, condition varies .................... Est. $750/1,000
Collector’s Mint Accumulation
$500
Mostly n.h., mostly common mid 20th Century mint but
incl. Korea flag set, many n.h. copies of Russia #2021, also
early U.N. in sheets, some dupl. scattered U.S. incl. modern
local adhesives, few slightly better incl. 1949 Weddings,
“Aziz Hind”, some toning, some reprints incl. classic
Austria, fakes, modern locals, multiples, scattered
Commonwealth, Laos, French Colonies, occasional toning
issues from where they were stored, interesting lot, needs
inspection, mostly fine to very fine ............... Est. $750/1,000
Europe Collections
$500
In 14 albums plus various stockbooks, on old Schaubek
pages, note Greece, Portugal, Monaco, Luxembourg,
Russia, Belgium, Hungary, Spain, Andorra, Baltics, etc.,
nothing recent, some classics, generally fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

2097

HH)

2098 Hm

2099

H

H

2100 Hm

Start Bid

1850 to 1970 Scott International
Collection
$450
Mint and used, housed in 6 Scott Internationals Vol I-VI,
plus couple other albums; sparsely filled but with some real
surprises, incl. scattered better sets incl. complete on FDC’s,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $750/1,000
Modern Mint Topical Varieties
$450
N.h. (almost all), almost 1200 on retail cards, incl. art,
archeology, Olympics, sports, animal, with considerable
imperfs, also unwatermarked, inverted overprints, etc.,
overall very fine ........................................... Est. $750/1,000
Revenues in 4 Albums
$400
Thousands from A to Z arranged alphabetically with great
varieties from British Colonies, Latin America, Asia (incl.
China & Japan) with many elusive items noted, please
inspect, fine to very fine overall ....................... Est. $600/800
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2101

H

2102

H

Start Bid

Description

Start Bid

1970’s to 1990’s New Issues
$375
Almost all n.h., majority Commonwealth in stockpages with
a few earlier, plus some Europe incl. some earlier Berlin, also
Scandinavia and U.N., mostly sets plus a few souvenir
sheets, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $600/750

2111 Hm

Stamp Collections Group
$350
19th & 20th Century mint and used country collections in
eight albums and 12 various folders, incl. B.C., Europe and
Latin America, strength in 19th Century, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/600

H

Quality Lot of Mint Material
$375
Filling two banker boxes, sets and singles to $100+, majority
n.h., run of modern (mid-1980s to 2012), emphasis on Latin
America and Asia, incl. R.O.C. and P.R.C., G.B.,
Presentation packs, additionally a good representation of
popular countries Worldwide, nice run of very modern
souvenir sheets, virtually no dupl., review carefully to
appreciate, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $600/800

2112 Hm

Various Country Collections
$350
On pages mostly 20th Century mint consisting of better
Antigua, Germany, Dominica, Liechtenstein, Fiji, also
Antigua, Falklands, Venezuela, Latin America and Mexico
mint and used, fine to very fine ....................... Est. $500/750

Collections, Accumulation
$375
Majority mint mostly 20th Century on album pages,
stockpages, stockcards with considerable Commonwealth
incl. Australia, Canadian Provinces, Europe & Colonies,
etc., generally fine to very fine ......................... Est. $600/800

2104 Hm

Group of Mostly Worldwide Collections
$350
Filling 6 Banker boxes, incl. a three album
collection/accumulation of mint and used, British Africa
album, Panama album with some better items, two topical
albums centering on art and religion, older used collections
on pages, Newfoundland mint collection, a Guyana volume
with emphasis on Orchid sets, albums of Cuba and
individual countries, albums range from packed to somewhat
skimpy, fine overall ........................................ Est. $600/800

2105 Hm

A-I Beat-Up Global Album
$350
To 1950, mint and used, thousands in full album with better
scattered throughout, mostly fine to very fine . Est. $600/800

2106 m

Balance of Estate
$350
In 2 boxes; 1st few thousand on stockpages, album pages and
in glassines, majority used with some mint souvenir sheets,
plus interesting group of Revenues mostly Mexico and
Russia; 2nd box few thousand in 4 albums mostly used incl.
Scott International Vol. 1 and couple of old European
albums, fine overall ........................................ Est. $600/800

2107 Hm

3 Volume Scott Albums
$350
1840 to 1940 somewhat filled mint and used with extra pages,
most countries represented, mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

H

Lot

H

2103 H

2108
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2109 Hm

2110 Hm

2113

H

HHm

2114 Hm

Eclectic Lot
$300
Incl. thousands of dollars in Scott cat. in mint Worldwide
booklets with emphasis on British area, unusual group of
many hundreds of mint and used blocks of four, some cat.
over $100, nice run of Japan on #102 cards, bundles of
glassines, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $450/600

2115 BH

Booklets Hoard in 2 Banker Boxes
$300
Thousands of booklets neatly organized by countries/areas
incl. Australia, Canada, Europe (nice range of France and
Germany), Scandinavia, etc., note a group of U.S. Christmas
Seals, a very nice clean lot with high retail potential, fine to
very fine lot .................................................... Est. $450/600

2116 H

Revenues and Other Back-Of-Book
$300
U.S. state, Federal and Foreign Revenues, perfins, unissued
Cuban airmail sets relating to Columbus and other sets
against Spanish Colonists, telegraph and carrier stamps,
savings bonds books, duck, bird & fish stamps; political,
propaganda and promotional and a variety of other labels,
Christmas, Easter and other charity stamps, Sand Dune
country issues, Arctic Air Mail Mercy Flight triangle
stamps, Revolutionary issues and much more, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500

2117 Hm

Large Sorter’s Lot
$250
In 5 boxes, many thousands, mint/used in 5 Scott
International albums, stockbooks, manila pages, #102 and
display cards, mostly 20th Century, some classic, incl.
Wilding issues, German States, D.D.R., Portugal, British,
Italian and French Colonies, G.B., Canada, Eastern
Europe, U.S. (used and mint), covers, stationery, souvenir
sheets, etc., mostly fine to very fine ................. Est. $400/600

2118 H

Mostly Mint Group
$250
Under hundred of better mostly mint 20th Century of Italy
incl. Airs, French Polynesia with Airs incl. #C54, St. Pierre
#412-414, F.S.A.T. #C14, Newfoundland #26 used, etc.,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $400/500

H

3 Boxes of “New Issues”
$250
N.h., mostly 1960’s-90’s period, in glassines, stockbooks,
etc., occasional earlier mint, strong in topicals incl. Disney,
clean, culled from retired collector’s 300+ boxes .. Est. $400/600

Souvenir Sheet Stock
$350
In 13 thin volumes and 2 thick volumes, vast majority n.h.,
retail mostly under $10 with up to $40 noted, overall very
fine. Scott approximately $8,000 (Owner’s) ... Est. $500/750
Small Mint and Used Stock
$350
Several hundred on stockcards, incl. Commonwealth,
Europe, Latin America etc., cat. to $200, some light dupl.,
generally fine to very fine. 2915 Scott $7,100 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $500/750
Oldtime Estate Balance
$350
19th & 20th Century mint and used on stockcards, approval
sheets, glassines, in small stockbooks, cigar boxes etc., incl.
B.C., Europe and Asia in two boxes, nice oldtime group with
strength in 19th Century, a treasure hunter’s delight,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $500/750

Dealer Stock With Spain
$300
Bundles of dealer pages of souvenir sheets, blocks, gutter pairs,
strips, and some better singles and sets, one bundle tapes $4057
with cat. values to $150 incl. classic G.B., France and German
States, the rest (modern) total $3474 with most items under $10,
plus lower end Spain & Colonies stock in 7 medium sized
binders, mostly used to about 1960 then mostly mint to 1992,
generally fine to very fine ................................... Est. $500/750

2119

H
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Lot

Description

2120 m

Mostly Used Africa Lot
$250
Hundreds in stockbook, incl. Commonwealth, Portuguese
and French Colonies, some complete sets, mostly 19th to mid
20th Century period with early overprints, some mint, not
checked for cancels, fine overall ...................... Est. $400/500

2121

H

H

2122 m

2123 Hm

2124 Hm

Start Bid

2127

2128

H

H

HH

H

Lot

Description

2129 H)

Russia, Israel, Austria, Canada, Pacific
Islands and Poland Stationery
$200
Mostly mint in 4 banker boxes and 2 Pittsburgh boxes,
mostly 1950’s and later period, Russia in 2 full boxes (several
thousand plus) mint and used 1950’s to 1980’s dupl.; ½ box
of mint Poland dupl. with a few covers, ½ box of Israel incl.
used Aerogrammes, hundreds of Austria Bildpost cards
mint dupl. by Michel #, Canada with few early dupl.
sleeved, identified and priced in large Pittsburgh box, and
modern Pacific Islands dupl. in full Pittsburgh box, 1960’s
Thailand used Aerogrammes and 1970’s mint cards dupl.,
clean overall, some identified by Higgins & Gage numbers,
Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock .................. Est. $400/600

4 Volume Collection of Varieties
$250
Much n.h., mounted on pages, strong in topicals, incl. overprint
errors, private overprints, unissued, locals, back-of-book, a few
covers, many countries represented, mostly 20th Century,
interesting collection, fine or better .................... Est. $400/500
4 Scott Specialty Albums
$250
With pages to 1966, Russia incl. Occupations & States,
France & Colonies (2 vols.) and U.S., thousands of mostly
used with scattering of o.g., fine or better ........ Est. $400/500
Collector’s Balance
$250
Consists of mint (spotted some no gum) East Germany with
Mao set #82-84, two copies of 144A, two copies of 146A,
122-136, and 82-84, 2016 cat. $1,895; 50 very large
sheets/blocks contained in 14"x17" portfolio, mostly U.S.
material with some face, but also Singapore, U.S.S.R.,
Argentina, Hong Kong, Taiwan, East Germany and New
Zealand; small binder of n.h. to o.g. Asia, incl. Singapore,
Indonesia, Japan, Macau, Philippines, South Vietnam (with
4-stamp block of #54, 6-stamp blocks of J1-6, and J15-20),
No. Vietnam, and Malaysia; small collection of n.h. to o, g,
and used Macau, incl. some souvenir sheets, some large
blocks, and some back-of-book; 4 classics with certs, incl.
mint Bahamas #21 cat. $1500; small collection of early
Hong Kong used remainders incl. #166 cat. $130, #146
cat. $85, #145 cat. $70, #85 cat. $475, #107 cat. $500,
#106 cat. $320, #104 cat. $175, etc., some inventory incl.,
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $400/600

2130

H

Hr

2131 H)

2132

H

HHm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$250
In 13 stockbooks and hundreds of glassines envelopes plus
album pages, etc., an interesting lot worth a closer look,
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $400/500
Remainder Mostly Mint Balance
$250
O.g. to n.h. incl. Berlin n.h. collection, 2 volume White Ace
Vatican and Roman States collection mostly mint, few
Commonwealth QEII and later, few used, etc., mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600
Never Hinged Non-Scott Group
$250
Banker box basically non-Scott lot, containing a huge
number of Foreign imperfs, varieties, booklets and the like,
much of it new issues purchased between 2000 and 2018,
incl. many FRAMA items, a perfect lot for the specialist
familiar with this area, fine to very fine ............ Est. $350/450

Start Bid

New Issue Hoard
$200
N.h., 1960s and later, many thousands of n.h. sets, singles
and souvenir sheets with heavy dupl. and much topical,
countries incl. Mexico, Nevis, etc., good for eBay sales,
clean. Scott $20,000+ (Owner’s) .................. Est. $400/600
Unpicked Mint Stationery Lot
$200
Many hundreds in full banker box unsorted and Pittsburgh
box (somewhat sorted), mostly early period but incl. 1970’s,
occasional Aerogramme, noted pad of 100 of Bangladesh
20p card, U.S., Peru UPU cards, Montenegro, G.B. and
Commonwealth, etc., mostly clean and unpicked, Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $300/400
Collection Remainders
$200
Hundreds from 1850 to modern, used to n.h. mounted on
pages, stockbooks, etc. incl. Britain & Commonwealth,
France & Colonies, Portugal & Colonies, lots of useful
material, some high values, Ex Robert Klein Estate . Scott
$4,000 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $300/400

2133 H)

Mint Stationery Accumulation
$200
Mostly loose in 2 banker boxes (some sleeved), very little
recent and with mostly late 19th Century to mid 20th
Century, incl. Latin America, sorted group of earlier
Portuguese Colonies, mostly Postal Cards with just a few
envelopes, little dupl., overall clean group, culled from retired
collector’s 300+ boxes ...................................... Est. $300/400

2134 Hm

Slightly Better Select Mint and Used
$200
On stockpages, in glassines, few hundred incl. Hawaii,
Greenland mint sets, classic G.B. used, souvenir sheets incl.
3rd Reich, Cameroon imperfs, classic Luxembourg classics,
scattered Commonwealth, etc., 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, culled from
retired collector’s 300+ boxes ............................ Est. $300/400

Winter Night Estate Balance
$250
19th & 20th Century mint and used extravaganza on stockcards
and pages, album pages, in envelopes and bags, incl. Europe,
British, Asia, U.S., etc., better than average accumulation, many
interesting items throughout, incl. covers, great lot for the
treasure hunter, fine overall ............................... Est. $400/600

2125 Hm) Europe Accumulation
Web
$250
Mint and used, incl. Germany from States on, better Finland
and Norway classic singles, G.B. stampless group of 50+
with a few fronts 1808 to 1846, and classic stationery used
items (around 36), stockbook of mostly used Machins, etc.,
mixed condition to very fine ........................... Est. $400/600
2126 Hm

Page 148

2135

H

H

2136 Hm

Various Countries Face/New
Issues Lot
$200
N.h., on pages, Lighthouse cards, etc., consists of
Scandinavia, Australia ($100 face), France, U.S., Austria,
Switzerland, Germany, and Vatican, mostly 1990 and later
except U.S., clean .......................................... Est. $300/400
Revenue Accumulation
$200
Few thousand mint and used incl. German area, British plus
Mexico and Latin America in quantities, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

Page 149
Lot

Description

2137 Hm

Mint Worldwide Collection, Australia,
Thailand Lots
$200
Collection o.g. in 7 counter books, mostly o.g. with some n.h.
and unused, formed over 30 years, higher cat. items tend to
have issues or are suspect, but sound values up to about $75
were seen with most being $5-$25; Australia & States mostly
used on stockpages, and Thailand used on stockpages, fine to
very fine overall .............................................. Est. $300/400

2138

H

HH

2139 m

2140

H

H

2141 H

Start Bid

Mint Balance of Estate
$200
Including Marshall Islands and Samoa German Colonies issues
on pages, o.g., plus early British Samoa, large n.h. accumulation
of new issues from Samoa, Pitcairns and miscellaneous
Worldwide topical issues, fine to very fine ............ Est. $300/400
Hungary and Worldwide Albums
$200
Hungary collection in Minkus album, few thousand from
1871 to 1969, mostly used or c.t.o. with scattering of o.g. sets
incl. #C26-C34; and few thousand in 4 albums mostly used
incl. Scott International Vol. 1 and couple of old European
albums, fine overall ........................................ Est. $300/400
Falkland Dependencies, South
Georgia, Faroes Collection
$200
N.h., collections in Lighthouse hingeless album with
slipcase, incl. Falklands Dependencies 1944-1985, South
Georgia 1963-1978, 1986-96, plus Faroes 1975-1998,
virtually complete for years indicated with sets and souvenir
sheets, lovely, fresh collections, generally very fine. Scott
$1,700+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $300/400
Locals, Labels, Proofs, etc.
Web
$200
Assortment of a few hundred items, incl. Equatorial Guinea
1972, 1976 progressive proof collection in stockbook,
German locals, registered labels, cut squares, Samoa
reprints, Latin America and Uruguay punched Waterlow
specimen sheetlets, inspect, fine to very fine, culled from
various estates accumulated over the decades ........ Est. $300/400

2142 Hm) Estate Mint and Used Accumulation
$200
Oldtime accumulation in banker box, incl. mint 1940’s
period France, classic Denmark used, Ireland used
overprints, Australian States to later mint Australia, New
Zealand, Hong Kong used, few Japan classic fakes, U.S.
incl. on pages, little beyond 1950’s period, more interesting
than normally seen, needs some organizing, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400
2143 m

Two Old Scott Albums
$150
19th & 20th Century mostly used collection in 1930s Scott
Junior albums, also Germany in KaBe album, incl. U.S.,
China, British, Europe, etc., generally fine ..... Est. $300/400

2144 F

Intact Oldtime Forgery Collection
$150
Foreign version of the larger U.S. reference collection, around
100 items with mostly classics incl. Swidd Cantons, early
Japan, Heligoland reprints, few items with certs, German
Private Post, etc., neat lot, Ex Skinner ............... Est. $300/400

2145

2146

H

H

HHm

H
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20th Century Accumulation
$150
One box in albums or stockbooks/stockpages, one box more
disorganized, noted some new issues, Turkey and France,
condition varies ............................................. Est. $250/300
Small Better Mint Group
$150
Mostly n.h., incl. Russia #C53-57 (o.g.), Churchill
Omnibus issues, Europa issues, and couple better souvenir
sheets, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $250/300

Lot

Description

2147 Hm

Balance of Estate
$150
Few thousand mint and used in collections from old auction
lots (mostly late 1980’s), incl. Cuba, Italy & Colonies,
Philippines, and Switzerland, fine overall ....... Est. $250/300

2148 m

Balance of Estate
$150
Thousands mostly used in glassines sorted by country plus
few on album pages and some U.S. and Worldwide covers,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $250/300

2149

H

HH

Start Bid

Interesting Mint Accumulation
$150
Few thousand incl. many mint souvenir sheets, mint sets in
glassines and few used, nice group of British and various
Foreign, many n.h., fine to very fine ............... Est. $250/350

2150 Hm

Postage Due Accumulation
$150
In 4 stockbooks mint and used, strength in Commonwealth,
one separate stockbook of misc., fine overall ... Est. $250/350

2151 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$150
In small box, on pages, stockbook, loose, etc., incl. Japan with
dragon forgeries, also Hong Kong, etc., fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

2152 m

Asia Area Mostly Used
$150
Mostly 20th Century in seven stockbooks incl. Japan two
volumes, Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia, Taiwan, Ceylon
and British Asia, some earlies and mint throughout, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $250/350

2153 Hm

Collections in Early Albums
$150
19th & 20th Century mint and used in two early Strand
albums, also a well-filled Stanley Gibbons “Improved”
album and a small Rapkin album, incl. China and a Penny
Black, fine overall .......................................... Est. $250/350

2154

H

H

Commonwealth and Europe New Issues
$150
N.h., circa 1970’s-80’s period with a few earlier sets, mostly
Tristan, and Pitcairn, some 1960’s period Europe, few other
areas and a few FD’s, clean ............................. Est. $250/350

2155 m

Interesting Mostly Used Accumulation
$130
Thousands in 3 boxes, in various stockbooks with scattering of
mint sets (some n.h.), few better Canada, Germany and Latin
America plus modern used Japan, fine overall .. Est. $200/250

2156 Hm

Accumulation in 3 Albums
$130
U.S. mostly used in Scott National album with few better
Airmails, Scandinavia on Scott pages with some better used
Denmark and Norway, and Worldwide collection in 2
albums, fine overall ........................................ Est. $200/250

2157 BH

Modern Booklets
$130
Including nice group of G.B., Scandinavia, and France,
clean .............................................................. Est. $200/250

2158 m

Balance of Estate
$130
Incl. 5 Vol Scott International with pages to 1950’s,
thousands of mostly used, plus mint and used collection of
New Zealand and some miscellaneous Commonwealth, fine
...................................................................... Est. $200/300

2159 BH

Booklet Lot
$130
Several hundred, mostly modern Europe and
Commonwealth, minor dupl., good back-up stock for show
or internet dealer ............................................ Est. $200/300
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2160 Hm
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Lot
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Mint and Used Accumulation
$130
In albums, folders and bags, featuring A-Z misc. stock,
various covers, some Hawaii and duck stamps noted,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/300

2174 H

Collector’s Miscellaneous Balance
$50
Incl. couple of New Zealand fake Chalon heads, modern face
Australia, mint G.B. with 1949 Wedding, etc., mostly fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $100/150

2161 Hm

A to Z in 28 Glassines Boxes
$130
Mostly 20th Century mint and used accumulation sorted by
country, incl. British, China, Europe, etc., fine to very fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $200/300

2175

H

Mostly Mint Modern Accumulation
$50
N.h., few hundred, mostly new issues with souvenir sheets
(few used), mostly 1960’s-2000 with occasional used, incl.
recent Hong Kong, German 3rd Reich sheet, odd
assortment, fine to very fine ............................ Est. $100/150

2162 Hm

Dealer’s Hoard
$120
Few hundred mint/used, 1880s thru modern, mounted in
#102 or display cards, with sets cat. to $100, incl. Europe,
Asia, Colonies, etc., lots of useful material, worth a look, fine
to very fine, Ex Robert Klein Estate .................. Est. $200/300

2163 BH

Booklet Mint Stock
$120
Approx 150 or so, 20th Century, ranging cat. $1 to $50 each,
some dupl., nice show or counter stock, fine to very fine. 2018
Scott $2,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $200/250

2164 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$100
19th & 20th Century in various stockbooks, envelopes and
small file boxes in box, worth inspection ......... Est. $200/300

2165 Hm

Balance of Estate
$100
Few thousand in albums mint and used and on pages incl.
Austria collection, U.S. with a few better Airmails and
Worldwide collections, generally fine to very fine Est. $150/200

2166 m)

Embossed Revenue Collection
$100
Over 100, some on entire documents, incl. few U.S., G.B.,
Spain, etc., fine .............................................. Est. $150/200

2167 Hm

Balance of Estate
$100
Including mint Philippines collection in 3 albums to 2007,
Gilbert & Ellice mint collection and few used Norway, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

2168 m

2169 Hm

2170

2171

H

H

H

HHm

Old Mostly Used Album
$100
In German album, many hundreds mostly used incl. some
interesting German States, Japan, British and few U.S., fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $150/200

H

Worldwide Topical Collections
2176

H

H

Mostly Mint Collection
$400
Strong in flowers, 5 binders on quadrille pages, categories
incl. flowers with Switzerland, Iceland, Guinea, Colombia,
Bhutan and few British Colonies, paintings for France incl.
better Semis, religious, artifacts, etc., better countries incl.
Ethiopia, Polynesia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Bulgaria,
Japan with #479, fine to very fine ................... Est. $600/800

2178 H

Costume and Textile Collection
$350
Almost all mint on homemade pages in 8 binders, plus
additional material that didn’t get added, also modest dogs
and scouting collections and misc. other material, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

H

Antarctic Area Mint Collection
$350
Mostly n.h., few hundred in stockbook incl. F.S.A.T.
#16-20 pairs, C6 and C8 pairs, 28, 30-32, B.A.T. 1-15, and
25-38 (blocks of 4), South Georgia 17-30 blocks of 4 and
Falklands 84-96, 107-120 (both sets o.g.), 166-179 blocks of
4, and 1L19-1L33, fine to very fine ................ Est. $500/750

2179

H

2180 H

20th Century Oldtime Collection
$300
Hundreds mostly train related in 4 binders on stockpages, incl.
Latin America with Peru #19 mint and used, Nicaragua with
Airmails, Salvador imperfs, cut squares, black proofs, inverted
overprints, entires, Europe with Spain C12-17, E6 (genuine),
Belgium with Parcel Post, Africa incl. French, few Revenues,
nothing recent, fine to very fine .......................... Est. $400/600

2181 H

Wine Mint Collection
$250
Hundreds of 20th Century in 4 binders and 2 stockbooks on
stockpages, incl. occasional modern cover, souvenir sheets,
many countries represented incl. Algeria #1-32, also one
binder of Greek gods, one binder small group of U.S. Wines,
one env. with misc. topical stamps and covers, inventory incl.,
clean, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $400/500

2182

H

H)

Collector’s Worldwide Collection
$140
N.h., on quadrille pages in 6 binders, in mounts incl. souvenir
sheets, occasional FD, 2 binders of FDC’s, binders of Israel,
Syria, Ghana, and Austria, fine to very fine ....... Est. $200/300

2183

H

H

Couple Hundred and Souvenir Sheets
$120
Mostly n.h., a few used in glassines, #107 and display cards,
lots of sports and Olympics among others, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

Balance of Collection
$100
Incl. U.S. Precancel collection, used early commemoratives
in stockbook, mint (some n.h.), and used New Zealand and
Australia in glassines, some literature, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

2172 H

Accumulation of Better Sets
$100
Few hundred incl. 19th Century issues, some better mint
Belgium, Vatican and Commonwealth, 19th Century mixed
condition, balance mostly fine or better o.g. .... Est. $150/200

2173 Hm

Small Mint and Used Balance
$50
Incl. classic used G.B., P.R.C. #1483 n.h., couple of covers,
etc. ................................................................. Est. $100/150

Impressive Worldwide Space Group
$1,200
Two banker boxes filled with n.h. space related materials
from just about every area imaginable organized in glassines
envelopes, with British Colonies, Europe, Middle East,
Latin America, Asia, Africa, etc., a nice clean holding with
very high total cat. value, please inspect, fine to very fine lot
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

2177 H

2 Old Scott Internationals
$100
Many hundreds mint and used in 1897 Scott International,
and Scott Junior albums, fine overall .............. Est. $150/200
Middle East Mint Lot
$100
Mostly n.h., few hundred sets 1948 to 1980’s incl. Saudi
Arabia, Oman (incl. #26 block of 4), Bahrain, and Iraq, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

Start Bid
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Description
H

HH

2185 H)

Start Bid

F.D.R. Memorial Album
$110
Produced 1946, with adhesives mounted in collection, also
loose n.h. incl. the better Hungary sheets, Poland #C26d,
Greece set in sheets, few FD’s, Ecuador Semi-Airs, etc., fine
to very fine, last sold in HRH 1967 auction ....... Est. $150/200

2187

2188

2189

2190

2191

)

)

)

)

)

)

Lot

Description

Massive Accumulation - Part One
$3,500
Mostly loose or sleeved in 23 boxes, many thousands across
all time periods with some classics to 1950’s and later FD’s
(nothing after around 2000), value in commercial period
from 1930’s on with many countries represented, better items
probably buried throughout, only scattered U.S. and Asia as
most were removed to make other lots, you need time but an
excellent lot to break down for retail or internet, fine to very
fine overall, culled from retired collector’s 300+ box
accumulation ............................................. Est. $5,000/7,000
Massive Accumulation - Part Deux
$3,250
Similar to previous lot, “just” 22 boxes, fine to very fine, culled
from retired collector’s 300+ box accumulation Est. $4,750/5,250
Extensive Stock
$3,000
5675 in 10 Pittsburgh boxes by category, mostly 1940’s to
1970’s, all sleeved and priced mostly $3-$15, incl. Europa
(477-retail $2,980), Fraternal Organizations (410-$5,983),
Balloons (498-$7,198), Scouting (245-$2,231), Polar,
Space, Sports, some commercial but mostly cacheted, slight
dupl., mostly clean, retail total $60,000, Ex Friedman “Cover
Corner” Stock ............................................ Est. $4,000/6,000
Somewhat Better Group
$1,000
Loose (some sleeved) in full banker box, incl. classic period,
strength in Western Europe, also Mexico, no U.S.,
stampless or much Asia (separate lots), some
Commonwealth (see separate lot), few early flights etc.,
mixed condition to fine, excellent lot to process for the
internet, carefully inspect, culled from retired collector’s 300+
boxes ......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
Commonwealth Commercial 2 Box Lot
$1,000
Loose (some sleeved) in 1½ banker boxes, incl. some classic
period bur mostly 1940’s-50’s period, some stationery usages,
occasional better F.D., scattered Asia (see separate lot), mixed
condition to fine, some better destinations, excellent lot to
process for the internet, inspection recommended, intact, culled
from retired collector’s 300+ boxes ................... Est. $1,500/2,000
Stamp Dealer’s Cover Accumulation
$1,000
Loose in 3 full banker boxes, many hundreds loose, stamp
dealer’s covers bought, in many cases, decades ago, never
processed and incl. stampless to 1950’s period, some earlier
Postal Stationery mint and usages, countries incl. Germany,
India, Canada with pence issues, corner cards, advertising,
group addressed to movie stars in U.S., etc., somewhat better
scattered throughout, it needs close inspection as nothing
was removed, usual condition, culled from an Estate of a couple
hundred boxes ............................................ Est. $1,500/2,000

Start Bid

2192

)

Unsorted, Unorganized Balance
of Stock
$750
Thousands in 5 stuffed Pittsburgh boxes never processed for
retail, mostly unsleeved, mostly 20th Century commercial
with batches of U.S. scattered throughout, some classics, few
FD’s to 1970’s, stationery mostly used, spotted occasional
better, completely unpicked and barely inspected, few priced
and sleeved, most just random, nothing recent, needs
inspection, excellent lot to break down for internet or shows,
part of the last grouping of the Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
similar Pittsburgh cover lots realized around $400 hammer per
box in the January auction ........................... Est. $1,000/1,500

2193

)

Unsorted, Unorganized Balance
of Stock
$750
Similar to previous lot, part of the last grouping of the Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $1,000/1,500

2194

)

Unsorted, Unorganized Balance
of Stock
$750
Similar to previous lot, part of the last grouping of the Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $1,000/1,500

2195

)

Unsorted, Unorganized Balance
of Stock
$750
Similar to previous lot, part of the last grouping of the Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ................. Est. $1,000/1,500

2196

)

Scandinavia Stock
$700
355 with marked retail $12,975, an excellent selection of
Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden, fine variety present with many attractive and better
items, very clean, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,300

2197

)

WWII Pacific/Middle East APO Stock
$650
2600+ all identified, sleeved and priced, mostly $2 to $25
with several better throughout, wide variety of locations incl
Hawaii, Alaska, Fiji, Australia, New Zealand, China, India,
Guam, Iran, Korea, etc., fine to very fine, Ex Steve Henderson
................................................................. Est. $1,100/1,300

2198

)

Commercial Accumulation in 12
Old Binders
Web
$650
Around 2200+ sorted in alpha country order, incl. German
inflation period, G.B. starting in stampless period with
stationery usages, some mint stationery from Latin America
and U.S., mostly early 20th Century period with nothing
beyond around 1920’s period, few China covers
subsequently removed, many countries represented, better
covers throughout, needs inspection, usual condition,
originally sold in Rumsey 2001 auction ......... Est. $1,000/1,500

2199

)

Stampless Accumulation
$650
Few hundred with strength in U.S., also Europe,
Trans-Atlantic, etc., loose, some sleeved, fine overall, culled
from retired collector’s 300+ boxes ............... Est. $1,000/1,500

2200

)

Hundreds of Eclectic Commercial
$650
Loose in ¾ full banker box, mostly early to mid 20th Century
incl. better scattered throughout with G.B., 2d Mulreadys;
Canada two 6c Large Queens; Bavaria scarce Zepp. picture
postcard, Trieste B rare green Tax stamp usage; U.S. with
unusual destinations, advert. and #11, 26 usages, German
States, scarce Baltic States, mint stationery, etc., fine overall
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

Disney Covers and New Issues
$100
In full box, with albums, dupl. mint blocks and covers loose,
etc., incl. collection of 273 sets of FD’s incl. souvenir sheets
and sets, clean ................................................ Est. $200/300

Worldwide Cover Collections
2186
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Lot

Description

Third Session
Start Bid

2201

)

WWII Atlantic and European
APO Stock
$600
2400+ identified, sleeved and priced, wide variety of
locations incl England, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium,
Netherlands, Luxembourg, etc, most priced $2 to $25, some
better to $40, scattered throughout, fine to very fine, Ex Steve
Henderson ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,200

2202

)

Unsorted, Unorganized Balance
of Stock
$550
Similar to lot 2195, but 4 boxes, part of the last grouping of the
Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ............... Est. $850/1,100

2203

)

Unsorted, Unorganized Balance
of Stock
$500
Similar to previous lot but 3 boxes, part of the last grouping of the
Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ............... Est. $750/1,000

2205

)

Asia Commercial 2 Box Lot
$500
Loose (some sleeved) in full banker boxes, incl. some classic
period bur mostly 1930’s-50’s period, some stationery
usages, occasional better F.D., incl. Philippines, Thailand,
little China, Japan, or Hong Kong (separate lots) mixed
condition to fine, excellent lot to process for the internet,
inspection recommended, intact, culled from retired collector’s
300+ boxes .................................................. Est. $750/1,000

2206

)

Various Countries and Regions
Commercial Intact
$500
Mostly commercial group of hundreds, mostly sorted by
country or region incl. G.B. & Colonies, Australia, Asia with
Japan, Malaya, Hong Kong, U.S., Canada, Iran, Arab
Countries, etc., to 1980’s, strength in 1920’s-50’s period,
incl. Semi-postals, Airs, occasional postcard usage, few
oversized, etc., few FD’s, no apparent 19th Century, Europe
and Scandinavia separate lots, retail to $50++ each, mostly
fine or better ............................................... Est. $750/1,000

2207

)

Somewhat Better Culled Commercial
Group
$450
Around 100 to 1950’s period, sleeved and not, incl. German
and French Colonies mint stationery, European stampless,
G.B. 1860 to Australia, stationery usages incl. considerable
amount of Japan, occasional better FD, France classics, fine
to very fine overall, culled from various estates accumulated over
the decades ....................................................... Est. $600/800
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Lot

Description

Start Bid

2210

)

4 Box Accumulation
$375
19th & 20th Century unorganized mostly, incl. Latin
American accumulation, about 1000, 1900 to 1970’s, mint
postal cards and Aerogrammes incl. Latin America, used
heavily dupl. stationery from Pakistan and also Philippines,
G.B., and Nigeria used Aerogrammes dupl., also U.N.
FD’s, used classic Austria cards, some recent Polar related,
U.S. silks, etc., fine overall, culled from various estates
accumulated over the decades ............................. Est. $500/750

2211

)

Commercial 20th Century Mixture
$350
Hundreds in ¾full banker box, never processed for retail,
mostly unsleeved, mostly 20th Century commercial with
batch of U.S. scattered throughout, some classics, stationery
mostly used, spotted occasional better, few FD’s, completely
unpicked and barely inspected, few priced and sleeved, most
just random, noted early Australia and NSW letter cards,
nothing recent, needs inspection, excellent lot to break down
for internet or shows, part of the last grouping of the Ex
Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock ....................... Est. $500/750

2212

)

Flight Accumulation
$350
In 2½ boxes, strong in U.S., 1920’s-60’s period incl. U.S.
Pan-Am, 1st flights, occasional better Foreign incl. Zepp
flights, etc., inspect, fine to very fine, culled from retired
collector’s 300+ boxes ...................................... Est. $500/750

2213

)

Select Mostly Flight Group
$325
Around 50, Zepp. flights incl. U.S. #C14 (2), C18 (2),
Swiss 1929 LZ127 flight on postcard, few catapult, German
3rd Reich, small group of Japan, couple of U.S., 1937 Hong
Kong Coronation FD’s (2), China 1948 to U.S., catapult,
etc., plus few extraneous German items incl. Germany #C35
n.h. pair, U.S. C18 mint, Japan Mt. Fuji pamphlets, Israel
1955 tribute to Jewish volunteers of WWII poster, etc.,
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $500/700

2214

)

Commercial Group
$300
About 300 in box from wide area with retails in $5-15 range, close
inspection recommended, mostly fine to very fine .. Est. $450/550

2215

)

Accumulation in Banker Box
$300
Wide range of commercial 20th Century with many censors
from many different areas, group of G.B. GVI FDC’s plus
Tangier & Morocco Agencies and other interesting items,
fine to very fine lot .......................................... Est. $450/600

2208

)

Mostly Zeppelin Intact Group
Web
$400
1929 to 1939, 23 mostly German related, incl. 1930 South
America (2-both with fold tears, stamps sound), 1931
Netherlands DO-X, 1931 Polar, three 1932 German
catapult, mixed condition ............................... Est. $600/800

2216

)

Group of 45 Better
Web
$250
Mostly 20th Century, incl. 4 1936 Queen Mary return trip;
better FD’s incl. Greenland #10-18, 1931 Japanese
Occupation Manchukuo 1946 Moukden Airmail, Hong
Kong 1895 to Boston, etc., fine overall ............ Est. $400/500

2209

)

Europe Mostly Commercial Intact
$400
Mostly commercial group of hundreds, mostly sorted by
country with strength in Austria, Luxembourg, Spain with
costumes selection, also Eastern Europe, to 1980’s, strength
in 1920’s-50’s period, incl. Semi-postals, Airs, occasional
postcard usage, few oversized, etc., few FD’s incl. better
earlier, no apparent 19th Century, retail to $50++ each,
separate lots for Belgium, France, Liechtenstein,
Switzerland, and Scandinavia, mostly fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

2217

)

Banker Box With Wide Array
$250
Loose, majority being commercial or personal, starting
1870s to post WWII, with strength in Germany, Japan,
France, Italy, Poland, Czechoslovakia, G.B., India and a
scattering of many other countries, incl. censored, registered,
propaganda, stationery usages, bit of more modern FDC’s, a
binder of Europa covers incl. key 1956 Luxembourg issue,
postal stationery and topically-related items, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $400/600
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Description
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2218

)

Mostly 20th Century Accumulation
$250
In 10 boxes mostly loose, incl. FD’s incl. Europa related with
some stamps, commercial, some stationery usages, many areas
represented, mostly common, fine to very fine ..... Est. $400/600

2219

)

Commonwealth and Canada Group
$250
Canada group of 230+ 1870’s to 1900 nearly all fronts of
Canada small Queens with various shades, about ½
registered, some with interesting postal markings; rest
mostly to U.S., around 1000 1860’s to 1950’s with some to
Johnson Machine correspondence in Connecticut, incl.
censored, Dues, occasional mint stationery, most usages
from G.B., and Canada, mixed condition ....... Est. $400/600

2220

)

Scandinavia Mostly Commercial Intact
$250
Mostly commercial group of few hundred, loosely sorted in
envelope or binders, to 1980’s, strength in 1920’s-50’s
period, nice representation of Finland, with sections of
Norway and Denmark Semi-postals, also Airs, few
oversized, few FD’s, virtually no 19th Century, retail to
$50++ each, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $400/600

2221

)

Accumulation in Banker Box
$250
Mostly commercial from all areas with many better items
incl. Europe, British, Asia, etc., mostly fine to very fine
...................................................................... Est. $400/500

2222

)

Group of 9 Zeppelins
$250
Incl. Germany Polar flight, U.S. with #C13, also C18 block
of 4, 2 Russia Polar flights, etc., fine to very fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $350/400

2223

2224

)

)

January 17, 2021

Third Session

Europe Commercial Retail Stock
$200
20th Century consisting of Germany, Austria and a little
Netherlands, somewhat sorted by country, some priced,
some Feldpost, also stationery and FD usages, never put into
stock, fine overall, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Commercial Retail Stock
$200
20th Century consisting of Canada, France, smaller sections
of Sweden, Latvia, censored, meters incl. U.S., somewhat
sorted, some priced, few stationery usages, never put into
stock, fine overall, Ex Friedman “Cover Corner” Stock
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

2225

)

1870’s to 1950’s Advertising and
Meter Correspondence
$200
Over 1500 consisting of about 130 advertising 1870’s to
1950’s plus some fronts, mostly Europe and Latin America;
2nd group 1920’s to 1950’s 140+ with Commonwealth,
Europe, Latin America; 3rd group 1200+ 1870’s to 1950’s
mostly Europe; most from one commercial correspondence
to Carlyle Johnson Machine Co. in Connecticut, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

2226

)

Worldwide in 2 Banker Boxes
$200
Nearly all commercial with nice Europe, Asia, etc., please
inspect, mostly fine to very fine ....................... Est. $300/400

2227

)

U.S. and World Estate Balance
$150
Incl. early to mid-20th Century U.S. and Foreign mostly
covers and some postcards, also misc. stamps in glassines,
unsorted in two boxes, review recommended, fine overall
...................................................................... Est. $250/350

Lot

Description

Start Bid

2228

)

Commonwealth and Worldwide
$140
320+ with Germany 1900-30, 19th & 20th Century,
interesting mix of countries, dual usage three-panel Airmail
Australia/Netherlands KLM 1938, Gibraltar to U.S. 1911
Postage Due, few ephemera, etc. .................... Est. $200/300

2229

)

Small Zeppelin Collection
$130
11 covers or cards incl. Liechtenstein #C7-8, C15-16 on 2
flown covers, Egypt 1931 Port Said flight on PPC, plus 7
1939 flights on PPC’s, fine ............................ Est. $200/250

2230

)

Few Hundred
$130
1870’s to 1950’s eclectic mix, much commercial, scattered
philatelic, some Commonwealth, U.S., Airs, Zepps, etc., fine
overall ............................................................ Est. $200/300

2231

)

Worldwide Accumulation
$120
Hundreds of British, Foreign, U.S., China and Asia in five
binders and various plastic bags, incl. ephemera and
correspondence to San Francisco Examiner stamp editor,
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $200/250

2232

)

Collector’s Small Better Group
Web
$100
8, consists of U.S. 3 “blackjacks” incl. one previously EKU
for #87, 1931 Australia first flight, 3 Poland 1917-18 Local
covers, and Peru 1893 10L stationery usage to NY, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $150/200

2233

)

Estate Accumulation
$100
Many hundreds incl. Antarctic area FDC’s and events, some
mint stationery and misc. U.S., fine ................ Est. $150/200

2234

)

Small Accumulation
$100
About 30 incl. few Japan 1920’s era, Russia, and U.S.
registered, fine ............................................... Est. $150/200

2235

)

Europe and G.B. Accumulation
$60
Dollar cover box material filling one banker’s box, more
commercial then FDC’s, noted 1930’s to 1970’s, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $100/150

2236

)

First Flight Group
$60
Over 300 CAM and FAM 1930’s and 1940’s, fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150
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